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Abstract 
In th~'Onsing giobaliS;ltion. caplutlls represented as all-powerful and proactl\'c in its mobility and ability to 
transcend nallona! boundaries In search arnew labour markets. It is ttus mobility of capital. which is argued 
to be instrumental in shilping the processes of globalisation (Ohmae: 1989, Alien: 1995: Thompson et al : 
1998. Dickcn: 1998). Labour In contrast is portrayed as Ih:ed within territorial boundaries unable to shape 
or influCflce its 0\\11 destiny or the processes of globalisation. These opposing discourses of capital as the 
prime agent of globalisallon and labour as a passive participant in the process have predominantly informed 
the dl!hatcs about globalisation. and have remained mostly unchallenged in the literature. 
This dissertation interrogates claims of capital being all-powerful via its mobility and labour being 
' agentlcss' in influencing the processes of globalisation. In order to achieve this I use the global shipping 
induslr)' as an example to explores these argwncnts. This is achieved by Investigating the complex ways 
that relationships between shipping capital and seafaring labour ha\·c changed and how these changed 
rdationships arc aniculated. SpccificalJy I I;samine the strategies used by South African Transpon and 
Allied Workers to !;Cf\'ice a lransnational and flesible membership. My findings suggest that the 'agentless' 
nature of labour in shaping the processes of globalisatlon is exaggerated by proponents of the transnational 
neo-liberal discourse of globalisation. 
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(Ai) Aims and background of study 
In theorlsmg globalisatlOn. capital is represented as all·powerful and proactive in its 
mobility and ability to transcend national boundaries in search of new labour markets. It 
is this mobility of capital. wh ich is argued to be instrumental in shaping the processes of 
globalisation (Ohmae: 1989. Alien: 1995 : Thompson et a1 : 1998. Dicken: 1998). Labour 
in contrast is ponrayed as fixed within territorial boundaries unable to shape or influence 
ItS own destiny or the processes of globalisation. These opposmg discourses of capital as 
the pnme agent of globahsation and labour as a passive panlClpam in the process have 
predominantly informed the debates about globalisation. and have remained mostly 
unchallenged in the literature. 
The aim of this dissertation is to assess the val idi ty of claims of capital being all-powerful 
vIa its mobility and labour being 'agentless " in influencing the processes of global is at ion. 
In order to achieve this I use the global shipping industry as an example to explores these 
arguments. This is achieved by investigating the complex .. \laYS that relationships between 
shipping capital and seafaring labo ur have changed and how these changed relat ionships 
are articu lated. 
I will examine the way the shipping industry has restructured since the international 
economic crisis of the 1970s and the impact of this restructuring process on seafaring 
labour. The shipping industry is the most global of all industries and seafarers are 
considered to be the most global of all labour. Furthermore seafarers and their un ions 
interact with the labour market on the global, local. flexib le and transnationallevels. As 
such I argue that seafarers as well as shipping capital are agents of the processes of 
global isation. Hence any assessment of globalisation and the agency of transnational 
capital and labour will benefit from the analysis of the way re lationships between 
shipping capi tal and seafaring labour are articulated. 
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Theonsts such as Standing (1999). Caste 11 5 ( 1991) and Harvey (1989) argue that the 
world of work IS go ing through unprecedented change. They si tuate their arguments 
wnhlll the framework of globalisation and shift ing labour markets. They argue that the 
IIlcreased mobIlity of capital. since the 1970s. to seek out new. cheaper and more flexible 
labour markets has resulted in a New International Division of Labour (r-.,nDL) whereby 
there has been a spatial reconfiguration of labours location. This spat ial restructuring of 
labour and capital has resulted in new patterns of inequality between labour of the North 
and labour of the South in terms of levels of skill and labour process used (Herod: 2000, 
Urry: 1996. Massey: 1994). These pattems of inequality are complexly amculated and 
Illustrated in the way shlppmg capital has restructured s ince the 19705 and the Impact this 
has on seafaring labour. The restructuring of the shipping industry also provides an 
opponunlty 10 1Ilvestigate and assess the strategies used by labour to organise when faced 
with the challenges ofglobalisation. 
Through a number of post 1970 mergers. acquisitions and organisational restructuring 
processes. shippi ng companies have become the epitome of the transnauonal company 
(T C). These organisational restructuring processes have consolidated shipping capitals ' 
power. increasing their mobility to seek out cheap and flexible labour markets. At the 
same time. the restructuring of shipping TNCs has presented seafaring labour with unique 
opponunities and challenges in an increasingly globalising world. This dissertation 
exammes how labour organisations are using these opponunities to service their 
memberships. 
The highest cost factor in operating merchant navy ships is seafaring labour. Before the 
economic crisis of the 1970s, merchant sh ipping was a national affair. It was dominated 
by the shipping companies of the traditional maritime nations of Europe such as France, 
Belgium. the Netherlands, Norway, Denmark. the United Kingdom and Germany. 
Mercham ships and seafarers from these states were viewed as extenSIOns of their nation 
states. There was thus a link between the Flag State and the ships of its merchant fleet. 
Ships were owned. registered and crewed in the same national state. The flag that was 
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tlown on the ship was the flag of the state where the ship was owned. registered and 
crewed. 
From the mid 19705 due to global economic crisis, a shift in the way shipping companies 
operated became necessary i f they were to continue operating. The new economic 
pressures on shipping capital required them to drastically reduce their operating costs_ 
\Vith seafaring labour representing the highest operational costs to ship owners. it was 
inevitable that labour would be the prime target of cost reduction policies. In keeping 
with the general trend of capital at the time. shipping capital a imed to seek out cheaper 
more flexible labour markets outside ofIhe traditional European maritime nations. 
The labour market for seafarers IS not an occupationally homogenolls one. It is two-
l1ered. The first tier are the officers and the second tier are the ratings. Officers are the 
senior. tertiary educated crew members, with the most senior being the captain or the 
master of the ship. Rattngs on the other hand are the ' working class of the seas'. firm ly 
situated at the lower end of the crewing hierarchy and labour market. This occupat ional 
differentiation of seafarers contri butes to new panerns of inequality in the global and 
loca I labour markets for seafarers wi th regard to their recruitment, wages and working 
conditions. Further the operation of merchant navy vessels necess itates sh ips being 
crewed with more ratings than office rs. Therefore ratings are the highest labour cost for 
ship owners. These occupational categories have implications for the way the labour 
markets for seafa rers operate. Ratings, as the highest cost factor as well as being low 
skilled are recruited from outside the traditional maritime nations (TMN). Countries such 
as the Philippines. India. Pak istan. Russia, Poland and North and South Korea are the 
new ratings supply sources. Ratings from these regions are largely un-unionised and 
work for far less income than their TMN counterparts would. Officers on the other hand 
are not subject to the low wage and job insecurity that characterises ratings employment. 
Officers are highly sought after in the labour market for seafarers . Currently there is a 
shortage of officers and surplus of ratings in the global labour market that further 
exacerbates the divide between them (BUvtCOnSF Report: 200 1). 
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In order to locate the cheapest sources of labour possible. shipping capital had to escape 
the unionised. regulated and expensive labour markets of the TMN. To facilitate the 
SOUfCLIlg of cheaper labour as well as to escape high fiscal expenses. they began the 
process of registering their vessels outside their countries of ownership. This means fo r 
example that a vessel may be owned by a British company. but is registered (and flagged) 
In another country. for example Liberia where legislation (o r lack of it) permits the hiring 
of foreign unprotected crew. In addition the fiscal burden of registration in flag of 
conven ience (FOe) registries is greatly reduced. 
An obvIous consequence of FOe registering IS that It contnbuted to the multinational 
crewlIlg of sh ips on a scale unprecedented before the 1970s. FOe shipping and the 
consequent mult inational crewing of sh ips is a recent phenomenon in merchant seafa ring. 
FOe shipping has risen from 4.5 percent in 1950 to over 40 percent of merchant shipping 
in the 1990s and is rapidly growing (Koch-Baumgarten: 2000). 
The move towards sh ipping compames reglstermg their vesse ls under FOes 
(predominately in the South) combined with the increasing employment ofralings from 
the South and eastern Europe has altered the traditional geographic organisation of the 
shipping industry. The ri se of multinationa l crewing combined with the increase of FOe 
registries has created new shipping hubs and labour markets in different regions of the 
world . 
This new landscape of shipp ing capital presents labour wi th a unique set of conditions to 
operate 111 . Therefore the particular focus of this dissertation is on the opportun ities and 
challenges faced by the South African Transport and Allied Workers Union (SAT A WU) 
and the internationa l trade secretariat for transport workers. the International Transport 
Federation (lTF) in servicing their seafaring membership. In particular. 1 argue that given 
the transnationa l nature of shipping capital and seafaring labour, labour unions need to 
adopt new strategies in serv icing their seafaring membersh ip that simultaneously takes 
into account the way sca le and space ( loca l. regional and globa l) will influence the type 
of response needed to service a transnational membership . 
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The following section provides summaries of the arguments of the dissertat ion '5 chapters. 
In addition 11 provides the structure that the dissertatIOn follows in making these 
arguments. 
A.1.2 Structure of Dissertation 
A 1.2.1 ChalltCl" One LaboUl' and the pl'od uci ion of economic geogntphics 
This chapter draws on the theoretical formulations of labour geographers to frame the 
arguments that follow. Labour geography provides a significant contribution to theorising 
labours agency in producing globaiisation. Funhennore 11 serves as a vital 'corrective' to 
the' s paceiess ' perspectives that dominate labour process and mdustrlal relations studies. 
By adopting an explicitly geographica l perspect ive on trade Llll10ns. thi s chapter argues 
that labour plays a significant role in shaping the geographies of transnational capitalism 
and globa li sation. 
A 1.2.2 C haptcr Two Research methodology 
Chapter Two discusses the rationale behind choosing a qualitative research process. The 
research strategy adopted for this dissenation is that ofa case study_ The case study as a 
research strategy is d iscussed. Moreover the quali tative research techniques of in depth-
interviewing and pamcipant observation that inform the case study are brought to the 
fore . 
A 1.2.3 C haptc I' T hl'ce The economic geography of FOe shiPIJing. 
In order to assess the veracity of the way capital and labour are theorised in the dominant 
discourse of globalisat ion : I use the shipping industry as an empirical example to 
exam me the complex ways in which capital and labou r relationships have been structured 
since rhe 1970s. In order to do this. I investigate the factors that contributed to this globa l 
restructuring. This chapter empiri cal ly investigates the consequences of the 1970s 
economic crisis for the shipping industry. This calls for an empirical investigation and 
overview of the factors that req uired the Shipping mdustry to restructure. Moreover the 
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development of new shippmg capital hubs outs ide the TMN is not solely 3. result of the 
:1gency and mobility ofcapltai or wIllingness of ratings to work for low wages: rather it is 
the result of a complex Interactlon between labour and capital in the shippmg Industry. 
'\Ieither could have aclllcved the creation of new sh ipping capi tal hubs and sources of 
bbollf without the agency and pamclpatlon of the other. As such I examine the way 
finance. technology and the organisational restructuring of shipping companies impacted 
on the labour market for seafarers. 
To funher understand the way the globa l labour market for seafarers has reconfigured 
neceSSllates an examlllauon IntO the rise of FOe shipping. In pamcuJar I look at how 
raungs from the SOlllh (the Philippines in particular) and eastern Europe proactively 
marketed themselves 111 order to obtain work (wi th and without government intervention) 
as cheaper and more flexible than labour from the TMN and other regions of the world, 
such as South Africa. in order to obtain work. This involves workers wi llingly and 
knowing ly competing with each other on a global scale to attract the benefits of capita l, 
such as jobs. It is indicative of the agency of labour even ifsuch agency contributes to the 
uneven deve lopment of regions in terms of employment and capital investment. By 
labour proaclIvely definmg new geographical contours of the labour market for ratings 
outside the TMN. necessitates that shipping capital invest productive capital (buildings. 
shore based administration·jobs) in regions where ratings are to be sourced. A result of 
tbis is that new shipping company hubs and labour markets are being created. as ratings 
]n regIOns of the South and eastern Europe compete to attract jobs and shipPIng capital to 
thClr s hores. Ratings from different geographic regions do not only compete with each 
other 111 a purely economic labour market where low wages automat ically imp ly favoured 
employment status as the empirical study of the shipping industry in this chapter 
illustrates. Labour markets for ratings are more subjective with shipping capital having a 
preference for certain nationalities and ethnic groups. such as Filipinos. The same finding 
holds true for the recnJ itment and employment of officers. When given a choice of hiring 
officers from regions of the South and eastern Europe, shipping compan ies show a clear 
preference for officers from the TMN. This is one of the challenges encountered by 
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llallonai maritime unions of these regions that are faced with labour market 
dlscrlmlnatton of seafarers based on nationality, racial and ethnic identities . 
. -\ .1 .2..4 Chaplcl' Foul" Geogl'aphies of Organising 
In theorising abollt globalisation. the agency of labour to influence the processes of 
globalisation is an oft-neglected factor. Globalisation is constructed as an exclusive 
proJect oftransnational capita l. This chapter uses the example of the shipping industry to 
challenge such claims. 
In order to assess the va lidity of claims that locate labour in the globalisatlon discourse as 
3. passive object for capita l to act on and mould. I investigate the nature and form of 
agency seafaring labour uses to actively shape the workings of shipping capital. 
To do this I investigate the way the ITF in conjunction with SATAWU articulates 
International labour solidarity as a fonn of agency to service their memberships. I argue 
that the nature and form of how solidarity is practised is infonned by the economic and 
political concems of the era. I demonstrate that the geo-politics of the cold war often 
meant that imperialism informed intemational labour solidarity with South African trade 
uflIons. The extent to which imperialism still infonns practices of solidari ty with South 
African trade unions. specifically between SATAWU and the ITF are investigated. This 
has Important implications for the effectiveness of international labour solidari ty as a 
fonn of agency in servicing memberships. 
This entails an exploration of the strategies employed by SATAWU in servicing its 
South African ratings membership. Due to the transnational nature of the occupations of 
SATAWU' s ratings membership, SATAWU has adopted the transnational strategy of 
mternational labour solidarity by affiliating itself with the ITF. This allows the labour 
unIon. through its affiliation to the ITF to simultaneously service the needs of its ratings 
membership on a local and global scale. An example of this transnational labour 
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solidarity in practice is the ITF's campaign against ships that fly FOe and employ 
unorganised labour. Further. the lTF in conjunction with its national affiliates is involved 
in the settmg of global minimum wage and working condition standards for ratings . It is 
argued that the act offorgmg solidarity between the national union and its federation has 
given labour greater agency to mfluence the processes of globa lisation by being able to 
proactively respond to capitals mobility faster and more efficiently. In addition 
internat ional labour solidarity often counteracts capital. lIsing the same technology that 
capital uses as it moves from place to place. as the ITF's FOe campaign does. 
Whilsl a national un ion like SATAWU may be spatially fixed, by affiliating with a 
federation of unions that is networked throughout the world, this spatial fixity is 
countered. The relationship between SATAWU and the ITF is not unproblematic. The 
reasons for this can be traced historically to the imperialistic manner in which American 
and European international labour solidarity articulated with the emerging independent 
Black unions in South Africa during the cold war era. 
This solidarity is funher undermined given that the nature of capitalist labour markets 
necessarily requires that labour competes with each other and that the global labour 
market for ratings is one of the most competitive of labour markets. [n other wo rds 
international labour solidarity may serve to benefit one geographically or spatially 
distinct group of workers over another without challenging cap italism ' s allocative 
mechanisms. 
The chapter then argues that labour can achieve greater agency in influcncing the 
processes of global isation by working towards a transformatory so lidarity as opposed to 
accommodatory sol idari ty as currently practised between SATAWU and the ITF. 1 use 
Johns (1998 ) spatial labour solidarity model to assess the type of solidarity 
(transformatory or accommodatory) and level of solidarity that exists between the ITF 
and SAT A WO. This is an important assessment Iftransnationallabour solidarity is to be 
the main tool of agency for labour to influence the processes of global isation. 
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In sum this chapter empIrically investIgates and assesses the agency of SAT AWU and the 
ITF in organIsing and servIcing their transnational membership and hence influencing the 
processes of g lobaiis3t1on by controlling the wage rate and worki ng conditions of labour. 
This is achieved by exploring the nature of this agency. This agency is articulated by the 
forgmg of sol idarity between the ITF and SATAWU as a strategy to service their 
transnational membership. I demonstrate that international labour sol idarity is not an 
unproblemattc way of labour practising its agency. The central purpose of this 
dissertation is to assess the validity of claims that assert that labour is a passive object of 
globalisat ion. This chapler aids in this assessment by evaluating the nature and form of 
this agency as expressed in the act offorging mtemational solidarity between the ITF and 
SATAWU. 
A. I.2.S Cha IHC I" FiveJu mp ing sca les? 
This chapter explores the agency used by SATA WU on a local scale to service South 
African seafarers. I argue that SAT AWU has a sophisticated notion of scale that allows it 
to simultaneously articulate agency on local and global scales. The focus of the chapter is 
on local s trategies used by SATAWU. In order to do this I explore local training, 
employment and equity initiatives undertaken by SATAWU to service its seafaring 
membersh ip. This entails an exploration of the concept and practice of~·ocial parrnersMp 
by SATAWU. Social partnership as used in this chapter refers to socia l dialogue or 
partnership between labour unions and a host of labour market institutions (such as 
employers. training institutions and bodies government and non-government agencies) as 
a means of addressing the concerns ofa union·s membership. 
SAT A WU has developed such social partner relationships with seafarer labour market 
institutions such as the Transport Education and Training Autho rity (TETA) and the 
South African Maritime Safety Association (SAMSA) to address the training 
employment and equity needs of its ratings membership. The social partnership between 
the TETA and SATAWU reveals the agency SATAWU uses to influence local training 
and eq uity policy of South African seafarers. More specifically this chapter focuses on 
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the soeml partnership dialogue SATAWU hns developed with SAMSA. This allows me 
to locus on role SAT A \V U plays m the SAMSA traming and equity in Ltlative for Black 
Soul h African ratings officers . 
The formation and practice of social pannershlps between SATAWU and national labour 
market 111stitutions like the TETA and SAMSA allows SAT A WU to articulate agency by 
1Iltluencing and informing national training and equity programmes and policy. Since 
South African seafarers operate in a global labour market. the effect of SATAWU's 
national Inltlattves [0 service ItS seafaring membership has repercuSSions tor where South 
African seafarers are located in the global labour market. 
In sum this chapter. by Investigating the way SATAWU articulates Its 3gency through the 
formation of social partnerships with labour market institutions. helps address the central 
purpose of this dissertation. which is to evaluate the val idity of theorising labour as 
pass ive III shapmg and informing the processes of globahsatlon. 
____________________ ~C~h~a~p~t~e~r~O~n~e~ ___________________ l l 
Chapter One 
Labour and t he product ion of economic geographies 
1.1 'Globalisation': A myth at work? 
~ growing body of critical work by labour theorists (~assey: 1.993,tvlan in: 1993~ Sunley: 1993, Herod: 1995, 1998a, 1998b, 2000,2001, Agnew and Corbridge; 
1995, Hirst and Thompson: 1996, Wi lls: 1998, ,Iohns: 1998,) argues that the dominant 
neo-I iberal discourse of ' globalisation' is a political weapon mobilised by those on the 
Right to further disempower labour. Many of these theorists (espec ially Koffman: 1996) 
build on Foucault's (1966, 1969.1 971) theory of the relationships between knowledge, 
power and discourseJ Their work is important since it destabilises prevailing, often 
oversimplified ideas of ' global is at ion" . Further it has given a boost to the labour studies 
field by creating new theoretical spaces from which a new and more critical labour praxis 
can be deve loped. It is not the aim of this chapter to deny the existence of 'global isation ' ; 
others have far more eloquent ly a imed to that (Hirst and Thompson: 1996). Instead, it is 
argued that whilst global isation is a discursive product of neo-1iberal capital. it none the 
less has very real materia l implications fo r labour and is used to undermine labour around 
the world (John5: 1998, Wills, 1998, Standing: 1999, Herod: 2060). As such this chapter 
explores how discursive production of globalisation has resulted in material 
consequences for labour. Further. the agency of labour in producing and resisti ng the 
processes of globalisation and its materia l impacts are examined, thus proactively 
inserting labour in the debates about gioba lisation. 
This dissertation acknowledges discourse is powerful. It has the abil ity of making myth 
reality . The academy needs to be more self-reflexive and critical in its theorising of 
globaiisation and recognise that theory influences the way globalisation is practiced. In 
tillS sense, knowledge is indeed power and as Freire (1978). Koffinan (1996) and S'c~~J~~ 
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(2000) argue academIc discourse results in knO\vledge productIon that assists in shaping 
the COlllours of the way globalisation is understood. 
Scholte (2000) contends that globalisation is a concept that mOSt people, be they labour 
or capnal. part oflhe Left or the Right, believe as key to understanding the transition of 
humanity to the third millenium. Giddens (1999) furthers this point by asserting that we 
live 111 a world of transformations. affecting almost every pan of what we do. For better 
or worse we. are being propelled into a global order that no one fully understands. but 
whIch IS making its effects felt on all of us. 
Whilst there have been many rigorous exammatlons of prevailing theories of 
globahsatlon fro m a diverse range of theoretical perspectives such as Ohmae (1989) 
Giddens (1990), Hirst and Thompson (1996). Schoite (1996,2000), they all uncritically 
locate capital as the main actor in the globalisation process. Capital is ponrayed as the 
final wmner m the historic struggle between labour and capitai. Globalisation is viewed 
as the end game of this struggle. This kind of theorising is ultimately constraining and 
self-defeating for those on the Left. as it leaves no space for the recognition of the power 
and agency of labour. This fonn of theorising moves discourse from the ethereal to the 
concrete. from myth to ' reality' . This ' reality' of labour as fixed , weak, and fragmented 
becomes llltemalised within the academy and implicit in its theonsing and practice of 
globahsation. As such the dominant discourse of globalisation achieves its aims by 
obfuscating the theoretical spaces where challenges can be made to the way it is 
articulated. 
Before further critiquing the dominant neo-liberal discourse of giobalisation. it will be 
useful to examine some of its theoretical and empirical claims. An examination of 
theoflsts defi nitions of globalisation (NfcGrew: 1992, 'Ag;IlewY~;torbridge: 1995; 
Perraton et al: 1997, Gray: 1998, Herod etal: 1998, Standing: 1999, Scholte: 2000) point 
to two commonalties about globalisation in the literature. Firstly is the argument that it is 
qualitatively different from previolls fonns of international economic and socml 
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interacllons. This IS mainly due to the increased pace. scale and mobility of capital. 
r 
,-Contemporary 'globalisation ' it is argued has incre:lsed the scale and pace of 
I nterconneClLOns and interdependence between people and places. For examp le a business 
deCISion taken III Los Angeles can have an immediate Impact on worke rs in J apan~ 
Closely related to the above argument is what Giddens t 1990) refers to as time-space 
distanciatioll. This refers to the way the rise of new technologies (especially 
communication technology) has meant that local institutions become increasingly easier 
to mtluence by distant events or policies. This 'sh rinkmg" of distances between places 
was what Marx decades earlier referred to as annihilat ion of space by time. Many p laces 
that may be thousands of kilomet res apart from each other become much closer in terms 
of the e.:1se of access. interaction. and travel between them. As ' Herod (2000). Scholte 
(2000) and a host of other theorists argue there are very few places on the globe that are 
not within twenty-four or at least forty-eight hours distance. Some of the consequences 
fo r capital (and labour) are fo r example: Clothes manufacturers in the Philippines, 
Honduras or the Dominican Republic can supply the CS market almost as easily as 
producers in Los Angeles or New York. Labour theorlsts (Massey; ) 99.~, Wills 1998; 
10hns: 1998, Herod.: 19.99) have illustrated how Santa Dommgo, Teguciga lpa a nd Manila 
have become the manufacturing suburbs of New York. Los Angeles. Dallas, Chicago, 
Seattle and SI. Louis. New York insurance companies regu larly fly claims overnight to 
Ireland where they are rapid ly processed and the information sent back to Manhattan via 
satellite ready for the next day's busi ness. Supermarket chains in the USA ship coupons 
used by shoppers to maqui\adora plants in northern MeXICO for processing and crediting 
of appropriate vendor accounts . 
Cox ( 1996). Q 'T uathaii et a l (1998) and Rodrik (1998) agree following Marx that capital 
has always been global. The dist inguishing feature of the contemporary processes of 
globai isanon. they argue is the process of time-space distanclation. O'Tuathail (\996) 
cautions that a critical understanding of the processes of giobai isatlon demands that we 
distingu is h between its materia list and its d iscursive or Ideological understand ing. A 
I 
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theoretical distincllon does not Imply that such neat markings can be made in the way 
~lobalisatlOn is practlced. In practice discourses infonns matenality and materiality 
lIlforms discourses . Where the one Starts and the other ends becomes blurred. From a 
materialist perspective. globaiisalion has its roots in the international economic crisis of 
the 19705. This entailed a move away from the Fordist mode of natIOnal regulation. 
which had structured the capitalist organisation of production since 1945 (Sayer 
&Walker: 1992). The Fordist mode of regulation entailed an economic relationship 
between states and markets. which was characterized by nationally regulated. inward 
focused economies. These economies, according to '0 Tauthail (1998) practiced an 
lllward focused or embedded libera lism. When the shift from Fordist to post Fordist 
modes of regulation and practice began occurring during the mid 1970s the relationships 
~mongst c~pitaL states and markets underwent a metamorphoses. The international 
economy that cons isted of strongly regulated national states became inc reasingly drawn 
into a global economy in which "production and finance were being organised in cross 
border networks that could very largely escape national and internat ional regulatory 
powers" (Cox: 1996:22). Materially then , globalisation marks a crisis of the relat ionship 
between terntorially constituted state rules and regulations and capitaiLsm. 
Cox (1996) argues that globalisat ion marks a sh ift to an unrul y and ungovernable form of 
capitalist organisation. This unruly and ungovernable form of organismg capital is one 
that capital itself promotes and seeks. both materially and discursively. As Barvey (1989) 
O'Tuathail et .1 (1998) and Rodrik (1998) and .Herod (2000) note. the global economy 
grew by taking advantage of the territorial fragmentation of the internat ional economy. 
This then facilita ted capital to take advantage of the different economiC geographies of 
Ihe world that wou ld maximize the profit making ability of capital. Hence capital was 
able 10 distribute its various production processes geographically. taking advantage of 
low labour costs. Iow prOduction costs, taxation incentives and lax environmental 
regulations for example. As wil l be argued later in this chapter the extent of the mobil ity 
of capital is o verstated and is not a homogenous process. 
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If these were the marenai rOOlS and consequences ofgiobalisatlon. then It was driven bv 
the IIlc rcasmgly dommant discourse of trnnsmmonal neo-liberalism. Transnauonal nea-
lIbCf:liLsm holds at itS hean that the movement of free trade and open markets at a global 
scale IS 111 the interest of the global population . In the discourse of transnatlonal nea-
hberaitsm. global isauon is presented as inevitable and unsloppablc. The "there is no 
altern.:ltlvc·· and " the re is no other way" are two oflhe slogans espoused by Reagan and 
Thatcher when advocating neo-Iiberal globalisation (Bradley e l a1 : 2000: I). 
Transnational neo-liberalism is argued (Bradley et a1: 2000, Giddens; 1990) to be a latent 
foml of free market capita lism. 
Proponents of th is tra nsnational neo-liberal discourse. promote the Idea that state 
rcguiauon of markets is ant i-progress and ultimately self-defeat ing. The idea of markets 
as unrulv and economic growth as avers ive to being binded by state formulated rules is a 
centJ.l 1 te net of the transna tional neo-liberal discourse Ihal informs globalisauon. 
Advoca tes of a ru le-less a nd unruly transnat ional neo-liberalism exaggerate the extent 
and le\·el of the unruliness of markets when they assert " markets need to be emancipated 
from "the fetters and discipline of state regulation ists" (O'Tuathail et al: 19985). Td 
achieve this ' emancipation' of markets they invoke ideas of rationality, growth and 
efficiency to sway government opinion. policy and practice in their favour. This in tu rn 
IIlfOmlS legislation that effects both labour and capital. The consequence is often. the 
deregulation of labour and economic markets . 
Vogel (1 996) in 'O Tauthail (1998) contends that by the di scourse oftransnat ional neo-
liberalism advocating fo r a n increased deregulation of rul es that govern labour and 
econom iC. it obfuscates the fact that what is being achieved is not a deregulation but 
rather a re-regulation of rules and laws. He adds that formula tion of new rules and 
regulat ions is contingent to the survival oftransnational-neo-liberalism. These rules may 
be ·unruly' but are an institutionally inbuilt form of 'economically correct' unruliness. 
The lorms that these new rules take may differ from state to state, but these countnes 
have to lIl stitute or re-regulate the rules for transnational-neo*liberalism to succeed. The 
tern to nal state then IS instrumental in this process. As Webber (1998, 2000) demonstrates 
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III hIS study on how states produce globahsatiOn. the state continues to have more agency 
than the dIscourse oftransnational·neo-liberalism proposes. 
Another manner. in whIch the discourse of transnatiOnal nea liberalism informs the 
practice of giobalisation. is the manner in which it conceptualises the state. This is part of 
a larger argument intertwined with the process of time -space distanciation. This implies 
the dilution of the power of local economic and social institutions to determine local 
economic and social processes. Gray lI998:57) refers IQ this as "de-Iocalisation", 
Theorists from the schools of international relations and political geography (Agnew & 
Corbridge: 1995, Cerny: 1995, Dalby: 1995, Tayloc 1995; 2000) argue that de-
localisation carries with it implications for our conceptualisation of the state. They argue 
that global institutions and processes have severely undermined the sovereignty of the 
state. The local (as in the state or other institutions) has a weakened and insignificant role 
to play in an increasingly global world. Johnslon (1994), Bradley' ~t al (1998) and Hart 
and Landsberg (1998) however critique this view, by arguing that the state has been 
instrumental in the rapid financial growth of the newly industrialised countries (N1Cs). 
Though Hart·.Landsberg and Burkett (1998) point out that ' the growth of the newly 
industrialised countries (NlCs) is indicative of increased international participation in 
trade. for example in 1963 the countries of East and South East Asia were resp:onsible fot 
1.51 percent of world trade. By 1995 their share had risen to 19,9 percent. 
Further empirical work by lohnson (1994), Sharma (1997), Tesfahuney (1998), Rodrik 
(998) and Djankov et al (2000) on the role of the state in restrict!ngand tacili~ting the 
mobility of both capital and labour demonstrates that the powerlessness of ~tates to shape 
the processes of globalisation is greatly overstated. Roberts (1998)~ontri~.!.Ites further to 
the debate on the way the discourse of transnational neo-1ibe~lisPi sets th.~J~.gns o-f the 
debate on the role of the nation state. According to Robel1s (1998), ~<? ass~me that 
transnational neo-liberalism has restructured all states in a homogenous manner is to 
ignore the agency of states in. resisting aspects of transnatioo'al neo-liberalism. By 
presenting transnational capital as monolithic in its intent and conseqll;ences one IS 
blinded to an analysis of the differential ways in globalisation restructures states. 
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Moreover critical theorists ofglobalisation like '0 Tuathail et al (1998: 13) contend that it 
makes no sense to vmte about the "end of the nation state' . Instead they argue, it is more 
productive to speak of the "globalisation of the state and the globalisation of 
governmentality" with global isation being understood both in materialist and discursive 
sense. Conceptualising the state in this way places its restructuring (through 
globalisation) in an histoncal perspective. According to Cox (1996), the 'glob.lis.tion of 
state' is then viewed as part of a histo rical and evolutionary adjustment to the processes 
of capitalism that can be traced to the 19305. 1.n sum then one of the material effects of 
transnationa l-neo-liberalism has been to restructure the state. The extent of this 
restructuring however is exaggerated and uneven, States continue to be proactive in 
resisting and producing globalisation, 
One way In which states aniculate their power to res ist as well as to produce 
globalisation centers around the way they facilitate or constrain cross border act ivities. 
Due to the unprecedented scale and pace of capita li sm. cenaln areas of the world are I 
experiencing a phenomenal increase in cross border activity as measured by the flows of 
people. trade flows. flows of goods and services. flows of capital and information 
(Castells: 1996. 1997, Standing: 1999,). for Roberts (1998: 116), this give rise to a series 
of processes of globalisation that combine to "enact new geographies-tbrough a 
" 
restructuring of scalar or spatial relations" , 
These new geographies are the product of unique and differential relations between the 
locallstate) and the global (transnational neo~liberalism) . They are uneven s ince they are 
the result of heterogeneous relationships between the local and the global. Transnatlonal 
neo ~liberalisation does not create uniform economic geographies. neither is it in its best 
Interest to do so. The new panerns of unevenness and inequality created by differential 
cross border flows counter the transnational~neo·liberal discourses that globalisation 
means the increased interconnectivity ofpeopJe and places. 
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For example. if the measure afnew foreign direct investment (FOr) IS used to assess me 
tlows otc:lpltaL then FDI inflows to all countries <t\eraged some LSS50 billion annually 
for the first half of the 19805. by 1993 they had risen to USS19-1. billion nnd are currently 
Q\"er L-SS:!OO billion per yeJ.r' (Herod: 1995.1000) Upon closer analysIs of the flows of 
FDI. It becomes clear th:n its n O\'" is une\"en. For e,(:lmpie the greatest flo\\" of US FO! 
goes to countries like Gennany. France and the ~etherhnds. brgeiy bypassmg the global 
SOllth (T3yior: 1999) Diwatl (2001) argues that proponents of trnnsn:1.!lon::tl nec· 
Ilber.:1hsm marshal e\ lde-nee of \\'orldwide economic growth to gamer suppon for thelf 
Ideas ::md poliCies 
For e'(ample it is clallned that at present. world tr:l.nsnauonal trade IS gro\\ 1Ilg: al about 
So 0 per year. a rate Ihree to four times f3Ster th3n the growlh 111 global production rates 
(Herod. :!OOO) 01\311 (2001) howe\er 3rgues that 1115 impol13nI to dlsungulsh bet\\'een 
ril131lCe caplt::ll and re31 economy. Finance capl t:li has shown :l 1113.SSI\e gro\\th :lnd 
1I11crnationalisation Ag:llll howe\ er this growth is uneven From 1980-1 99 2. the 3.nnu:li 
~ro\\lh r:1te of fin311cla l 3.sscts 3.mong OEeD COU lltrles outp3.ced the gro\\ th of thclr re:!l 
econOlllles bv morc than twO to onc (Di\3.I\ : :WOI) The toml slock ot'the \\odds tin:lllcl3.1 
;;tssetS reached SUS;5 tnllion and is steadily growing, The tranS3.ction 111 foreign 
c,ch:lIlge In Yanous stock Ill:lrkets in the \\'orld is marc th:m 50 tlTnes that of trades 111 
goods and scn tce::, 
The re::ll el:onomy on the other hand IS detined In tefms of.iobs. :lnd liS SLlccess measured 
III terms of Job gro\\lh Real economy h:ls declmed o\er the la5t (wenty ~ears, \\llllsl 
finance capitai IS gro\.vlng. DI\.an (2001) suggests th3.t there IS a neg:lt!\c correbu on 
between the (\'':0 HIS lIl vestlgatlon into the corr~lation bt!t\\cen the t\\O supports IllS 
cbuns For e"ample 199-4 was the US stock marketS worst year since 1990, bu t \\3.5 the 
CS real economy's best year. 
"..:..: C ~lIl!phdl ( I '19-1} tl.1r mor<.: m-depth :lIltllY:Hs n( Ff)1 ,h ,1 m~:J."lln: Ill' "; ;11'11:1.\ mot'11a\ ;mJ \;Jb~lur ... 
11I1m,'I'llit\' 
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later In rhlS chapter [ make the distinction between productIve caplIJ.1 and finance 
capll.:d By deconstructtng the different types of capital. capIta! IS not conceIved of 3S 
SOIl1~ homogenous all -powerful force III mtluenctng the processes of globahs3tlon 
~\nolher llllpltc:nion of distingUIshing between different forms of C:lpit3! is that its makes 
d~:lrer the p:merns ofmequ3iity rh:u have emerge from the processes of "globalisatlon" 
. \s G~Hcla (200 1 2) paims Out. mcre3sed economIc integration h3S not produced a global 
\ dbge IIlste:ld it Ius produced --3 series of archipelagos with global identities and 
Int<;,!rests" rh IS has resulted III une\en de\elopment on a snle ne\er wttne5sed before 
For e'\3mpie the m:l1n phyers III (hIS incr~ased economIC Intt'gr.Hlon are the mum\ Irate 
of :--':onh America. The European Union and hpan (and inc reaslIlgly the southeast ASIan 
r~glon I This highlights the tendency of theorists (e.g Ohmae 1 99 .. t) to 0\ erestimate the 
tllagllltllde and Illcerconnt'clcdness of the Internatlonni t'COllomy 
As Johnston ( J99-l) .. I-hrst and Thompson (1996) Bradle~ et:1I (1998) and Herod (~OOO), 
assert there IS c\ldence 10 II1dleate that Ihe world W:\5 more tillJJlcl:t!ly I1ltcgr.lted prior to 
19 I -1- : :-\[1 c,\.:1lllpll! of Ihls assemon IS that InternatIOnal aeo\ Iry has been occllrnng on a 
~ loba1 scale for ecmunes no\\ {Hirst & Thompson: 1996, Bradley et at 1998_ Scholte. 
~OOO I The mOil t'On1mon examples of thIS nre the AtlantiC slave trade dunng the hte 
clghteenth ;lIld carly nlllclcenth ccntunes ThiS operatcd across n:lIIon:,1 borders and \\as 
crUCIal to tile de\ e[opment of capllalism 111 the western Europe dunng this period. The 
IlIstoflcal expansIon of economIC acti .... !lies on a global scale from the tifteenth century 
oll\\ards IS \\cll documented by theons[5 such ns \, 'allerStelll ll979t Scholte (1998. 
: (00 ) 
.-\ fllrth~r eX~1l1ple of Hirst and Thompson's (1998) nssemon (see above) \\ould be that of 
Sub-Saharan r\fnc~t . I( IS more Isolated economIcally In the thIrd mtllenlUm than it was at 
the begl11l111\g of tbe t\\entleth century \\hen It ser\ed 3S the maIn supplier ot' ra\\ 
l1Iaterlals for maflut':lcture 111 the '\orth Castells (1996) takes up th~ ISSUC of the 
relegatIon of ccnam arC3S of the world to 'fourth world status it c:\n therefore be 
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contended that that \\'hds t there IS an Inc reased IOtemanonahsm III the economy this 
should nO[ be conflated with 'globalisation" (H irst & Thompsou ' 1996). 
Another tenet of the "globalts3uon' discourse IS the attentIon gl\ en to the power of caplt:ll 
to b~ lIlcreaslIlgiy footloose and mobile It is argued that the mobility of capi tal in the 
form oftr::msn:Hlonal :md multmatlonal companIes 15 dlrectiy annbutable [Q the processes 
o f "globalis:H1on", namely increased tin:lTlCl:ti 11ltegr:ltlolL (ltlle- space d lstatlclUtion. and 
th~ nse efne\\ technologIes. The restructuring ofc:tpual along spatial1ines from the h te 
1960's l..:d to what f roebel (19S I) refers to as th..: 11t!\\ lntern~ltlOnal di\ 1::;lon of bbour 
{\.I OL ) The .\\OL was :l consequence of the rlSC of the tr31lsmno na l org31l[SanOlls' 
Hlter::tcnon \\lIh the processes of 'globa!lsallon' Internanonal capn:tl reqlmed a n 
unre:;l1l.:ucd and unprotected worklllg cbss. due to the de-tndllstrta!tsauon of the \'ort h 
FlIllher. m:tll\' regIons of the South h:we lured \'onhcrn Imesuncnt by specI3i t3.'\ and 
ft!gu l:uory 1l\e3sures Forchsl production methods and organIsations ha\e under these 
(';ondltlOIlS, been reloc:ued 10 the South ~l:illy theOrists argue (Pe rraton et al 1997, 
011111a(' 1i.)9~, D I(.:i-.en 1995 ) that glob3.llsatlon has ll1ad~ caplial t:wcy free and loodoose, 
caplI:iI IS llIobd~ cnou!!h [0 10c:1t1:! \\here\t!f !:thollr IS llIost cost ef'lcctl\e 
The emergence of the T'( 's and theIr appcac:l1lce as ub iquitous and mobdc pro\ Ided all 
the C\ lti e ncc reqlured [ur Ihost! :lrgumg that' globalts:l!lon' represents the final \ IClory of 
c:tpnal 0\\;,' 1' bbollf L.ll'{)ur \\as fi'\ed III space :IS argued b~ the \lDL theSIS and at the 
mere\' of Clplt:tls' re::.lrllCtLtnng pracllccs All :q;cncy W:lS :Htflbllted to c3pmti and the 
ck-dln e In Ir:tde unIon membership through 1ll0St o f the \\orld, the drop 11l \\,:lgcs, 
Illcr~~sed forms of \\ori-. :tnd employment security (sce St~ndll1g 1999) all seemed to 
~ffifT11 3.nd reInforce th~ po\\er of capItal. The end of the \\O r\.: ulg class org31l1satlOn \\as 
Ill);h The dechne of the nallon s tate (Ccmy: 1996, Wdliams: 1996. Taylor: ~WOO) mean[ 
th:tt (ile S[~tC' could no longer protect \\orkers, the most It could do was llIai-.e IIsdf 
3!lfaC{l\ e to T:--:C C3.pl1:tl T he Idea (hat bbour mIght ha\t' agency 111 shaplI1g the 
'glob~ll1 s:\llotl' proccss~s 3nd the gcogr:lphy orcaplt~! was (hspbced bv the notlon ih:ti 
labollr h3.S little o r no future:u all 
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Proponents of this view (Burawoy: 1985. Korten: 1995) argue that since the 1970' sand 
[he consequent triumph of a "global' market. the industnal relat ions climate IS one In 
whtch places. and those who live m them. are forced [0 compete for employment. 
enslIflllg that employment conditlOlls and regulations are "ra.tcheted dO\\l1 to the lowest 
common d..:-nomin:Ho(" (Wills: 11 2: 1998). Th is process IS seen as so lIlevltable that m:my 
\\"ttbin and \\l lhout the bbom mo\"ement seem unable to or unsure of how to take action 
ag:t!llst omnipotent mobile capital. As Wills (\998). Herod (1998, 2000) and Cumbers 
and Anerton (2000) point out this prevailing discourse of capitals' despottsm has m::tde 
academic or political responses seem futile. 
If 'global1s:ltlOn' IS nothing but a political discourse as argued by Hirst and Thompson 
(1996) and more recentl~ by Herod (1000) and Garcla (1001 ). then we need to be 
CO~ I HZ.:1!1t of ItS political motives. Globaliz:Hion need not be the handmalden or foot 
soldIer or capitalism Confl:uing the t\\'o concepts does not allow us to l!llagllll! :l 
~lobal1sat!oTl without capitalism. As Herod (2000 1781) P01!lts Out thl! "\cry natllr~ of 
social and technologIcal evolutIOn means that globa!is:ltlon may ha\~ emerged llnd~r 
dlfrerent economic S~stellls (though that is not to say It an histonC:l1 me\ ltabdny) 
Secondly. capital IS not as footloose as Its proponents \\ould ha\e us belle\\! \\ 11I~ 
(199S) :l rgll~s [hat \~age5 and conditions still \ ar:-:1 great dc-al across Europe and de::iplle 
illls. the l1laJoTlty of tm'estment IS std l attracted to locations \\here soctal costs are 
re13meh' high. She further argues that access to markets. skilled bbour. social net\\orks 
and commun icat ions all play a role in keeping caplt31 (pamcul.:t.rly senlce capital) III the 
:"\orth An example of thiS would be that despHe the opportunities for profitable 
Ill\cstment In COU Tltrl es iL ke Chma. 70 percent of FOI ongmated III the ad\anced 
capitalist economiCS between 1993 and 1995 
\ \ 'htlst some cJ.pital may be footloose. little or no distinction IS made when dlscusslllg 
\\ hat components of c3pltal arc footloose . Massey (1993) and Johns (1 998.2000) argue 
It IS Important to dlstlllgulsh between monel:HY and production Illobtltty \ lonetar::-' 
mobIlity refers to the tlows of!llo ne~ from one regio n to another through [echnologlcal 
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net\\orks_ \Ionetary capital is int:lngible and £10\\'5 In place less SPJces of cyberspace. 
e\ ~[l[u3.1h· becomin!.! concentrated In the re!!i ons of the :\orth Production mobilttv bv - - - - . 
contrast refers to the more r:mgible aspects of capir:1i. slIch as t.:tcrories and machines and 
the :lbllny of c:lpital to up :md reloc:ue at the shghtest whim An increasing number of 
\\ ruer~ (see Sunley. i993, ~ lassey, 1993. Iollns (I99S) Bndley et al- 1998, Herod: 2000) 
:ue :lrgulIlg: th:u the ability of production capital to up and move has been Qverst:lted 
Thc~ point out that the extent tQ which TNCs \mest 111 ti'(ed production capaCity LIl host 
n::Hlons IS not superficial. and th3i it is often quite difficult for capnal to up and le3\-'e ..., 
\\ lthout lIlcurnng significant finanCI:lllosSe5 
ThIS then PO!!lts to the p:lradox init!:llly raised by H:lr\ ey (1985) th:lt III order tor c:lpnal 
to operate successfully it mllst be both mobile and tixed It requires mobility because It 
must const3!1tly seek out opponunltles tor accumulatton through profit making. It 
r~qlurt.'S t~,\lt\' bec3use only through the cre31ion of tixed c3pltal (plant :wd machinery) 
can surplus be extracted from Ihe labour process Thus \\her~\er fixed capital IS located 
the abllilY to mo\ e captt:ll around to search for gre3ter prOfits IS cons1ralllcd . JohnsLO!1 
i 199..t) and Casrelis (1996) argue that to a extem these bafflers are overcome bv the 
de\ al uauon of ti'i:cd c:lplIal and the femo\ 'al or' the re1 eJsed liquid :lssets (monetary 
caplt~d) to other places. \\here the perceived profit:tbdlt\, pOlenu31 is perceived as gre~ner 
\\-hd'il fi,ed :tssets tod:ty may ha\e:t shoner life span than In prevIous ems. !llJI1l\v due 
10 the gre:Her moblllty of capital and new technolog ies, II is the contenuon of this chaplN 
that as long as capllal snll reqUIres a tixed phYSical form from \\hlch to operate, 
chall~nges C:'In be m3de 10 1t by both rhe Slate .:md labour. E\en though 1-13f\ey 
t 1985 150) argues 
:1 tension e'i:lsrs with m rhe geography of accumulation and the tixltY 
~lIld motion. between rh e n S 111~ power to overcome space and the 
Immobile spau:tl structures reqUIred for such a purpose This 1IlstJ.btluy. I 
\\ Ish 10 stress, IS sometlllng th:\1 no JmOllm of state Illter.'enttOll1sm c.:m 
cure 
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There are m:my examples of the role of the Slate and labour countering or anemptlng to 
counter the mobility of capital. at all scales .; 
1.2 Implications of the 'globalisation' discourse for labour . 
. -\rgulIlg th:lt "globalisatiOn' IS a discourse does not detract from ItS \"ery re~!.l ITllpact on 
\\'orkers e\"erywhere Due to mtensltied [ltne -sp:1ce dlst:1!lCl:ltJon and the mcre3sed p:tce 
of inrerconnectlO!lS across [he globe. workers are ltJ...ely to feel the consequences of global 
economic and polmc:l1 e\ erns in e\ er shorter penods of time As such thelf wmdow of 
tune ro organise :lIld to re:ipond LO such e\"ents IS shortened lWarhust 8.: Thompson 
1998. \ \ ':dkef 1998. Cumbers and .Anerton . ::!OOO) Shortcllll1g: of response time IS bound 
to ha\"e se\ eral further consequences for workers Foremost \\ I11 be the mcre3sed pre5Sllrl;! 
from go\<!rnmem J.nd employers for workers IQ be ~\er more 'fleXible' both In terms of 
skills ~nd work org:mlsauon so that organl53uons CIrl respond qUIckly to the impu\::;es of 
tile 1l13r\...C{ I r hompson et:ll 1998, S[J.ndmg 199,:)) TillS IIlcrt:~slllg pressure IS gomg (Q 
1t':1l1 [0 J. l;ol"<!·pcnph<!l:' work based socIety, \\ here se>.:ure employment t well-paid, full 
tlltlC , rebtl\cly skilled \\orkers) \\"Ill be enJoyed b~ ~OOO o fthc working popu13tion, \\,Ith 
the rel1lallllll~ :)0° 0 IJl\ ohcd In \ 'anOllS fomls of fleXible bbour (pan Hme, sh3re jobs, 
t"e\\ or no benetits J.nd low wages) (Thol11son et :11 (998)"' A fleXi ble contingent 
\\'orkforce :1110\\5 orgJ.HI-;:Hlons th e opportumry :-Ind J.bd It:.' 10 cilJ.nge producHon le\ cls III 
response to rap ld l~ Ch3llg1llg economIc condItions 
:-\ sc;:cond conscC] uence o r" 'globallsJ.tlOTI' IS the rhetonc put forward by proponents of the 
glob3l!s3uon dIscourse that counlnes "mUSt get on the globa!ts3uon band\\'J.gon or lose 
out III the glob:tl marketplace" (Herod :!OOO- I - s·n Th IS IS an attempt to chsclplllle 
workers and labour !1lark~ts (Stand1ng I (99 ) and to sh1ft the balance of economic Po\\ er 
III l;~Plt3Is t3\OUr 'Global competltlon' has become the Illantra th:n IS used to Justify 
...... :..: .lllhll"t,111 t I 'J'./J) I~'r -\ lIl1.:nc,Ul dllJ E~u\!p..:all ""'at111'1<.:, I) t" :-\,!)..: Int..:r ..... 'HKlIl :-, ... ,<: ClIInb..:r" and 
,\lkrtull1 ': ' Il ~, .!,.Im, .Ul .. \ \'ur,11 ( : 01,0) and Ht.1n..! ! I 'N:'\ ::1)1 In, tor nJ.11If11~ uf ho\\ labour lw"~ cI' untI,TI,'d 
,mJ alh.:lIlrt ... -J t., .;~ lImier the 111, ,1 '111\\ ,·f c:lf'llal 
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e\ ery aspect of contemporary political thought. from economic policy to gowrnmem 
re~ubtton to \\elf:ue reform An increasing nllmber of go\ernment policies are dtn~cred 
at tacdn:mng: \\"orkphce flexibility to undemll1le organised labour In the !lame of global 
CQIl11)etttlon For ex,:ullole the USA's Te:tm \\'ork for Emolovees and tviana!.!emem Act of .. . . -
1995 suggests thm .. the escai:wng den'l3nds of global competition have compelled an 
IIKreaSIIlg: number of employers in the liSA [Q O1::tke dramatIc changes In the \\orkplace 
:l.Ild employer and e1llplo~'ee relationships!" (Herod ::WOO' [785) 
rhe \er:tClty IS of sllch cI:l!ms. IS mcle\:\llt to those 1ll3.l..mg them The argument th:u 
globaltsation prOVides threats to local and n:lt1on.:ll lllJ.rkets and compctltl\ eness IS 
nonethele$s Llsed to restnlcturc work and the \\orkplace Herod (2000). Scllolte (2000). 
John$ (1998) and \-Vi!!s (1998) point out that globalisi.ltlon as 3. Ih!o· l1beral ciLscoursc IS 
belllg lIsed to undermme \\orker5 rights globally For example lhe empTrlcal e\ Idence 
POlllts to the global undercutting of labour standards alld le\ els of pay and \\orker 
protection 3.$ condltlons 111 COlJIHneS sllch as Thailand. :YlcXlco and the Czech Republtc 
:ue lIsed to ratchet do\\n. rather thall up conditIons and \\ages for \,orl-ers In COl!l\[nCS 
5uch:\s hp:lt1. the Ulllted SlateS and Gcr1l1:l.n~ (Standing. 1999. Herod . 2000). 
\ tlurd consequence of globahsauon for \\'orkt:rs IS rht: IIlcreased nllgraHon of \\orkers 
from the South 10 countries of the ~orth The gro\\th oftransn.:tlonal nows \\llIlI1lllalll 
be due to ch3.ngm£ demographics 1Il the :-"-onh For e"ample III the case of the LllIted 
St316.1I1 \997 27 4 percent of the population was younger than 18 years 3nd I ~ 7 percent 
\\ere 0\ er 6 5 \'cars old Thus -10 percent of the populatlon \\35 eIther too old or too \'oung 
to \\ork (Herod 2000) Based 011 projected demogr3plllc trends. [hIS p3ITerll \VIII continue 
to grow SIll1liar demograpillc patters 3re reported from Japan. \\('stem ltld nonhern 
Europe and Canacb. (Shanna. 199i) One of the ImpllC3.tlOns IS th3[ an Il1crc3.slng number 
o!\\orh'rs lofall skdllc\els) \\!l1 h:\\e to be ll11portl.!d IOta these n:g!O!ls to i...I:,' t! p thelf 
" •. \: ' wlldlllf: ! I '.JI)<J) for i.!fl 111 .!";pth dl"CllSS1(11\ l'! ~ !\,jI:'ll 1!..;\.ll,k lahtluf. ,nhl ()7a~1 ( 19'Ji" I ti.lr 11,,\\ lhl.: 
pr,,:,'Uf~~ (II' g]Ub,lIL .... 1tl1.m ,Ife rl.."Slnlt;:[Urmg the );,tp;,tlll.."i": \\urkl")r..:..: [on;,:e til..: h.1SUt'1l ,,(Ih..: ful1lul1..: ~1..'Cur..: 
lub, 1nl'" illk\.lbl..: Cl.w..: ·penph<!r\ tin\,; 
• F"f nI,)]": I)n Ihc ullpacl ~'(lh(' 1'.l'J5 Act S,,'I..' 11<.:rod r ! 9'1- ill 
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economIes functioning. This II1creased tra nstUmon:1l flow of labour cames 'with It 
ItllpilC:1(lOnS tor both the recei\'ing countries ;lOd senctmg countnes. The former may 
become more culturally closed .:md reson to pilrochw.i1slll whilst the laner wll] hene to 
fmd ne\\ \\ay:; ofdcaltng \\nh the 3bsence or"mo.n\" ofns bnghtest skIlled and unskilled 
\\orker:; ([hrber" [ 99 5) 
. \ \[ of this then be~s (he qll~slion. how do \\orkers on 3. local and global scale respond to 
th6e c:h:ln~es_ Lf:ls the iHN.:nure suggests ( H~lr\ey' 1989, Standing: 1999, Thornpson et 
.:11: 1998. Ilerod. 2000) !:tbour IS oe,,:ollltng incre:lslIlg iy fragmented. and undermIned 111 
ItS org:l111511lg PO\\cr. then what are bbollrs ' opllons tfany') Is globailsotlon then the end 
g:lI11e 111 the hIstorical struggle bet\\el:!n bbour and capit:ll? Do \ve heed Fukuyama's 
a,:';Cl1lon (h:lt \\e h:l\'e reached the end of hIstory :Hld the end of class and hence cbss 
strugglc" 
1.3 Labour Geography: A new labour praxis? 
Odore l!,\allunlll);! some of thl! J...e~ ldt.':ls and \ :lltle of labour gcogr~lphy :lS a theorcllc.:d 
tool 3nd bboLlr PrJ"IS. It IS lI11ponant th:u 1t ItS hl~tonc31 de\elopment be re\ le\\ed ThiS 
\\ lit abu h~lp to loc:lte It 310ngslde other forms or" labour theory. allowlllg comparJ.tl\ e 
C0111 me1HS to be m'H.le :lbOut Its ~ontrlbuuon :llld usefulness to !:tbom studles:ls:\ whole 
The polltlc:ll uphe:l\al .md !:thom struggles of the 1960's Influenced the theoretlc::tl 
directIOns taken by bbollr studIes, FIrst of these directions W:lS a focus on the bbour 
process .1pproach to theOrising the \\orld of work This ent..1ded undcrst,:mdmg how \\-ork 
,lilt! \\orkplaces were org:l.Jllsed Fordlst and Post-Fordlst ways of produclllg and 
orgal11slllg. the skdlmg and deskdlmg of \\orkers :Hld cbss rela(1ons were some of tbe 
I..:ey 'wh.leCIS of study The semmal tome of the l:lbour process studies was Harry 
Ur:l\ ~rm;tn· s ( 1 97-0 I .alw/' {///(I'\IOI/011O~I ' Cal)lW/. One also can place \\ork by Bu!.\ \\oy 
( 1 <..)79.1 <..):)51. Sh:ll ken (19S-l). and Bcynon (1972) firmly In thIS cate~or)' of bbour 
:lTlalysls From !h~ I,ne 1970's onwards rhe volume of work on theorismg the labour 
process Incre.1sed dramatically (Walker 1998). The focus was mainly on the workpbce 
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as :1 site OfStfuggle and control as well as managenal strategIes to ob13in the conrfoi and 
cansem of the workforce in the \\"o rkplace. Hence the workplace was viewed as a Slt~ 
struggle Independent or' Intern:monal stmggles and analysis The labour process approach 
rem:IIIlS a popular and \\ ldely used approach m labour studIes. Even though post Fordlsm 
S:1\\ labour studies focLls on a wider r.mge o f Issues such as the just-in -tulle productIon 
methods of Japanese firms and flexible ma.llut:'lctllnng techniques. the emphasis was still 
o\envhelmmg\y on bounded notions oforg:mlz:,!!10nal space An examination of\'o.rious 
editions of Ill..: SOlidi A/i-ieal1 LahouI" 8111/1!/ill (.:I public:lt1on close [0 the he:mbeat of 
South Afncan labour studIes). front 19;; to 200 I. In(hcatcs an 0\ crwhelmlllg emph~,sls 
of South African labour studIes to use labour process approaches tn their work \ \\'ebster 
19S-L South311 ; 19S-L \ 'on Holdr 200 I ) 
The second dlrec[lon of IOCllS in bbollr studIes \\":15 a foclIs on working cbss history In 
lhls regard lh~ seminal \\o rk o f the pertod \\as E P Thompson's (1963) "AIe,klllg (~ t fit.! 
1~"II:.:It",!J uorklllg cla\\"" [n the Cmted Sr.:HO;!S \\ork on bbour and class \\as been don~ 
most notabl~ by GlIllll::Ul :Itld :\[Otltgolllcry , Walker: [9(8) As Castree! [9(8)" \\ 'dl::. 
(19(8) :"\Ild Johns t 1998) argue [he lOClIS on the bbour process approach and on \\ork11lg 
cl:lsS hlStOIY \\as a ro;!)uh or" the resurgence of !tHere-st III \.brx's work on cbss" ThIS 
mcant the us,.. orthe cb..,"lc:1l bbourtst behefln ""the pOint ofprodllct lon as the ke~" to all 
qllcstlon3 of \\orL o;!\piOn:lllon. and org.:t!1\s:ulon" (\\"3iker" 1 998 ":">li) Thompson 
ho\\c\er III 1115 \\ork all the Cf..:":lHon of a working cbss. was less Interested III the 
mcchmllcs at CbS5 rebtlonshlp5 In the \\"orkpbce instead he focused on the In o;!d 
c-..:periencc ot" the \\orklng cbss and was specifIcally lIltercsted in wo rklllg class cultur~ 
t\\""lker 19C)Sl 
According to vVa lke r (1998) and Cas tree (1000) both the labour process and class based 
streams of labour Studl~5 (see abO\ e) lost theIr t3\ oured theoretlc:ll SlattlS during the mId 
19805 There were :"l mYflad of reasons for tlm." The flse of Thatcher III Bm':lIn and 
Rt:agan III (he l:SA and theIr decldedh" neo-Itberal. tlc-":Ible labour rhetOriC pro\ .de-d 
.... ..:.: Ca~n."\: 1 '.l',l :< , ,mJ .... 'mlll I ~ 04.lC.) 1 t~'r <l 1l11..lrI: "k1:1II.:J lh'\I"~\On 1..11\ Ihl! r.:awllS for rh..: pr~,!.Ulltn.Ul~": 
,.t" ~J.I"~ ,I~ ,\11 .m;lh \11:<11 ~;tt~\.!,)!"\ In til.: 1 'rl)~ 
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bbom and bbour theortSts \\lIth challenges that class and the labour process could not 
3dequ::uelyaddress This was compounded by the fall of communism in the Sanet bloc 
For many dllS indic:ued the fin3i triumph ofc:1p1t:lhsm and the death ofcllss (Fuku~':\ll1a ' 
[99 ~) As \\'alker tl 99S'xii) points out .. Capnah5n1 suddenly :Hld unceremoniOusly 
re\ olutLolllzcd the bndscape of indusm:d production. rendenng obsolete any number of 
,micles of t3ith about the course of mechanization. de-skIiling. corporate concentration 
:md the n:Hure of \\'ork" 
Furthennore posl!lloderllLStn pro\'ld~d the lInpuJse for the reex:untn:Hlon of geogr,1phy 
and marc p:lrtlctdarly. space. Soja's book (1989) l.Jo.\fIIlod':l"1I g!!ofo!mp/lIl!s \vas cf1tlc:t11ll 
this regard He along ,\".ith Harvey (1989). t.. lassey ( 1993), Agne\\" :Uld Corbridge (1995). 
O'Tuatlmil (1998), Luke (1995. 2001). Sehol,e (:000). Herod (1995.1998,2000), and 
\\ere argulIl£ tor a non·rcrritonalist conception of space Their arguments were b3S~d on 
the taCt that the globalisation process h:ts slgnirlc:lntiy tncreased tlows of people. capH:l1 
and mform:\tIon :1eross borders :1nd pbecs and 111 the case of fin:mce these nO\\S t::l\...e 
pl:tce III ' p!:tecless spaces' (cyberspaeel FUl1her tlllh!·space -dlst:tnclatlon . and the 
gro\\lh :wd operation of T:--"Cs IS IIlcreasingly (not ah,a\'s successfully) eroding the 
po\\cr ofillC state 
1.4 From the workplace to the landscape: A review of the 
theoretical roots of labour geography. 
In o rder [0 address the theoretical cnSlS III labollr studies. and the cnSIS bbOllr is i:1.clng III 
:tn IncreJsl1lgly globaltslll£ world. analyses of labour rllo\ed from th..: \\orkpbcc to the 
global bndscape ~o longer was it useful to only fOCllS on the \\orktngs otthe \\orkpbcc. 
the sc:lle of:lllalyses had to be shifted to outside the workpl.:l.ce to local. nallOI1:tl. rC~lonal 
Jnd global scales of analyses In sum. the spatial or geographic :l.IlJlysls oIwork. \\ork..:rs 
:tnd \\orkplaces c:une to the fore ThIS body of \\ork sre3ddy Hlcreased III volume from 
the late 1980 's. and IS now beglllilll1g to enter the fold of rlli,1Hlstre:tnl labour studies 
.... ..:,: Ilra\,:nnall (19- J I !t)f an c,\:lmrk U((hl' 
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:tn=tlysis (~bssey : 1993. Herod ' 1998. \\'alker' 1998) The geographIc or spatial anJiysls 
of !:tbom 15 not merd~' J location:tl study of labour. that IS the study of \\'here labour 
::.hould opl1ll1:dly be loc:ued for cap!l3.hst de\elopment. ThIs loc:nional undersmndmg of 
labour IS \ ~ry much p:m or the neocbsslcal school ofeconotlllcs. 
L.Jbo ur geogr:l.phy. not surprisin~ly \\<1.5 spe:Hhe:lded by an interdisciplinary group of 
theonsts ,-\CJdemlCS from sociology. palmcs. and economists all contribure to It. Ch1t~f 
:Ullong th~m \\ere se\era l Briush geogrJphers slIch 3S Doreen :'·lassey. RIchard :Vleeg.3n. 
American geographers slIch 3S BenTll::tt H:mlson :lI1d Barr;; l3!ucstone These theorists 
~J\ e bIrth to \\hat Herod (1995). \\ 'a[!...er (1l)98) and WIlls (1998) refer to 3S 'The :.,re\\" 
E{:OllOl1lH: Geography" The m,lln premise from which these theonsls worked was that 
CapIlJltslll was not as ord~rly JS It seemed during the Fordlst (post (945) ern and that It 
\\;IS aSSUllllllg ne\\ form:ii such 3S r1c:",ibl(" specI3!Jz.:llion. just- III - lime producIlon 3nd 
crC:lUng IlC\\ 11ldllstna[ spaces 
The :'\C\\ Econol1llc (jeo :;raphy IS IIHer6(("d In three main Stre3ms of InquIry Firstly It IS 
lIHercsted III reconceptualtslng the \\'3y technical 3nd organlsauonal change IS 
Ir:ldltsonalh conCe!\ ed o t III the llleraltlre Thcre 15 a recog!l1ll0n that there IS "no slllgle 
bbollf proce:iS 10 be mechanized and de-skIlled. but complex bundles of work and \\ork 
~1tes [0 be OrdlC5(r3tcJ III tbe Immense sot.:lai d!\'Ision or' bbour" ! \Valker "'Iii 19(8) 
Funbcr. there \\as no 5l1lg[e patrern of \\'here corporations \\ere located as the product 
-.:\cle theory of Fordl:iitll suggested there \\ould be. :'\ew Illdustrwl dIstricts In central 
liah'. Caltfof!lla. and hp:lll pro\ed thIS. ThiS also contributed to the evidence th3t 
C:lpltalislll \\'as not JS homogenolls or predIctable as IrndLtlonal bbor theory Jnd 
econOllllCS cb.l1tl cd. The sem11l31 theortsts III thIS regard \vere Alien SCOI!. :-"ltchael 
Storper. Annalce Saxel1wll. ;l.ndre\\ SJyer. and Rlch:lrd Walker 
['he second stn:am or" mqulry centered on capllal and fin:tnce O~l\ id Harvey's '-tIllIfS In 
( '''1'/1(111 .\/11 ~! 98:') \\:\5 the key re".:! Ln thiS rcgJ.rd Al!cmpts to underst.J.nd the rapId and 
chang1l1g landscape of global money nows soon resulted 111 many ne\\ studIes conung to 
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rhe fore ChIef amongst these according IO Herod ~ :!OOO) were Bamey \\ ':lrf. Kige\ Thrift. 
Sus:l1l Robens and Ron \Iartin. J\l1chael \\-ebbe r. Da\'id Rlg.by :md fvlenc GenieI' are also 
ke~ theO ri s ts 11l s tudIes of pro tit rates. Investment cycles and uneven de\elopment. TheIr 
\\ork has pro\ed crttlc:\1 in undem1l111ng the (hesls of capJt31 (in its purest form 3S 
finance) beIng homogenolls . ubIquitous :tnd havIng Cl predIctable logIc 
The thIrd dimension of economIc geography W;15 concerned wHh [he Issue ot' business 
cuhure \Iark Grano\et!er spearheJ.dect work III [hIS field. He \\715 concerned \\"lIh the 
pecullarltles or'place and how lIS structured caplt::dlsm on 0. social economic lc\e\ Hence 
much of the work done 111 thiS regJ.rd has concerned m:Ul3genal behaVIour In boardrooms. 
consu mer culture, fil13Tlcla l operations in the cIty and how they IIltluence gender 
rel:ulons \\ 'ork In [hIS r~~a rd has been done by L ind:t :'IcDowel l ( 1992) and Jane hcobs 
(19(6 ), :llllong others TIllS dnnensloll of t!conOlllll.: geogrJphy has bet!Tl an ImpOrtJIH 
contnbu[or to anthropoioglc:l1 :lI1d cultura l studlt!s (Herod 1995, Walker 1998) 
What th~ 3bo\ ~ str~a1l1:i ot' InquIry .se l'\ cd to do \\a$ sllltt the JllaiysIs of eCanOIllII.:::> Jlld 
bboUf studl!;!s from rh ... • " bnlllant organIsatIonal stratt!gles of the ne\\' caplt:lI lsm. the 
tin31lCml \\ IZ3rdry of\\ ':dl Street or the compc[ltl\ e Jd\ 3ntage of the Japanese" (\\ 'alker 
1<)98 '\1\ ) tl.l 11lSCI1lllg bbollr 35 a pro3C tl \(' 3gent III and of the giobails3non process, 
FUllht!r Ihe Jle\\ econOllw,: gcogrJphy must bnng to the fore the dl\ergem "hlstones 3nd 
traJecrories" (\\':llkcr 1~)<)8 '\\ 11) afCltles . reglal\s lnd COllmnes \\hlch Clnnat be reduced 
1O:l SIngle logIC of Caplt3.iL5m 
1.5 Spatiality and its influence on Labour geography 
It IS no\\ pOSSible to mO\e from the abo\e general review of the new economiC 
gcography to C',\:lmlll~ mort! specnic31\y ItS contributIOn to bbour studIes , With 3 focus on 
trade unIonIsm I contend th:n bboll r geogrJphy otters the most nppropn3te form of 
thcoretl c:l 13113lysls to 3nswcr achle\ c the :IIIllS set b\'lllts dlSSertallon 
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Postmodem social theorists were argumg for new concepts and a new language in 
understandmg and discussing how the processes of globa lisation were reconfiguring 
~ pace :lIld our social understanding of it. One such concept that is useful for purposes of 
th is d issertation is Scholte's (1996. 2000) notion of supra territoriality. Schohe (1996, 
::: 000 ) sugges ts that social theorists move beyond a three dimensional territorial mapping 
of space. alongside longitude. latirude and altitude dimensions. Firstly he argues that we 
need 10 conceive of space as supraterritorial. This concept refers to the: 
"],w i1 [i:r<t tlon uf socIal connections that arc at lo.:o.Sl pru1I~' -and oltcn substantially --Jdached from {the] 
1o.:mton alloglc."· (Scholte: 2000:47) 
He then urges social theorists to add globality as the fourth dimension to their mapping of 
space. Globality is an ioteg.ral p~n of supraterritoriality. it refers to circ.uJ.Ustances w~.e.r.§ 
territorial space is substantially transcended. ltJ'ointsWto the abiflty offlo\vs of capiiiTJ. 
information.> technology~ organisational interaction images, people~ sounds,.and sYJ11~.91s 
(Castells: 1989) to 'extend "anywhere in the world atthe sametime and, unite di1f~~en, 
locations in the world in effectively no time.' (Scholte: 2000: 48). For Castells (1989) 
globality is the space ~f flows, Sp.ace is the materiaI .. s~PP2rt f!lLslobal flows. ~~yj 
(1990) notion of globaJity is .found in his thesis oftlme-space compression. So globati~ 
is a tenn that sllccinctly".refet;i to time·space compression~ a transworld in~'lantaneiry ail 
simultaneity. Globality"""then a"dds the fourth dimensIon to co nventional or territoriafisi 
ways of mapping space. 
Scholte (2000) and Harvey (1990) point out that to argue for, a new logic of spatial 
recontiguration is not to argue for a non-territorial world. Scholte (2000) is at pains to 
POlllt out that the end of territoriali .... m owing to globalisation has not meant the end of 
terrnoriality. Harvey (\990) further underl ines this po int by asserting that we must not 
completely abandon the materiality of space. To deny the materiality of space. would 
then be to deny the material practices and processes. such as capitalism. that help 
construct spaces. O'Brien (1992) and Castells (1989) are two of Olany theorists that 
ana1yze global.isation in tenns of networks and flo ... vs. Often they work from the 
assumption that these flows are placeless and disembedded. Thus financial transactions 
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occur instantaneously and time anlllhilates space. Places do nOt maller in these analyses 
of giobalis3lion. Yet.. whilst time .may .3lUlihilate sp.~ce. places stiP matterA Sassen (1991, 
1994) argues that certain global cities serve as hubs. for econ9mic activity including 
labour migration. Even these global cities do not operate in a totally disconnected way. 
These global hubs operate on local, national and global levels simultaneously, Hence, 
many global issues are often dealt with at local levels. Thus place still ma!~~rs . 
Economic geographers. influenced by a group of scholars from politics and international 
relations (Ashley: 1988, Weber: 1992, O'Tuathai l: 1992, Walker: 1993) as well as 
encouraged by the debate in the social sciences around spatiality. began to use ' space ' in 
a particular way. ' Space' is taken by economic geographers to refer to " the presumed 
effect of loca tion and spatial setting (or where political-economic processes are taking 
place) upon those processes" (Agnew and Corbridge: 1995 :79). Spatiality then refers to 
how space IS rep resented as having effects (Agnew and Corbridge: 1995). These are 
concepts and terms borrowed by a sub field of economic geographers (Massey: 1993 , 
Herod: 1995, 1998, 2000, 2001 , Wills: 1996, 1998a, 1998b, Johns: 1998a, 1998b, Sunley: 
1993, 1996, Martin: 1993, 1996) that specialise in studying and theorising spatiality and 
labour unionism. 
1. 6 The Spatiality of Labour Unionism 
Within the field of economic geography, a group of theorists emerged who focused on 
labour issues and the way labou r interacted with economic geography. This was and 
remains especially significant for labour studies. as it warrants a break from traditional 
labour process approaches of understanding and researching labour. 
Labour geographers represent a very small group of American and British researchers 
and theorists. Their work has only recently come to the fore. with the first book collection 
of labour geographical perspectives on labour unions published in 1998. The sem inal 
theorist in this regard is Andrew Herod. a prolific writer (Herod: 1991a, 199 1b. 1994. 
1995, 1997a, 1997b, 1997c, 1997d, 1997e, 1998a, 1998b, 2000, 2001). He has written 
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extensively on intemationallabour so lidarity movements, the impact of the Cold War o n 
labour in eastern Europe, the role of the international trade secretariats and on US dock 
workers and the strategies employed by thei r unions to organise them As such this 
section draws from much of hi s work. In addition , the work of other labour geographers 
is examined. 
A seem ingly commonsensicai notion is that place matters (Massey: 1994). As a recent 
debate between Massey (1994), Painter ( 1994) and Mart in et al (1994) illustrates, the 
extent to wh ich place matters in the geography of trade llntOn S is s till an open question. 
This chapter is content to assen that place still matters in so much as social identities and 
socia l relations a re constitu ted spat ially. Thus what it means to be a worker or a trade 
unionist varies geographically and historicall y (Massey: 1994. Painter: 1994, Mart in et a l: 
1998, Herod: 1998). As Herod (1998) points out " Whether workers have grown up in 
Santiago or Soweto, Prague or Paris, Toledo , Ohio or Toledo, Spain, New York or New 
Delhi makes a difference to how they constitute themselves as social, politi cal and 
geographical actors" . Th is is an argument taken up by Hudson and Sadler (1986), 
Castells (1983) and Martin et al (1996) when they explore how working c lass traditions 
become reproduced III particular places over lime. They argue that working cultures of 
places may prove to be crit ical social resources wh ich workers can draw on in times of 
need (e.g. in regions known for their tradi tions of labour radicalism) or may serve as an 
impediment when workers are trying to organ ise in regions known for their history of 
anll -unlonISITI . 
In this sense then. labour geographers build on the idea that social life is fundamentally 
spatial. They argue that socia l actors, be they individuals, governments, corporations or 
labou r unions operate within economic, political and cultura l landscapes (Herod : 1995, 
J998ab, 2000). These landscapes may either constrain or enab le their actions. In the case 
of labour unions and their members, the operation of labour markets, the gender and 
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racial make up of the workforce, wage rates. worki ng conditions and labour laws can all 
va lY geographically.s 
For example the creation of national collective bargaining agreements (a lso referred to as 
master contracts in the US) is designed to take certain conditions of work and wages out 
of competition. We see that such union goals may require negotiators to address dramatic 
regional and local differences in work practices and wage rates amongst other conditions 
(Herod : 1998). An example of this is Herod's (1997) case study of the geography of 
contract bargaining in the US east coast longshore industry, Herod (1997) argues that 
national agreements are an expl icit recognition on the part of unions that employers may 
use variat ions in conditions across the economic landscape as a source of economic and 
political power to 'whipsaw' workers in different places against each other. As a result of 
capital's whipsawing capabilities, developing national agreements9 can be one way for 
unions to confront capitals (geographic power). 
Yet unions ab ilities to develop sllch national agreements also conditioned by the 
vacillating nature of uneven development of capitalism. Whereas a union may be able to 
force reluctant employers in low unemployment regions to accept the conditions of 
nationally negotiated pay rai se because such employers face a tight labour market. In 
areas of high unemployment local employers may have more economic and political 
space to resist such pressure (Campbell : 1994, Sharma: 1997, Herod: 1998, Standing: 
1999). Therefore in order for successful national bargaining contracts to be negotiated, it 
must take into account the myriad geographical landscapes to which they are applied. 
This may mean considering intensely local geographies of labour such by focusing on a 
city (Savage: 1998) or national labour geographies within a State (Herod: 1997, Martin et 
al : 1996, Massey &Painter: 1994» , or regional or global labour geographies such as the 
North - South divide (Cravey: 1998, Wills: 1998, Johns: I 998,Castree: 2000). 
8 Sce Ilcrod ( 1995,1997, 1998), Mrutin, Sunley and Wills (1996), Crave), ( 1998) Page, (1998) find CaSlree 
(2000) for empirical case studies a ll how spatiality impacts on labour unions in tenns or wages.. identity, 
working conditions :md law. 
9 TIllS as Herod 's (1995) case smdy demonstrates, is not to suggeslthal all unions seek national agreements. 
Som!..11mes local bnUlches may seek to break out o fnalional agreements becau.sc!hey believe they will be 
better olr bargaimng locally. 
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Herod (1998) contends that national bargaining contracts are as much geographic 
agreements as political ones. Therefore a union may pursue a number of geographic 
solut ions to address global or local variations in workers wages and conditions of work. 
Fo r example a union may take the spat ial average of conditions across an industry as a 
compromise basis for a national agreement, taking the best available conditions at one 
particular location and seeking to impose them in a geographically unifo rm fashion 
throughout the industry. This may serve to ensure a minimum floor around the worst 
conditions in the industry and ensuri ng the rest of the industl)' does not fall below them. 
See Cumbers and Atterton (2000) fo r an example of how this was achieved In the 
international oil indust!),. 
1. 7 Geographies of Organising. 
Another aspect identified by Clacke (J 987, 1989), Herod (1998), Wills ( 1998), Johns 
(1998) and Wfltennan (1998) that influences the geography of labour unionism js the 
differential way unionism is reg ulated around the world. This regulation occurs mainly 
through labour lavis enacted by states. For example work by Clarke (1987,1989) 
investigated how the differential labour la\"15 that exist in the different states in the US 
placed certain constraints on un ions activities. Not only do labour laws determine the 
form that labour unions assume, but they shape the geography of capitalism. This is 
demonstrated in the next chapter within the context of the shipping industry. Often labour 
laws are used as a means by states to prevent labour from achieving solidarity. For 
example during the 1984-1985 coal miners strikes in Britain, the Thatcher government 
set up roadblocks to prevent miners from travelling to other strike s ites to express their 
solidarity wi th other striking miners. This according to Herod (1998) was a conscious 
spati al strategy used by the state to undermine worker sol idarity. 
Unions are also quite powerful in detennining the economic geography of capital ism. For 
example Herod (1997) demonstrates how by destroying local radical and anti US unions 
in SOllth America, the AfL-CIO played a significant role in he lping US capita l expand 
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into Latin America du ri ng the twentieth century. This dissertation will provide a further 
example illustrating how trade unions of the North are attempting to attract shipping 
capital and seafaring jobs from the SOllth and eastern Europe back to the North. By us ing 
the empirical example of the shipping industry I argue that the role of labour in shaping 
the economic geography of capitalism at a transnational scale is greater than has been 
theorised. 
A third factor identi fied by labour geographers as pertinent to un ion organising is the 
political geography of union organising. The pol iti cal geograph y of organising is 
concerned with the formation of labour sol idarity as an example of the agency of labour 
in a transnational neo-liberal economy. A key aspect of intemational labour solidarity is 
the abil ity of workers located across the vast spaces of the globe to make contact with 
each other. Solidarity amongst workers in a national or global context means that both 
workers and unions need to acknowledge and come to terms with the way worktng 
conditions and remuneration differ geographically. According to Herod (1998) organising 
workers within prescribed national borders is fa r easier, even though reg ional or 
differences may exist within sll ch borders. Workers within a country, despite thei r many 
differences, share common cultural , economic, pol itical or historical points of reference. 
Examples of these reference points are common labour legislation, currency. or polit ical 
institutions 
Organ ising across borders fo r so lidarity is a fa r more difficult process. There are fewer 
po ints of commonali ty. Despite this labour un ions have persevered and given rise to 
International Trade Secretariats (lTS) and World lndustry Counci ls (Wle) to share 
informat ion and form global labour policy such as global standardised work ing hours for 
particular sectors or companies. For example standardizing working hours fo r employees 
of Ford Motor Company wherever its branches are located in the world . 
Such efforts however are not problem free and depend significantly on the goa ls of 
workers involved in achieving cross border sol idarity. The relations between 
International Trade Federations of the developed world with national un ions of the 
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developing world illustrate this. T his leads us to distinguish between two types of cross 
border worker solidarity_ Johns (1994) in Herod (1998a: 22) makes the distinction 
between accommodafOfY solidarity and {ran~jorlllatOly solidarity. She argues that the 
difference between th e two is related to "the geographic objectives that the workers 
share". T herefore workers that espouse accommodatory solidarity are usually those ITom 
the developed world, that occupy privi leged economic spaces. They are interested in 
maintaining this privileged space and prevent job losses and capital flight from these 
spaces to less developed countries where pay and working conditions are much worse. If 
this happens then these spaces are destroyed and recreated with less privileged 
characteri stics. Thus their goal is to improve the conditions for workers in the developing 
worl d, for example by asking for wages to be increased to a level equitable with workers 
from the developed world. The hope is to prevent the flight of capital across borders and 
the su bsequent loss of jobs and job security. 
In transformatory solidarity however, class interests prevail. Campaigns based on 
transformatory solidarity challenge the social power of capital and aim to change the 
"basic relations of social relations of production and consumption" (Herod: 1998a: 22). 
Johns (1994) in Herod (\998a) asserts that in practice, it is not always possible to 
d istinguish between these two types of solidarity. Moreover the type of solidarity 
practiced will be dependent on current political and economic contexts. For example the 
accelerated pace of global is at ion and its effect of speeding lip the spat ial reconfiguration 
of the world, is the contemporary context. 
1.8 Conclusion 
To reiterate the ai ms of this dissertation I argue that, in theorising about globalisalion, 
capital is represented as a ll~powerful and proactive in its mobility and ab ility to transcend 
national boundaries in search of new labour markets. It is th is mobility of cap it ai, which 
is argued to be instrumental in shaping the processes of globalisation. Labour in contrast 
is portrayed as fixed with in territorial boundaries unable to shape or infl uence its own 
destiny or the processes of globalisation. These opposing discourses of capital as the 
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prime agent of globalisation and labour as a passive panicipant in the process have 
predominantly informed the debates about globalisat ion, and have remained mostly 
uncha llenged in the literature. 
The aim of this dissertation is to assess the validity of the above claims of capital being 
all-powerful via its mobility and labour be ing 'agentless ' in influencing the processes of 
globalisation. In order to achieve this I use the global shipping industry as an example to 
assess these claims. This is achieved by investigating the complex ways that relationships 
between shipping capital and seafaring labour has changed and how these changed 
relationsh ips are articulated. The theoretical framework used in this dissertation to 
achieve these goals is informed by the sub disciplines of economic and labour geography. 
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Chapter Two 
Research methodology 
2 .1 Rationale 
In theorising globalisation, capital is presented as all powerful whilst labour is 
constructed as passive and without agency. This fann of theoris ing has come to dominate 
the literature on labour studies and globalisation. This represents a possible lacuna or 
silence in the literature. The task 1 engage in is to assess the validity of the above claims 
in the prevailing literature. To do this I engage in a case study of the strategies used by 
SATAV"rU to service South African seafarers, particularly ratings. eafarers. specifically 
ratings, ~re the epitome of transnational flexible labour. Further they works on capital 
(ships) that is literally mobile. As such they present unique challenges to the labour 
organisations servicing and organising them. An assessment of how they are being 
serviced and organised by SATAWU will then help me address the central concern of 
this study, which is assess claims that capital through its increased mobility has tendered 
labour agentless to influence the processes of globalisation. The findings of such an 
assessment will contribute to current policy and academic debates about the role of 
labour and trade unions in an increasingly globalising world. 
2. 2 Wider research context 
This case study informs and is informed by three other commissioned resea rch projects. 
The first two focus on the human resource development (HRD) of seafarers. The Seafarer 
International Research Centre (SIRC) based at the University of Cardiff, Wales, funded 
the first of these projects. The research team for both these projects constituted Debby 
Bonnin and myself. The brief of the STRC project was to assess the HRD of South 
African seafarers . This involved an investigation into all aspects effecting the training, 
emp loyment, and career pathing of South African seafarers. A report on our findings was 
submitted to SIRe in June 2001. The second project was ITF (International Transport 
Federation) funded . The brief of this project was to assess the effectiveness of an ITF 
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funded training programme for ratings Afric.11l ratings. that was conducted at the Unicorn 
Trammg Centre. Durban . 
The thIrd project that this study infonns is a National Research Foundation (NRF) funded 
project on organisational reconfiguration in the context of an increasingly g lobalising 
world. The organisational reconfiguration that this dissertation focuses on is that of 
SATAWU wi th a particular emphas is on its global and local strategies in servlcmg a 
transnational flexible membership_ 
2.3 Research Design 
The methods and techniques adopted for research design depends on the research 
problem and its purpose, Resea rch methods can be distinguished according to whether 
data are submitted to qualitative or quantitative treatment (Gordon: 1980. Baker: 1988. 
DenzlIl & Lincoln: 1994). For purposes of this investigation. the qualitat ive method was 
adopted. The adoption of a qualitat ive framework effects the way data is treated. 
Qualitative treatment of data describes what processes are occurring and details the 
difTerences in the character of these processes over time (Breakwell et a1: 1997). This can 
be contrasted to the quantitative treatment of research that states what these processes arc. 
how often they occur and what differences in their magnitude can be measured over time. 
Oenzin & Lincoln (1994:2) as well as Fi lstead (1979) argue that qualitative research at its 
core Involves an interpretive naturalistic approach to its subject matter. As such it 
attempts to make sense of or "interpret phenomena III terms of the meanings people bring 
to them" . Social life is therefore a product of the shared creativity and experiences of 
lIldlvlduals . Th,s SOCial Itfe however wou ld be meaningless if It was impenneable and 
llllknowable to others. However as Fi lstead (1979) contends, this social life is knowable 
10 all panicipants in social interaction. Without this basic premise that we all have access 
to the social worlds created by others. research is not possible. Whilst there is thi s 
'common' social life that we a ll have access to, the C]ualllmive paradigm recognises that 
SOCial ltfe IS cOllstalltly shifting and dynamIC. Therefore the paradIgm does not conceIVe 
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of the world as an extemal force. obJectively definable and Independent ofpeopte: rather 
there are multiple realities . 
The qU31itatlve research design and treatment of data allowed this study to gain access to 
the interpretations that people brought to their lives and socml worlds as trade unionists. 
employers. lralllers and policy makers. A qualitative research design allowed me access 
to these Illultiple and common social worlds created by people. 
A qualitative research design demands ngour. Rigour in turn demands accountability and 
responSibility. Some of the ways that this rigour was achieved in the qua litative paradigm 
of this dissert.:\lion was for the researcher to be self·reflexive and situate himself clearly 
111 the research landscape. Self-reflexivity requires that one have insight. a critical 
awareness. of where one is located in the representation landscape. This requires an 
honest appraisal of ones relationship to the mate rial or people being researched and how 
this Illay affect Ihe research process . 
Fay (1 99()) cautions the researcher lIsing qualitative research design to be critically 
IlHersubjectlve. Critical intersubjectivity provides us with a method that a1l0w's the 
research of others to occur. It IS not an infallible process It III fact relies on fallibil ism. 
Fay (1996) agree.s with Funani that research is vnlue laden. He however does not throw 
tile baby out with the bathwater. He argues for a continuing cntical dialogue between 
researchers nnd the researched . This intersubjective dialogue is to give voice to rival 
opllllOns and interpretations. Each interpretation is to be rlgorollsly probed to destabilize 
conscIOus and unconscIous stereo types and preconceptions. 
It IS thus my contention that using qualitative research methods prOVided me insights into 
how tmde Unionists. employers. trainers and policy makers make sense of the crisis 
effecIlIlg SOllth African seafarers and what they though should be done to reso lve the 
cnsls 
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2.4 The case study as a r esearch strategy . 
The qualitative research techniques of lIltervicwing and panicipant observation are the 
key methodological tool s that inform this case study. A case study according to 
Denscombe (1998). Bishop (1994) and Robson (1993) is not a method of collecting data 
but rather IS a research strategy combining a vanety of qualitative and quantitat ive 
research techniques. This is one of the strengths of the case study method as it allows the 
cOntext and needs of the case to determine the methods used. Funher, these authors 
contend that the researcher muSt be able to separate some aspect of social life so that it is 
dIstinct from other things of the same kllld. Withollt a notion of a boundary it becomes 
dIfficult for the researcher to state what the case is . With this in mind, my focus is on one 
South African nauonal transport union (SATAWU) and its relationship to South African 
seafarers. This then defines the boundaries of my case study. Whilst the study will 
IIlCvitable demand an investigation of the institutions and socIal processes that eXIst 
outside SATAWU, the nature of the research strategy demands that these investiga tions 
be focussed enough that they remain central to me answering my resea rch quest ion. 
The r:1lI0nale for me choosing a case study as the preferred resea rch strategy is based on 
the following factors. Firstly due to the pragmatic constraints ofa research dissertation of 
itl11ltcd scope. 11 was necessary for me to focus on one instance or example of the social 
phenomena I was investigating. Hence whilst my research questIOn is quite broad. it is by 
focussing on a particular example (SATAWU and its strategies for servic ing SOllth 
African seath rers) that I hope 10 address a range of more general Issues posited by my 
research question. The case sludy strategy allows me then to gain in sights from a 
panlcu lar example that can have wider implications. Further the case study allows certain 
1ssues to come (0 the fore that may not come through when uSl1lg research strategies that 
attempt to cover a brge number of instances. such as surveys (Oenscomhe: 1998) 
Secondly the case study strategy by focllssing on one trade umon allows me a more Ill-
depth study. hence prOVIding me with valuable and unique 1I1sights to my research 
problem than other end-product focused research strategies (such as su rveys. 
qllcstlOnnalres. experimental) allow for The case study approach further appeals to me 
due to ItS foc lls on processes and relationships as opposed to neatly defined Olllcomes or 
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find1l1gs Whilst findings of this case study are of cri ti cal importance. the focus is on the 
complex ulterplay of processes and relationships that occur amongst the different actors 
and institutions that is investigate. The strength of this is that complexit ies of soc ial 
processes are not reduced to dichotomous and di screte good/bad or va lidlinvalid findings 
(Bishop: 1994. Robson : 1993). Thirdly the case slUdy allows an investi gation to take 
place 111 the 'na tura l settmg' of the case. In other words the case already exists and is not 
artificially constructed o r manipulated fo r the purpose or tile investi gations. Hence there 
are no contro ls of variab les as found in q ual itative research designs. In sum. the case 
srudy strategy IS for the purposes of this sludy the most appropriate resea rch st rategy, 
2.5 Sampling 
In order 10 :-tddress the aims of the research. it was necessary to define the resea rch field, 
The unIverse was de fined as those orga nis..1ti ons that Impact on the occupational li ves of 
South African seafarers, The following list is an outcome of thIs process_ 
I.The South African Transport and Allied Workcrs Union 
2,Thc International Transllort Federation 
3. Elllploye,"s of So 11th Afri can seafa rers 
a ) S mit-Pcntow!\'l,lI"ille 
b ) Ocllee" s i\l;lI"ine 
c) SOl fmarine (now part of the A_P i\1 oHe" /i"1 aersk shipping company) 
d) Unieo l"ll Shipping 
-'"The SOllth Afl"iean Mal'itime Safety AlItho"it), 
I. I\lal"itime tl":linillg inst itutions 
01 ) Natal Technil\.OlI Mal"itimc s tudies department 
b) Cape Technilion Maritime studies deparlnu"l1l 
(") \\,ill~fi c ld College M,lI' itime studies dep:u"tmcllt 
5, Thc mal"itimc chambel' of the TI":\IIspO,"t Educ:llion and Tnlining Authol"ity 
crETA ) 
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The process of snowball sampling prospective interviewees in the above organisations 
and the conducting interviews took began III May 200 1, with the last interview conducted 
111 OClOber 2001 . Initial contact was made with respondents. III the above categories. who 
worked closely with seafarers or with issues regardi ng seafarers. Once an initial contact 
was made with one respondent each from the above categones. snowball sampli ng was 
llsed 10 obtain further interviews with respondents within each category. Snowball 
sampling IS the preferred method of sampling when research population lists are difficult 
10 obta lll or non-existent . Hence a small number of known members of rhe target 
population are asked to Introduce yo u to other members who. In turn are Invited to 
1l0111lllate other mem bers to help you (Fife-Schaw: 1995). In lotal there were 12 
Inter\ICWS conducted. Interviews were conducled in both Cape Town and Durban. as 
these are the twO maritime hubs of South Africa. The table below lists information on the 
lnten'lews 111 addition to md icating the interviewers identity . (Refer to inten' iew 
l 'e fel'{~ llce p:lge fOI' lis l o r lI ,lI es and venues of interviews) 
T •• hie 2.5.1 
OrganlStltlOn NAM E Position Interviewer 
SAT AWU Sa m Ntombela Dockworker S. Ruggunan 
Organiser D BOlulin 
Thuianl Dlamilll Sen ior negotIator D. Bo noin 
hne Barret Senior Official S. Ruggunan 
ITF Sprite Zungu ITF Inspector S. Ruggunan 
D. Bo nllin 
S1ll1 {-Ilentow ('apt. Maciennan Crewmg Manager S. Ruggunan 
tvlar ine 
DeB eers Marine Capt. Hagan Crew;ng Manager I S. Ruggunan 
Unicorn ShIpping R. Snook CrewlOg Manager S. Ruggunan 
Nnta l Tec hlllkon Cnpt. Parkinson Head of maflllme S. Ruggunan 
stud ies 
Cape Tech1l1ko n Cap!. Stoh! I-lead of mantlme S. Ruggunao 
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studies 
Wingfield College Ca pt. Foune Head of mantnne S. Ruggunan 
studies 
TETA Ron Fable Head of Maritime S. Ruggunan 
Chamber 
SAMSA Capt. Zandcrs Deputy-Head S. Ruggunan 
SAMS.~ K.ZN 
Francls Chilal ika Equity Officer S. Rugg unan 
SAivlSA 
In addi ti on personal co rrespondence over email was conducted with: 
T:lb le 2.5.2 
SATAWU Jane Barrel Senior oflicial 
VJingfield Andy Morris He."l.d of ratings school, table bay campus 
2. 6 Data g athering techn iques 
2.6. 1 T he illt c l'v iew a nd intCl'vi cw ins tnlln cnt 
" To collect informatIon about another person's beliefs. behaviours. perceptions. 
ll1otivations or plans, our first recourse is \0 often ask them questions". 
(Judd. Smith . & Kidder: 1991:214) 
Keeping the nhove in mind , the main fonn of data gathering was comprehensive S(!JI1i-
.\/I"I/(.·lIm: d 1I111:n'icll'.'·, which according to Bailey (1978). Denscombe (1998). Bishop 
(1994) and Robson (1993) allows for flexibility and spontaneity in o rder to assess the 
\al!cl!ty of the respondents answer. Separate lIltervlew schedules were deSIgned for each 
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of the above categories of respondents. The interview schedule was designed along the 
l111es of a sellll -sfrllcwred illlervlew, comprising of open-ended and probing questions. In 
other words only the major questions were prepared in advance, and the probing 
questions were formulated as needed 10 allow for greater flexibility. Break well et all 
(1997) argue that this is a key feature of sellll-slI'//cfllred imel1!iews. This type of 
1Ilter\'lewmg furthe r allows more opportunity to respond to and provide more accurate 
infonnatiol1 mo re quickly (Gardon: \980). There is also the opportunity to cla rify points 
for both the respondent and the researcher. Copies of the interv iew instruments used are 
provided in the appendix. 
Due to the nature of qualitative research as wel l as the objectives of this research, its was 
imperative that information be recorded verbatim. This wou ld also ensure that data could 
be \enfied and cenified as rel iable. Audio recording for purposes of reliability and 
vallditv IS documented in Break wel l et al (1997). Recording data IS also away of keeping 
inter\ lewer bias in check. Recordi ng ensures that there is a permanent copy of the data 
that IS open to verification by other researchers. Breakwell et al (1997) also points out 
that there is no convincing ev idence that shows that audio recording constra ins what 
respondents wdl say. 
Record ll l!.! was achieved throul!.h the use of an audIO tape recorder. Using a record ing - -
deVice .:1llowed me as the interv iewer to focus on the interview as opposed to constantly 
havlIlg to write down imerview notes. I was thus able 10 pick up certain details and 
nuances [ may have otherwise missed. Respondents were asked fo r permission to record 
the Interviews. Further they were informed of the nature of lhe research and its intended 
use Certain respondents asked to speak of the record. which entailed the switching oft' of 
the audio recorde r. Where respondents asked for certain infonnat iol1 not to be lIsed, care 
has been t.:1ken to follow their instruction. 
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2.6.2 Pa l,ti cipa llt Obsen 'ation 
This IS distingUished in the literature from casual and formal participation (Breakwell et 
al. 1997). As its name implies it involves the observer been part of the events being 
studied. This was the case at the Natal Technikon Job Creation workshop for seafarers 
held In Durban In July 2001. I was Invited to participate In my capacity as a researcher. 
As (Wilkinson: 1997) argues the ad vantages of participant observation is that it enables 
access to pnvate events which respondents would not allow an outside r to observe. This 
was panicularly true in the case of the workshop. as only stakeholders in the maritime 
indust ry were invited. Had I been perceived as an outsider. I would nOt have been invited. 
The main critique of participant observation is that it makes it difficult or impossible fo r 
the researcher to be ·objective· . Further a tension exists between the dual roles of 
researcher ~1I1d participant. Given that this was a one.day workshop and only instance of 
planned partic ipant observation. ( contend that the research design was not compromised 
in any way. The main research method of obtaining data. i.e . interviewtng was 
complimented by the participation observation. Observation helped to add a further 
dimension to the validity of many of the interviews that were conducted before the 
workshop. The workshop and participating in it further provided me access to 
respondents that I was not aware of or had been ditlicu1t to reach. Detailed field notes 
were taken 10 addition 10 audio· recording some of the workshop sessIons. 
2.7 Data analysis 
Oualna\l\ e dat:!. obtained from semi·structured interviews requires a thematic analysis . 
Due to the vast amount of data collected. a method was required that simplified :!.nd 
organised the data. This was imperative if I was to form a clear overvIew of the data that 
had been collected. I chose to organise the matenal by organising it thematically, keeping 
in account the alms of thIs study. With this in mmd I wrote a summary of each Interview 
conducted. attempting to identify the themes needed to help me address the central 
concerns of thI s dissertation. These summanes gave me a sense of the whole project as 
well as providing a context for the emergence of themes Further It helped me identify 
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any contradictions amongst interviewee responses. Where contrad icti ons occurred. 
seco nd interv iews were conducted lO expl icate confusIng and contrad ictory stmements . 
2.8 Research problems 
Two mall1 problems are identified in the research design . The first is that interviews with 
ratings and officers were not conducted. This is due to the difficulty in contacting an d 
mterviewlIlg seafarers that are at sea fo r weeks and even months. I do not believe that this 
has Impacted significant ly on the study itse lf, since the aims of the study concern 
themselves with the organisational aspects SATAWU·s strategies in servicing SOllth 
African seafarers. Secondly the case study method is most vul nerab le to cfltiques 
regarding the credibility of generalizations made from its findings . Given that no 
pre\ lOllS Study has being done on South African trade union strategies to service seafarers 
11 is diHicl1lt to demonstrate the extent 10 whIch the case is simi lar to or different from 
others of its type. 
2.9 Conclusion 
Thi s chapter has outlined the research process and strategy followed in this dissenat ion, 
FUllher 11 has pointed out the method and techniq ues used to eli c it and ana lyse data. 
Poss Ible weaknesses of the research design are also mentioned. As an outcome of these 
processes. the res ults of the research are di scllssed 111 the following chapters. 
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Chapter Three 
Shifting spaces and changing places 
3.1 Introduction 
T he aim of this chapter is IQ empirically investigate the factors leading to the restructuring of shipping capital since the 19705. It then demonstrates how these 
factors, have contributed to the processes of globalisation. by giving rise to the 
multinational crewing and FOe registering of ships. The impact of FOe crewing of ships 
on shipping capital and seafaring labour in addition to the creation of new shi pping hubs 
is then examined. The respective ways in which the agency of labour and capital is 
articulated to create new hubs for shipping capital and new labour markets is examined 
and assessed. 
There is a strong tradition of shIpping being a global lIldustry, Historically shipping 
companies provide us with examples of the worlds first globalised companies. The 
globalisation of the shipping industry can be traced back to the age of mercantilism and 
the logistical networks they created for the constnlction ~nd maintenance of European 
empires (Barton: 1999, Grey: 2001). Grey (2001) contends that the globalised Sh ipping 
companies of mercantile Europe, such as the Dutch and E~st India companies were even 
more economically consolidated and powerful than contemporary shipping and electronic 
multinational companies. The European dominance of the shipping capital continues 
today, though American shipping capital enjoys a sizeable share of the market (Brennan: 
1999). 
Empirically therefore the shipping industry provides us with a mature working example 
of how capital and labour have adapted and responded to the restructuring of capital over 
centunes. h further illustrates the arglllnent that the current phase of capitalism is not a 
complete diSjuncture from the previous metamorphoses of capllaitsm as Alb row (I 996) 
and other postmodem theorists suggest. Wh~t is cle~r though. is that the most recent 
phase of capita li st restructuring (circa 1970) h~s profoundly impacted on the way 
shipping cap ital interacts with seafaring labour. Shipping capital continues to be 
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dominated by companies from the TMN. but the seafaring labour market is dominated by 
ratings from the South and eastern Europe. 
3.2 The economic geography of FOe shipping and crewing. 
According to 3nicle 5 of the 1958 Geneva Convention on the High Seas, it is necessary 
for vessels to be registered on either national or FOe shipping registers. By flagging a 
ship out to another country's flag. shipping companies circumvent the labour and 
maritime laws of the country where the ship is owned. The owners of most ships are 
based in the T1V1N. Due to high ship registration coSts. regulatory labour laws and the 
high cost of seafaring labour in the TMN. sh ip owners register their ships offshore. 
mostly in smaller countries or the South. Ships registered In these countries then fly the 
flags of these offshore registry nations . These states are p':lId a registration fee. As such 
FOe. registration provides a means fo r these countries 10 earn foreign income (Northrup 
& Rowan: 1983, Barton: 1999, Barret: 200 I , Brennan:200 I). 
In most cases. the ship owners can register their vessels 10 another country, without 
phYSically leaving the country of ownership. For example, Liberia has FOe ship 
regi stration offices in (he United States. Pan:lma has an Internet site that ship owners can 
use to register their vessels (Barton: 1999. Barret: 200 I) I-knee. there is no link between 
the state where the ship is owned and the state where the ship is registered. The flag of 
the sta te under FOe shipp ing no lo nger serves as a symbol o f nation state authority, but 
Instead assumes what Barton (1999:144) refers to as gee-economic and geo-political 
s ign ificance . By taking advantage of the less regulated economies of the SOllth. shipping 
companies have shifted the economic landscape of slllp registration in order to reduce 
operating costs . 
Foe regIstration allows for the following (see table 3 1.1 for a listing of the fi ve major 
FOe registries. 
1. Thc critcria fo r opcn registry rlfC crlsily obtrlinablc. This I11C;111S that the standards of opcmting 
\ csscls arc lowcr or non-c:-.:islent. Furthcr thc coulltry or rC!-!ISt rrlliol1 rI!lo\\s owncrship/control 
or its I11creh<l1ll \'cssc!s by nOIl -citizcns. 
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2. The country of r~gist ry is .:l small power tll.:lt allows the 1ll<1lllHllg of ships b~ non-nationals. 
3. The country of registry has neither the powcr nor Ihe admlmstr:1t I\'c mach inery to impose any 
gm"cmmcnt or international regulation. nor hns the COUIl\1"\ :H1~ \,'ish or the power to control 
the shipping companies themselves. 
4. Tax<Hion on shipping companies' pro lils is low or nOIl-C\IS\Cnt. The country of registry 
obtnins a registry fee and an annual fee bnscd on tonnage or \ cssc\s registered. 
(Adapted from ILO Report 2001. Barrel. 200 I & Barton . 1999) 
Table 3.2.1 Nat ionality of eITective ownership of the live mnjo l' FOe regish"ies by 
pucentage (as of 31 December: I 997)' 
Cou nl~' of cO"ecti,'e ownership FbI !! Slalc.~ 
l.ihcna P:mUlna L'~ pms llnhamns Malla 
(ir ... '\."C.: I :! -+ 1 !. 1 71 (i 19 56 3 
Jnpan 7 I '" 11(1 1.7 0 Unil,,'d Slah;s 1:' 5 :! I 15.2 0.8 
! Ion)! Kllll)!. (11111;1 78 I.,. ! "I 14 0 ' 
NUI"\\ay N' , - I ~ 0 -+ 215 11 7 
{Jnud Kingdom 3-1 H.5 1) 5 6.5 0.5 
Chuw (i s 5 4 0 1.2 
R..:pubhc llf Kl)[".:a I i In.x " 0 0.1 S\\"eck,l 7.9 Il:! ' -- , 4.4 0 
Gt:nnnn~' (, ·S 0. 1 1.2 
Saudi Amhw k~ 0. I " 55 0 
TU!wun. (hUla 1l.(1 ; Ill) 0 0 
Smgllporc I , " 16 0 3 
D.:nm:uk OS o:! " 1.6 0 RUs.';lnn F ... 'd ... 'r":tll(lO , 0, I 4 0.6 1.5 
S\\Llz..:rland 0.9 1.7 tl :! 0.5 4.6 
llah n,G O:! 06 2.9 - ? ,.-
I3dglUlTI 16 f):! 1) 5 0.5 0 
FnUl":1,; OA 0.5 " 1.8 0 Spmn cU n: 11.3 , -- , (1 
Croa\la 0.7 
" " 01 ' -- , I· inland " " " ; 0.3 ( )lh":l~ K7 53 ·5 7.8 13.4 
Tutal lOO IIlII Ion 100 JUO 
According to Koch-Baumgarten (2000) shipping was all ILHcnse ly national affair until the 
I 970s. Merchant ships and their seafarers were viewed as exte nsions of their nation 
states. There was thus a firm link between the Flag St;IIC ;md the ships of its merchant 
fleet. From the 1970s, he argues this link begms \ 0 f~lpl dl y dllllin lsh. This however 
ImplIes that prior to the 1970s. all ships and their crcws wcre ex tenSIons of thei r nation 
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Slates Such an attempt to neatl y periodise the advent ot' FOe sh ippmg inadve rtent ly 
implies that the economic events of the 19705 pro\ Idl.!d a f=tpid al most overnight 
disjuncture in the way shipping capital operated. Whil st H 15 true that the pace and scale 
of FOe shippmg accelerated pOSt 1970, FOe sh lppmg as a labour COSt reducing 
mechanism existed prior to 1970 (Northrup & Rowan : \ 9$3 . Banon: \999). 
The practice of FOe shipping can be traced to the 1920s when US ship owners shifted 
the registration of their vessels to Panama and Hondul":lS to reduce operating costs 
(Nol1hrup & Rowan: 1983 , Banon : 1999, lLO Report : 2001). Both Panama and 
Honduras maintained the monopoly on FOe registers till \9-19. Fro m 1949. after a series 
of negotiations with ship owners and oil companies from the United Slates, Liberia 
emerged as a new FOe registry. For the next 30 years thl' Inumvirate of Panama. Li beria 
and Honduras (known in the shipping industry as the /'(III /.ihHvlI regi stries) would be the 
dominant FOC registe rs. Further whilst, labour histo1'1:III. Rowan C.:lhill (1999) argues 
that. that shippi ng capi tal has always been driven to rcdm'c bbour ;111d l.:lxatio n costs. For 
example as far back as 1939 shipping capital sought (Q ci rcum vent maritime trade 
Unionism by registering under FOe. The extent of FOe shipping dun ng this period was 
negligible when compared to present day use of onshore r~gislfies. Fo r example in 1948 
the Liberian ship registry only had two ships reg istered 13~' 1980. over half the worlds 
fleet were registered to Liberia (Barron: 1999. Call1 ll : 1999) 
From 1980. spearheaded, by the economic crisis of the 1111 d 1970s. shipping companies in 
an attempt to further reduce theIr labour and oper;\Ung costs were spo ilt for choice to 
regis ter their ships offshore as more co untnes or tile SOllth beg.:ln to compete wi th each 
by opening FOC registries in an anempt to attract Eu ropc.:l n and Ame rican ships, and 
hence attract foreign income to their revenue. Soon CoStl Rica. San Marino. Sierra 
Leone. Lebanon. Cyprus. Haiti. Oman. Somali.:l .:lnd S1l1~:tpore \\'ere competing as new 
FOe reg istries (Cahin : 1999, Barton : 1999. Brennan. 200(1 ) 
The economic IllstOry of the Shipping industry indicates thal It is "-It IIlherently g lobalis ing 
o ne. Up until the 1970s the globa li sing nature of \he ... llIPPlIIg lIIdustry was steadily 
g rowlIlg. H istorically the industry is familiar With ll1cr~..:rs . .:l cqllls lt! ons . multinational 
I Suur..:..: LlNCT 1\0 ("S( T If) !\'I'/{'II" of II/a/"il/III(' /nIllSI'{}/"1 J 'n ... I "\l":\1 rul'k( , \,."11..:\;1. Unil<..'ti Naliuns) 
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crewing and international capital finance. The advent ofn~w technologies combined with 
[he economic crisis of the 19;05 accelerated its gJob:lhsing tendencies. Hence FOe 
shipping and multinational crewing from the South gre\\ exponentlally from the 1970 
POI1LibHon registries to encompass more than 20 other registries. For example, according 
to the ITF (www.itforg.uk), in 19505.5% of the global shipping fleet registered offshore 
under FOes. By 1960. 21 .6% had done so. By the lat0 19905 more than 50% of the 
global merchant navy fleet (equal to 80000 vessels) had Ilagged out. 
T able 3.2. 1 
Evolution of FOe fl eet as a percentage ohvodd neet {Iollll age} 
YEAR FOe FLEET WORLD FLEET % OF Foe FLEET TO WORLD FLEET 
1989 182533014 410480693 44.5 
1990 196356460 423627 198 46.4 
1991 210261 430 436026858 48 .2 
1992 231 876903 445168553 52.1 
1993 243668349 457914808 53.2 
1994 261686684 475 859036 55.0 
1995 280 026076 490662091 57 .1 
1996 300181 686 507873011 59.1 
1997 321 279935 522197193 61 .5 
1998 334744863 531 893296 62.9 
1999 347822402 543609561 64.0 
Source: Adapted from lLO Report 200 1:20 
Contri buting to the acceleration towards FOe sh ipping and the consequent increase in 
multinatIOnal crewing from the South and eastern Europe. was the manner in which 
finance capital precipitated the economic crisis for the :-.il lPPl1lg industry in the 19705. 
These developments had a direct impact on the way shipping compan ies would be 
orgml1sed. M oreover it had an import<lnt effect on Ihe SOllfcing and costing of labour as 
well as condi tions aboard ships (Cahill: 1999. 13 rl.:llnan: ::WQO, Barret: 2001, 
wW\V. itforg.uk). 
Accordmg to 29th Session or the Joint Maritime COmmh:-iIO Il of the International Labou r 
Organ isation (LLD) held in Geneva, 2001 and Banol] (1 1)')9) . one or the reasons for the 
criSIS III the shipping industry in Ihe 1970s was irrespon!:>lble commercial bank lending, 
In the 1970's and the 1980·s. banks were solely responsi bk for the funding of speculative 
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ship purchases which led to an over supply of ships, dep ressed freigh t rates and increased 
pressure on labour costs . During this peflod. ships were not tinal1ced by equity funds and 
as such banks had to bear sole respons ibility for creating t h ~ structural problem of having 
too many ships on the market to allow for an acceptable profit. Banks could not sell ships 
of as scrap. since scrap prices were at an all lime low. i"hey were forced to keep their 
assets a float and trade or sell them whenever the opponullny arose. This had the effect of 
compounding the situation since ships so ld or allcti on~d at a fraction of their recent 
ori ginal costs were now re-entering the market at rates reflecting the ir new low value and 
thus exacerbated freight rates even fun her (Lorange: ~ ()O 1. Pires: 200 I , [lO Report: 
200\). 
Contemporary finance arrangements made by banks sllch ~s equity funds mean that the 
risk of ship ownership is diluted, but also that bank finall\;e continues to be increasingly 
more ava ilable due to this low risk facto r. The lLO (200 I) report concludes, bank loans 
will continue 10 be the major source of funding for ship owners. due to the high level of 
capital required. In sum, the shipping industry from the ~:Hly 1970s s~w the increasing 
su praterritorial growth of finance and corporations. Th l:) meant inc reased competition 
amongst ship owners for market share. In order 10 survive ship owners had to be 
competitive by decreasing the ir main operating costs . l.:lilOUf was thus the main target 
and FOe registries the transnational neo li beral answer t;\cilita te the hiring of low cost 
t1lultlllational flexible labour. 
Ano ther tendency that increased fOe shippi ng and the lllultlnational crewing of 
merchant navy vessels. is the ll1creased competition bel\\l.!en siupp lIlg companies (Grey: 
200 I . Barton : 200 I): as a result of mergers and acquisitions. Grey (200 I : 209) contends 
that in the shipp ing industry size clearly matters \\ here sca le economies. fierce 
competition and market share drive shipping competitors 10 slash labour costs in an effon 
to stay in business and prevent being bought off. Over Ihe last thirty yea rs thousands of 
smaller shipping companies have been run Out of bllSl lh~SS . due to their failure to cut 
operation costs (Banon: 1999. Grey 200 I ) 
Increasingly the privately owned limited company (PLC) is becoming extinct. Equity 
funded and listed companies are the norm when it come:' to o\\llcrship of large fleets of 
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bigger and more sophisticated vessels. Throughout the t\\ cntieth centurv there has been a 
cancelled move. by shipping capital in the traditional maritime nations. to concentrate 
ship ownership to a few global firms (LLO Report: 2001 , Grey: ~OO I. Lorange: 200\). 
Now as shipping moves into the twenty-first century. it becomes clear that ship 
ownership will be concentrated in the hands ofa few glob:t! corpor.:ltions. 
This is mainly a result of mergers. take-avers and acquisItions dUring the 1990's . At the 
beginning of the new millennium only six global carrH:rs run containerised shipping, 
(Grey: 200 1). This was the result of three major mcr~ers that took place amongst 
containerised shipping earners in the 19905. The Wallenlus - Wdhelmsen merger in car 
carriers: Hoegh-Unicool merger in reefers: and a SlOh-Nielson purchase of Van 
Ommeren in the chemical transport sector. The Wallenius - Wilhelmsen merger created a 
fleet of SO ships and a 35 percent market share and $toll- '\!ic1sen further consolidated its 
already dominant position (LLO Report : 2001). For example in 1997 alone the economic 
consolidation of three major players in the shipping ind us try took place. Pentow Marine 
merged with SmitWijs to form Smit Pentow Marine in 1 '197 (Lloyds List Afri ca Weekly: 
June 1997). the Neptune Orien t Lines US$S25 million al.: I.l uisillon of American President 
Lines (APL) in 1997 (Lloyds List Africa Weekl y: June !(97). III 1999 Danish shipping 
companies AI' MollerlMaersk acquired Soulh African shlppmg company, Safmarine for 
US$240 million2 (Lloyds List Africa Weekly: Febnl:l n' 1999). These are just a few 
examples of the mOSt recent mergers and acquisitions in ti le g.loba l shipping industry. 
In keepmg with the metamorphoses of capitalism, SillDP l1lg companies are adopting 
integratiol1lst and diversification strategies of their COqhJr:ltIOIlS Through the "vertical 
and lateral" ownership of ports, terminals, warehousing. rO:ld transport, railways, freight 
forwarding and feederships. the shipping companies :Ire consolidating their assets 
(Lorange: 1001.Pires: 2001. Grey: 2001, Van Der Lindell 2001 ). Whilst these strategies 
of consolidation are similar to those 3doplcd by shippI ng: comptl1lies in the nineteenth 
century. there are significant differences , Nincteenth CI,.'Il IUIY consolidations operated 
from the premise that shipping was its core function . and ,d1 ulher acquisitions were to be 
arranged around tacilitating this function Contempor:II" cOllsol1dations however are 
; !'W Jlll! I\': on Ih..: aClJUlsllion ~!rSalimlnl1":. So..-': Ut'n!~ List 1\!i"Lca W,s .. h ,\1.1\ 1(, 1')'J7 , Novemhcr 13 
I 1)l}k . Nl!\'..:mb..:r 20 11}1};:';' JantLar~ 21} 1 'N,) & !~ Man;h 1')9<) 
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arranged around the formation of globa l corporations wlwse business IS structured around 
global networks and transport flows. of which "shIps arc hut one element" (ILO: 2001 :6). 
The Implication of the above is that as shipping comp:lllles become more financially 
consolidated, they also become more diverse 1Il their acu \ HIes S1I1ce their prime functlon 
IS no longer just shipping. a d istinguishing feature of comclllpo r:lry shipping companies 
IS the separation of the ownership and management func tl ons of shIpping companies. 
3.3 The Rise of the ship-management co mpany 
The flexibili ty of organisations argues Castells (1996 '1 6) is 0,11 outcome of the "new 
technologIcal paradigm on social organisation" . The ailliily of shipping capi tal to be 
flexible in terms of its management of ships. was key 10 the survival of Ihe shi pP ing 
industry in the 1980s. Flexibility of organis~ltional Stnll' llll'\;! occurs as a distinguishing 
characteristic of a new system of large-scale capital-labll ur rebllons. This new system 
was the development of the ship management company h oper:.ues wnh in a larger system 
of capital accumulation. 
The criSIS in shipping in the 1980's due to commercial b:lnks oycrsllpplying the industry, 
left many ship owners in the tmditional maritime n,lI IUns. looking for cost-cuning 
strategies (Interview: Snook: 2001. Bal1ol1: 1999). (Il.:llerallv three strategies were 
pursued. First of these was to simply abandon the shipping llldustry. Some companies left 
the sh ipping Industry to focus on thei r more protitable :->u DsldlMles that were proving to 
be more profitable. For example the British company O;,;ean T ransport (also known as 
Blue Funnel) so ld its sh ipping interests and restmcturcd into n logistics company. The 
second common mctic was to nag their ships out to "OPl'll registers" wh ich a llowed them 
to make s ignificant and immediate labour cost reductiol1s. T hl.! tlllfd tactic was for ship 
owners to manage ships for other owners as n me:!lb ur lluhslllg spare management 
capacity (Banon: 1999, Brownrigg el 31: 200 I. Lor:lllgt!: 2001. Sambracos: 2001, 
Interview' Snook). For example in 1983. Ps.: 0 won a l'OIHr:1CI to manage four tankers 
owned by one of the Gulf Slates. This wns in additIon iU till.: I) ships it managed for 
vanous other companies. 
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Third party ship management pnor to 1970 was pr:lcltscd 11l :1 limited way by the 
traditional maritime nations. but the scale was incldelll.ll OLO Ro.:> port: 200 1. Interview: 
Snook: 200 I). The trend towards third party managcm..:nt resultd in a number of in 
ho use management buy outs or the creation of seii~slLltic i ent but wholly owned 
subsidiaries of technical and personnel management sen Ices. rvbll\' of these commercial 
actlv itles were facil itated by the mergers and acquisitions tha t beg~lf) to cha racterise the 
shipping industry. in the 1990·s. 
Agai n this had a direct impact on the way labour is sllurced .\Od va lued. Ship owners 
were look ing to cut their overheads, and these ne\\ ship m':lIlagement companies 
promised 10 do just that by cutting labour costs. Bv ~lI1d lar!,!e ship owners were 
unfa miliar with seafaring labour from the South (excep t India) ;md trusted the specialist 
knowledge o f the ship management company to deal wull thIS asp\;'cl of labour soure ing. 
In o rder to keep and renew their contracts shI p managl.:lllcllI companies had to visibly 
reduce the cost of running these ships (Interv iew: Snook 200 I) 
As s hip management's companies have developed and ",·' panded. Ihey have become the 
worlds largest employers of seafarers. Such is Ihe scale lI( their labour req ui rements and 
their "co nsequent need for efficient organIsation" ~ILO: l-t 200 1) that they have 
collec ti ve lv become a powerful source o f labour ma n.,1.:1 SlrIbdlty. Ship manage ment 
companIes need reliable and pred ic table labour sllpl'l~ linl!s III order to function 
effectively. In order to assu re the qua lity of seafarer ... pro\ rdl!d. a number of ship 
managen"'lent companies inItiated their own traillmg pro~I:\[nIllCS lor officers and ratings. 
Bv the I 990's ship managers had become located ill the old~ and new global hubs 
shipping: In Europe - Hamburg, Glasgow, the Isle ofM:tn. Gene\·J. Piraeus and Cyprus; 
In the United States - in and arollnd New York: in Asia -1·long Kong. China, Singapore 
and Kuala LlImpur. This is to ensure that they are ~",'ograplllc:illy close to the new 
seafanng la bour markets (Cahill : 1999). 
The power of shi p management companies IS enOflnOtl:-. .I!ld dlllS\f~tles Ihe g lobal nature 
of the llIdllslry. For example the Belgian flrtn Univan. Ii \l !ld~d III Ilong Kong has a fleet 
'Tht: l["adlll,lllal ,If 'old' l11:l!'llllm: nal!on:.; arc cono;!dcrcd 10 hc I:rum: ... : :d:': !Ul11.lh : N':lh.:rh1llds. Nmwu\'. 
D':II111ark. th..: 1 l111h.'l.1 Kmgulllll ,lilt! GC!llWIly 
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of more than 70 ships flagged to the Newly Independent States (~S) Liberia, Panama, 
Cyprus. Hong Kong. China and the Bahamas. Of these sh ips 30% J re owned in Non .... ay. 
25% in the United States, 12 % in Japan. 12% in India :\lld 5% in the United Kingdom. 
Crews are mostly lndian (90%) with others from the [lhili ppines and Myanmar ([LO 
Report: 200 1). Another shipping company. Acomarit, employs a wider range of crew, 
from Russia. lndia, Poland and the Philippines. 
It is firmly in the interest of the ship management comp:my to maintain the status quo in 
the labour market. They have established deep and per::;onalised networks in the labour 
supply countries, often reaching into the training instittuions of those countries, As the 
l LO Repon (2001 : 15) states" social capital of this kind I!) not easily accumulated", at the 
same time however the report suggests that an interest 111 maintaining the status quo of 
the labour market is no guarantee of its continuation, 
",11111 l1'ould take is olle I(II-g~ ,fIliI' IIIG/Ulgellll'lIf I.Y/IIII)(IIIY to ,feek lilo.'tlwJ'l-Iel'lII cOlllpeririw mlwllltage of 
optlllg 0// a large .teale for (I Jigllific(mf~" cJl(·ope,. ,tllI/ree of lahuul' /11 semi COlllpell/O,-S off 11/ pursuit ", 
If this had to happen, the impact would be similar to the scramble by shipping capital 
towards FOC in the 1970's. According to (B3110n: 1999, Paixao: 200 1, Sambracos: 2001, 
Brownrigg et al: 200 I) the geography of the shIp mana!!ement companies is now firmly 
established. lis main centres arc in northern Europe Including the Nordic countries, 
Greece, south-east Asia (China and Singapore). Japan and the United States, and its main 
CUSlOll1erS are from the same regions, The IQtal ~c:tgoing bbour force of ship 
management companies was approximately 50 000 in 1994. Most of this labour was 
FilIpIno, IndIan and E.1stem European (Interview: Snook: 200 1. LLO Report:2001 , 
BLMCO Report:2001) , One could argue that the move towards ship management 
companies is about the enhancing of organis::\tiona! capacity by preserving economies of 
scale (CasteHs: 1996), In many ways, the slllp-management company is capitals way of 
overcoming and adapting 10 the financial rigidities and complexitIes that the economic 
cri sis provided. 
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3.4 Technology 
Yet another factor influencing the restructunng of the shippIng industry was the 
development of new technologies. The shipping industry from the: late sixti es onwards 
saw the increasing supraterritoria l grovvth of finance and corporations. Parallel to this was 
the deve lopment of new technologies. The new technologies are developed with in the 
economic ideology of supra territorial capitalism and as such, aid and abet the process. In 
1991. the Joint Maritime Commission recogn ised that the rise of new mariti me 
technologies has had a significant effect III reducing employment at sea (ILD Report: 
200 I). Whilst there have been many important technological breakthroughs in the 
shipping industry such as increase in ship size and speed. perhap$ the most significant 
breakthrough in the modern shipping industry was in the late 1950 's. The development of 
containerisation remains the most import~nt development in C:l.rgo un itization. Even 
though container systems require a high initial level of 1Ilvestmelll they more than make 
up for this in the tu rn around rate of C:l. rgo h~ndl1llg (Hemson. 2001, Interview: 
Snook :2001). Containerisation also provides a "se~mless link with other modes of 
transport" . This helps it fit into the horizontal and vertical integrationist nature of the new 
shIppIng company. Cellular guides do away with significant amounts of dock labour 
since lashing of cargo onto the vessel IS only minimally, if at all required with 
containerisation. This also reduces the turnaround time of ships at ports and hence the 
number of hams or days of labour for dock-workers (Hemson: 200 I). Turnaround times 
in single dIgit figures are now the norm for container services. COlllainerisation is one of 
the techno logical deve lopments that I-I arvey (1 996) argues facilitates the annih ilation of 
space by time. 
The development of the microchip in the I 970's saw computers introduced onto ships. to 
monnor and control engine room activil~ This led 10 a reduclion in the engine room 
staff. The introduction of satellite communica tions has also had !l13jor repercussions on 
ships' crew. Ship management is now able 10 communicate directly with shore 
management effectively reducing the no(]on of line management. Also the introduction of 
electronic distress communIcations h3s aboltshed the position of radio officer (!LO: 
2001) 
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The effect of the new technologies on the labour market is not 10 be underestimated . 
According to Richard Snook Ontetview: 2001) the crewing manager for Unicorn 
Shipping, the size of crews since the introduction of new technoiogies has drastical ly 
diminished. 
"In Ih.; old day!' ships wa-c rulUlIng nrounJ. \\"llh a er..:w (If a hunJI\.'d. no\\" m.: are looking at a I,;feW of 
lw",:nly. t\\~ntY-lhr\!e opcnlling a 40 000 lOll "hip. llwl i:) quit..:: !i.:a$lbh.:." 
3.5 The Global labour market for seafarers 
Fo r centuries, labour from the traditional maritime nations (TrvtN) dominated the world 
of seafaring. These labour markets were firmly secured and fix~d. That is unti l the 
accelerated scale and pace of globalisation began 10 revolutionise the way we perceive 
and conceive of space and time, As these traditionallnbour spaces declined in importance 
due to the necessarily growth orient::!ted aspect of cnpit::!iism, new bbour sourcing spaces 
were created in the South. Whi lst new labour sourcing spaces werl: being created in the 
shipping industry. capital remained firmly entrenched in the hands of the traditional 
maritime nations . Whilst labour and caplt::!1 occupied the same geographical space in the 
traditional maritime countries. the way they experienced that SPJce from the 1970s 
onwards changed radically. Labour in the TMN was made vulnt!rable by th is spatial 
reconfiguration. whilst capital was able to exploit supraterritonality and consolidate its 
economic power by employing cheap labour from the South. 
This is in keeping with one aspec t of the Froebel et al (1 984) new International division 
of labour thesis. That skilled labour is sourced from the North, whilst unskilled labour is 
soureed from the South. The sourcing of seatarers does provide a critique ur the NIDL 
theSIS as well. The N1DL argues for a working class fixed in space. Ra tings however 
occupy shift ing spaces. They represent a mobile flexible working class. This lack of 
orgal11zed labour in the South made senf..'Hers even more attracllve 10 shipping capital. 
This is also indicative of the way poweroperJtes III the destrucllon of old spaces and the 
c reation of new ones. Capita l pits sentarers in the new labour spaces of the SOllth against 
each other in order to aceunllllate more su rplus. Thi S alien leads to what Doreen Massey 
(1996 ) refers to as 'power·geomccry· of place. I-brvey (1996) cautions liS that if we are 
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to conceive of space posseSSing power. then we need to be specdic abouI how we define 
space. He suggests that it is only possible to speak of the power-geometry of space if we 
understand place as a social process. We then have 10 investigate why "and by what 
means do social beings invest in places"? In additIon. we need [0 question for what 
reason IS that power then deployed and used across differentiated places (Harvey: 
1996:21 ). 
The answer with regard to shipping is that the articul:lI1on of differential power relations 
in these new spaces is imperative for the reproduction of capitalism. As slIch it is a 
process mitiated by capital. Hence the low wage reservoi rs of se.:lf~l.ring labour in the 
South aids this survival and reproductlOn of capit::tllsm. Jameson (1984) and Harvey 
( 1996) put folth such an argument. The problem however IS that they give an 
overwhelming credence to the agency of capital and not enough credence to the way 
' rd\,;t;:'. 'ethnicity ' and 'nationality' or gender may facilitate or hind~r ones movement or 
position in these spaces and places. This Massey (1996) argues is to give far too much 
emphasis on economism. Further seafarers frol11 the SOlLth are o.gents oflhe globalisation 
process as much as they may experience its consequences. As such they do initiate flows 
across spaces and are not simply waiting for capital to initia te these flows. 
Filipino seafarers , for example, recogll1sed the reconstruction of the TMN labour spaces 
and ini tiated the construction of a new labour space through the SOCial process of offering 
cheaper waged labour than their Northern and Southern counterp.:ms. They were not 
merely insened by capital into this time-space compression process. As much as it is 
correct to say that seafarers ' mobility is controlled by capitals needs. it is also correct to 
say that this mobility is mediated by identity. It m:l y also be initiated by labour itself. 
Funller the nationality. race and ethnicity of seafarers often determines how power 
operates on the floating place of {he shIp (OsIer: 19(8). My empiricJt work indicates that 
nationality. race and identity mediales ones status. Hence a preference for officers from 
the TMN exists even if equivalently quailfied and cheaper officers :Ire available from the 
SOllth. Further. the predominance of rntlllgs employed III the merchant navy are from the 
SOLlth and eastern Europe. Even here :Ill ral1ngs :Ire not equal and are paId according to 
the perceived value of their nat ionality For c'\ample. the lowest p:lId sea['uers are from 
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Russia and other easlem European countries Chinese. African. Indonesian and Filipino 
seafarers are paid more that their eastern Ellfopean counterparts. hpanese seafarers on 
the other hand a re the highest paid nationals (OsIer: 1998). The nat ionality of ratmgs 
determines their "differential mobdity" 111 the labour market (Massey 1996) 
Theorists like Samers (1998), Elson (\999), Tesfahuney (\998) and argue that most 
theorising of globalisation and labour markets IS purely economistic. Hence 
overwhelming credence is given to theorising internatlo nal finance. production and trade 
and their effects on the labour marker. The bbollf market in this inst:lIlce is conceived of 
as neutral. Evidence of the labour market for se:lfarers clearly indIcates that the labour 
market is highly subjective and that the labollr market for seafarers IS a bearer ofidenuty 
(Eis on: 1999). 
These theoretical arguments problematlse the sImplistIc notion th:n the labour market is 
governed dichotomously by supply and demand factors. A complicated web of various 
economic and subjective factors governs the lnbour market. To analyse it based on 
econom ism only is to miss the point As wlassey (199660) writes: 
.. tu argul.! li)f thiS gl"l .. '3t ... 'f compk,tty IS no! III .1II\\\"a\ 1\\ h,,; :1I11i-malai:l1ist. 11 IS !"iimply nOl to reduce 
lI\:!tl.!ri:llism to ";I:01\Onl1sm··. 
Empirical evidence for the above theoreucal :lrgul11euls is illustrated in the way the 
contemporary globa l labour market for se:lf:.trers oper:lles. Collectl\ely, the commercial 
lending crisis of the 1980's. the accelerated IIlcrease in FOC registration, the drive to cut 
labour costs due to increased competition and the development of ship management 
companies contributed to restructuring the l:thom mmket for Se.:lf:'lfers, lending to the 
incrc.:lsed multinational crewlI1g of ships. Whilst the multinational crewing in itselfis not 
uOIque. It is the fact that crews overwhe lllllngly recnnted from the South and eastern 
Europe, and are deliberately composed b.:lsed on percei\ ed national characteristics that is 
unique. The rise of crewing companies ll1e:1ns that a whole industry is devoted to the 
'mIxing of crews' to artalll objectives of COSt and efticlency. The ILO Maritime Report 
(200 I) states that the composition of 1l1uIUII:1lton.:l1 crews is the result of clear policy and 
not chances. Interviews conducted wi th crc\\ lng 1l1.:lJ1gC1"S ofshipPll1g compan ies. the ITF. 
SAT t\ WU and tertiary mantlllle Ir.:lining IlIs titutlons. ~onfirl1l Ih:ll the nationality. race 
and ethl1lcity of seafarers determines where and how seaf.:'lrers IIHerSect the labour 
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market. (In terviews: Snook: 200 1. Maclellnan: 2001. Hagan: 2001. Parkinson: 2001. 
Zungu. 200 I , Dlamini : 2001). Empirical work by Northrup & Rowan (1983). Brownrigg 
et al (2001), Ostreng (2001), Sambracos (1001) confirm these findlllgs . 
My fieldwork brought to light another aspect of the labour market to r seafarers. namely 
the way occupational status imersec[s with nationality or 'race', Therefore the majority of 
officers are recru ited from the TMN but the majority of ratings are from the new global 
hubs of labour recruitment. This is indi c::ttive of severa l trends 111 the labour market. 
Firstly, there is a prefe rence for officers from the traditIonal maritime countries. This is 
based on the perception that ch~per crews often mean the lowenng of nautical training 
standards in the labour supply cOllntries of the South and eastem Europe. If officers from 
the new seafaring labour markets, with simi lar quality tra ining, ar~ available, they are 
Inevitably overlooked for officers from the traditional maritime cOlllltries. This points to 
the subJectivness of the labour marker. It 3.lso raises Issues of ho\\ power and identity 
fo rm a complex geometry III the labour market. This theme will be explored in more 
detail in chapters three and four. If one looks at tables 3,5, I and 3,5,2, it becomes clea r 
as to how FOC vessels are predominately crewed by r:uings from the South . These tables 
ind icate the trend towards the multinational crewing of ships. The subjective nature of the 
labour market impacts on how crews of different nationalities me Ixud. A clear example 
of this (S[RC report on crewmg: 1992· 1993) IS the crewing strategy used by one 
European ship owner with a large fleet ofPnnamanian flagged sh ips. The report reads : 
··s<;\" ... 11 1Ij" 11I.~ companies ships .:mploy iwlian (lilt! LW;Jlian ol\ic':l"~. III mm onkr of So.!"niorilY. The pclly 
tl!\ iccr~ (lnu ralll1!!" an,: ,,;imi\:Jr!~· "''111plo.\\.,1 III (I C(l!l"I.~I.:nt pall':111 of naliona[il~ ;UIJ s<"'1l1olit~, ... ~ccpt \ha! 
Ihl:, polrl of Ihe crcw had a lripk-la~ .. :n.,1 pm.:.: structure Fil"l :llld ,;,:cllnd w ... ,-,,; Ih..: ·Wcstern· anJ 'eastern 
Eump,,;an· 1:1~·..:r:-> Clll1:->isling. of [t(1li:m,,; ami (rnal,; th lld \I:IS Ih.: ·(J":,,dop11lg Iwrld' la~·cr consisling of 
SUlllo:m ~lr Mal:lg:t;.":\'." 
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Table 3.5.1 Pe rcentage cOllt.-iblllioll of selec ted nal io l1f1iili es to CI'CWS: 1992-93 
Flag *Nationa li ry as percentage of tota l crews (";Hings) 
Ph Ko PRC It Ru Cro In Pal BI Nor Ger 
Panama 17 16 12 10 8 7 0 4 5 0 0 
Liberia 27 10 0 1 9 10 12 2 4 1 0 
Bahamas 28 0 0 0 0 7 8 25 5 0 0 
St Vincent and the 26 0 0 0 0 44 0 0 7 0 0 
Grenadines 
Bermuda 25 0 0 0 0 0 30 0 33 0 0 
Antigua and Barbuda 49 0 0 0 4 0 0 18 0 0 21 
C~erus 31 0 0 4 9 4 2 10 0 0 5 
Malta 17 0 20 0 0 0 0 5 0 2 0 
Hon~ Kon~ , China 37 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 28 0 0 
!It Nal!onalilY K..:y: Ph: Filiplllo: Ko: Kllr..::an (Ro.:p \,1' KlII"ca): PRC' Chllll.'S":: It: It:il wn: Ru: Russian: era: 
Croation: In: Indian: 1'01: Polish: BI. Bnlhh and Iri"ll. Nur' Nllf\\\.!gwn: Gl.!'r' (j":1l11,Ul 
Source: [LO R..:pon 2001 :37 
Tab le 3 .5.2 
PCl'centage contribut io n of se lec ted natio llalities 10 crews : 1998-99 
Flag "Na tionali ty ilS PCI'ccIl ta,2c of total crews (nll in,!!s) 
Ph Ko PRC It Ru era In Pal B1 Nor Ger 
Panama 46 5 12 0 1 <1 6 2 1 <1 <1 
Liberia 32 <1 8 0 7 4 7 2 2 2 3 
Bahamas 33 2 <1 <1 4 5 5 15 10 <1 <1 
St Vincent and the 
Grenadines 42 0 0 <1 28 21 0 <1 2 0 <1 
Bermudas 57 0 0 0 <1 3 20 1 17 0 0 
Anti~ua and Barbuda 21 0 0 0 8 1 <1 30 <1 <1 11 
C~erus 19 0 0 0 17 4 <1 11 1 0 2 
Malta 29 0 0 4 10 3 14 8 1 1 1 
Hong Kong , China 15 0 55 0 0 0 28 0 2 0 0 
flNaIUll1ahl.\ Ko.:y Ph' FIlipino: Ko Km..:::nl 11.t..:p "r Knro.:a ): PRl· Lhm .. ·s,,:. II 1l;lilal1. Ru : Rus...;i:m : era: 
Cro:II;\Ul. Ill . InUI:lll: Po1: Polish. \31 . Bnti sh and In,,]!. NllL Nnr\II.:t!I :llL G..:r (, 1.: 1111:111 
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3 .6 The new labour geography of seafaring labour 
ever before in the history of seafaring or international migrant bbour has the ethnic 
and national composition of a labour force changed so much in such a short period of 
time. The [lO Report (2001 :26) states "nothing of this sort had ever happened before [in 
the history of the labour market}'" . This change in the composition :md location of the 
labour market was in full swing by the 1980's. By 1987 alone. the employment of 
Filipino ratings in European owned ships increased frolll 2 900 to 17 057 ratings. lfwe 
translate th is figure into crews, the results "re astonishing. It me::lIlS Ihat European owned 
ships with a majo rity Filipino crew leapt from 200 to 1 130 ships within a year. This 
preference fo r ratings of the South meant the displacement of ratings from the traditional 
maritime nations of Europe. For example P & 0 , one of the worlds brgest merchant navy 
shipping compan ies announced III 1998 that all 300 of their British and New Zealand 
ratings serving on 19 of their ships would be replaced by low Cost Filip ino seafarers 
(Lloyds list: August 28 1998). 
According 10 the BIMCOI1SF: 2000 lvbnpower Upd:lle there arc current ly 404 000 
officers and 823 000 ratings in the global bbour supply market. The updates estimates 
that during the 1998-99 period the total number of seaf":l rers at sea aboard ships was 934 
000. 
Increas ingly the number of seafarers from the traditiona lll1~l.r1ume countries are declining 
whilst the percentage of seafarers from eastern Europl.!. sOllth eaSt ASia and the Indian 
subcontinent arc increasing. Seafarers from the GECD countries constitute some 27.5 
percent of the global mantime workforce compared 10 31 .5 percent in 1995 (ibid .) 
Seafarers that work on FOe ships are estimated to be composed of 20% Filipino. The 
other nationalities on FOe ships are Russian. Chinese. Indian and Po lish. 
The first source of cheap labour was Asia in the 1970s and then c:l stern Europe in the 
1990s. In the lLG Asian Maritime Repon of 1965. Korean se~tnrers are not featured at 
all. Filipinos and Indonesians arc reported as worki ng on "small intl.:r·tsland'· ships. By 
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1988 though. there was an estimated 50 000 Korean se.1ll1en, half of them working aboard 
Japanese owned ships, flagged mainly in P.1llama. SIX years later. 111 1994, ship owners in 
the Republic of Korea were pressing their government 10 be allowed to employ Chinese 
seafarers that could be paid half the Korean wage (DEeD: 1996, lLO: 2001,). By hiring 
crew from these regions, capital evaded the sophistica!~d labour regulatory regimes that 
developed in the traditional maritIme nations . 
The trend of re·crewing with cheaper and hence more tlexible crew irom the South and 
eastern Europe continued throughollt the eighties . By tlexible ere\\, I refer to the wage 
flexibility dimension of the labour market. Capital IS attracted to ratings that price 
themselves well below union negotiated wages. In oro\!r 10 secure wo rk, ratings engage 
'i n a race to the bottom', by reducing the wage level they reqllire, to secure work. In 
order to take advantage of cheaper crews, sh ips had 10 regi ster offshore on second 
registers. By 1986, for example 45% of German-owned ships were registered under 
FOCs. This trend was mainly spearheaded by the need 10 drive down operating costs. In 
1987 Dutch tanker owners were saying that it cost USSI million a year more to crew a 
ship with nationals as opposed to cheaper labour. The D~ll1ish also acknowledge that it 
could reduce its crewing costs by half since employing cheaper labour. Japan also joined 
the bandwagon in 1988 when the Japanese Ship Owners Association. an nounced that the 
cost of crewing Japanese ships with 11 Japanese nationals a year \\~IS US$ 1.5 million a 
year as opposed to US$OA million a year for a south e:lst Asian crew of22, for the same 
period of time. 
If one looks at the following stat istic tables 3.6. 1 and 3.6.2 on ere\\ ing of FOC ships, it 
becomes clear that the predominant crew nationallt1 es to be found on ships show 
increases in the number of nationals of the Philippines :1I1d China . When one looks at the 
percentage of officers on board these ships another pIcture emerges. The statistics show a 
decrease III the percentage of non-natIOnals emploYl"d as ollicers on the flags listed 
except for the United States. Tnblc 3.6.2 also indic:l1cs :11\ illcre~l sc in the number of 
seafarers employed on FOe ships 
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T able 3.6.1 C ren' na tiona lities (o ffi ce rs) aboard se lec ted na tional fl ag neets: 1992-3 
Flag %nationals %others 
Ja~an 71 29 (Ph) 
Netherlands 57 18 (In) 10 (Pt) 
France 91 8 (Pt) 
United Kingdom 74 6 (In) 6 (Pt) 
Ital~ 94 0 
Greece 57 34 (Ph) 
Denmark 87 6 (Pal) 
United States 100 0 
"' Nationality ke~r: Ph: Filipino:>: In: Indians: Pol : Polish: Pt: POI1Ugll":se 
SOLlfCo,! " [LO Report: 200 I :38 
T a ble 3.6.2 C .'ew Il ll ti ona lities (o ffi cCI"s) a boa rd selected lI a lioll :1 1 fl ags 1998-9 
Flag % nationals % others 
Ja~an 31 47 (Ph) 12 (Mya) 9 (In) 
Nethertands 49 23 (Ph) 8 (Indo) 
France 43 18 (Ph) 18 (Cro)14 (Rom) 
United Kin9dom 56 13 (Ru) 10 (Ph) 6 (Pal) 
Ital~ 77 12 (1nl 
Greece 52 34 (Ph) 
Denmark 43 22 (Ph) 17 (Pal) 
United States 100 0 
*Nationnlity Key: Ph: Filipino: Po!. Polish: My:!: 1\.h"~nnwr. In: Jlldi;lll: lndo lndlln,,:slall: Cro: ero,lIian: 
Rum. Romall1:m: Ru: Russiml. 
3 . 7 Conclusion 
Clearly, capital had a significant role to play in the cn'::ltion of new labour markets for 
seafarers. The uneven nature ofl11is development however was.:ts Illu ch labours do ing as 
it was capitals. Rat ings from the SOllth :md eastern Europe .:teti\ el~ chose to market 
themselves at a lower rate than their Northern counterparts . Further. these ratings chose 
nOt to become unionised by either national unions or the ITF, the international trade 
secretariat for seafarers and main lobbler against FOe shipping and crewing practices. 
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T he lack of unionisation of ratings in these countries. combined \\ 1111 little or no labour 
protection legislat ion, has con tributed to the spatial patternillJ:! of the labour market for 
rat ings. 
Given that there current ly exists a surplus in the labour market for ratings (Bllv1COIISF 
Report: 2001), competition amongst ratings from the South and eastern Europe fo r work 
is 11Igh. Ratings are willing to work for cheaper wage rates in order to obtain wo rk 
knowingly pining themselves against other ratings in the glob311abour market. Seafaring 
labour from the South and eastern Europe takes an act ive role in shaping space even to 
the point of creating and supporting uneven development . This is III keeping with the 
arguments of Herod (1998), Wills (1998) and 10hns (1998) who suggest that labou r is 
proactive in producing uneven development by ensuring Ihal capil:li IS attracted to some 
regio ns instead of others. Wills (1998: 115) contends that the "i nterna tionalism of capital 
has brought the threat of chauvinism, competition and se lf interes t to the labour 
movement." 
The unprecedented shift to hiring labour from the South and eastern Europe instead of the 
TMN, has resulted in a drop in the ratings labour pool in the North. The last few years 
have seen attempts by a number of unions. and stales to ameltorate the effects of a 
decreasi ng labour pool of European ratings. For example in the Unl1ed Kingdom, labour 
has lobbied for the British government to otTer British ship owners' fiscal concessions if 
they hire British ratings (Brownrigg et al: 200 I ). Similar la bour lobbies have occurred in 
Australia (Chinnery: 1997, Brennan: 2000) , Greece (Sambrncos: 2001);--Germany CV'~n 
.oer Linden~ 2001), France (~ahill : 1999,Spurrier: \999) and the European Un~on 
(Paixao: 2001). Labour in these TMN (and Austral ia) are growIng increasingly fl1!.stmied 
at the monopoly that ratings from the South have in the global labour market for 
seafa rers. All are lobbying for the end of FOe sh ipping. as a me:lIlS of attracting ships 
and jobs. So whilst a strong regionallabollr solidarity exists amongst labour in the g lobal 
North, globa l labour solidarity amongst ratings remains frac lun. .. 'd. 
Workers st rugg le to keep capital in their communities because dOlllg so increases or 
protects their standards of living. Rat ings or the SOUlIl and e:lstc rn Europe are not 
un will ing pawns. dependent on forces olltside their control that disrupllheir lives, destroy 
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their traditional livelihoods and create new cleavages in local eCOIlI.' lIl1 es and societies. 
By law Fili pino ratings. for example, have to remit 80% of their wa~ ... s. to their families. 
lanes (1998) investigation into migration demonstrates how renllH:lll CeS received from 
migrant labour improves the socio-economic conditions of families of migrant workers. 
Ratings from the South seeking employmen t at lower wages than the ir counterparts in the 
NOI1h are doing so to prevent themselves from becoming marginaiiseJ. 
Is a global labour solidarity then possible as a means of labour amcubting its agency in 
an increasingly uneven socio-economic world? Johns t 1998}, W li b ~ 1998), Waterman 
(1998) and Herod (1998) argue that it is . They argue for a shift from Imagined solidarities 
to transfonnatory solidarities. that take into account both sp~cealld dass as an alternative 
praxis in strengthening the agency of labour on both a global and local scale. 
Transformatory global labour solidarity as an articulation of labour :lgl:!ncy is explored in 
the next chapter. 
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Chapter Four 
Geographies of Organising 
4 .1 Introduction 
I n theorising global isation. labours agency in influencing these processes is an oft-neglected factor. Global isation is constructed as an exclusive project of transnational capital. 
Transnational corporations and capital are presented as all pervasive and powerful. The power of 
trade unions to meaningfully service a transnational flexible workforce is viewed as difficult or 
impossible. The purpose of this chapter is to assess these claims through a case study of the 
global strategies used by SAT A WU in servicing South African seafarers. Seafarers, specifically 
ratings are the ep itome of a transnational flexible working class. This combined with the 
transnational and li terally mobi le nature of global shipping capital (in the fonn of ships) makes 
such a case study app rop riate to achieving the aims of the chapter and dissertation as a whole. 
In order to do this. I engage in two arguments. Firstly I argue that SATAWU's engages in a 
global stl'ategy of illtcl'Ilat io ll al !abolll ' so lidarity to serv ice South Afri can ratings. This 
strategy involves SATAWU's affiliation to and relationship with its international trade 
secretariat (ITS), the ITF. The relationship is part of a historical continuation of international 
soli darity between the SOllth African trade unions and intemational labour organisations. As 
such. any investigation into the effectiveness and nuances of the way labour solidarity is 
articulated between SA TA \VU and the ITF necessitates a brief review of the factors that inform 
the formation and articulation of international labour solidarity as an example of agency. To this 
end 1 argue that international labour so lidarity as a form of agency, is informed by the dominant 
political and economic policies of specific eras, sllch as the cold war or giobalisation. An 
analysis of international labour solidarity that takes into account these factors allows the 
complexities and contrndictions of solidarity to come through in this case study. Explicating 
these contradictions and complexilles then a 110\'15 this chapter 10 cnrically address the aims of the 
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dissertation by assessing the nature. form and effectiveness of inte rnationa l solidarity (as agency) 
as articulated by the ITF and SATAWU. 
4.2 The geo-politics of international labour relations during the cold 
war 
A bnef history of the way in which the politics of the cold w:u informed the policies and 
practices of mternational labour solidari ty contextualises and contributes to my assessment of 
internattonallabour solidarity as an effective contemporary tool of agency used by SATA\VU. I 
argue that the contemporary practice of this form of agency should not be divorced from the 
hi story that informs it. This then allows for a more effective and info rmed assessment of 
international labour solidarity between the ITF and SATAWU in servicing their membersh ips. 
Cold war politics demonstrates the tendency and agency of labour 10 organise internationa lly to 
protect and advance geographically discrete interests. Whilst thI s may create uneven economic 
geographies for workers. it demonstrates the power of labour to shape an be informed by larger 
political and economic struggles. Given that the developmelll and maintenance of uneven 
economic geographies is a key criticism of the ITF's global solid:lnty campaign with SATAWU, 
the following discussion will help frame the arguments located lali~r in this chapter. 
Transnationa I labour relations are not a new phenomenon to the South African labour movement 
South African union ism has always been tied to the wider global ~ontext (i'vIacShane et al : 1984, 
Mather & von Holdt: 1991 , Naidoo: 2000, SALB: Ap ril 199 1. VOIl Holdt: 1993 , Hudso n: 1991 , 
Mather: 199 1. SALB: April -May 1986. von Holdt & Zikilala: 1<)93, F1anagan: 1990, Southall: 
1998.). Historically South Africa's intemational labour relations. was informed by the geo-
pOlitics of the Cold War. By describing the Cold War as a geo-political struggle, labour 
geographers refer to the way politics was constructed along geographical East-West blocs (Herod 
1998a. 1998b. Watennan: 2000. MacShane: 1992). Post 1989. [he processes of transnational 
neo-l iberal globalisation has shifted the neatly defined and sp:t tially fixed East -West geo-
political blocs to geo-economics flows of spaces and networks. ThIs shift in geographies has an 
impact on the way la bour solidarities are shaped. The decllllc I)f the Soviet bloc has made 
possible new geographIcal spaces for finan cial and trade activities. 
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For the international trade union movement. th is means a shIft away from the East-West 
ideological battles that have informed it for most of the twentieth century towards the gee-
economic concerns of transnational capital. For labour geographers the transition from geo-
politics of the Cold war to the gea-economics of transnational neo-liberal globalisation] re-
mapped the way international trade un ion relattons are inscribed o n the new global economic 
landscape. 
International trade union politics has a rich history dating back into the middle of the nineteenth 
century with the fou nd ing of the International Working Men's Assoc iation in 1864 (Waterman: 
2000, Herod 1998b, South all : 1995. MacShane: 1992). According to Mao.: and Enge ls in 
Southall (1995 :3 1) the emancipation of labour was neither a 1000:al nor a national , but a socia l 
problem, embracing all countries in which modern society exists. 
Prior to 1939 several lIlternational trade un ion o rganisations wert! established to develop closer 
ties with workers located in different countries. The formation of tbe In ternationa l Trade 
Secretariats (ITSs) can be traced to this period, The ITSs were or~an ised in part icular industries 
such as metalworking, mining, transpo rt, agriculture etc. to wlw.:b the vari ous national trade 
union centers III different counties affiliated. In additio n to tbe ITSs. there were a number of 
more broadly constituted organisations to wh ich national trade unions affiliated. Chief amongst 
these was the International Federation of Trade Unions (lfTU). Most countries of western 
Europe as be longed to LFT U, with limited participation by the Nonh American unions. With the 
beginning of wo rld war twO the, IFTU and the IT Ss restricted or disso lved their functioning . 
As soon as it became apparent that the Alli ed forces were to be [he victors of wo rld war two, 
representatives of the US. British and Soviet labour movements C~llne together to establish a new 
internatio nal labour o rganisation to replace the IFTU. This new organisation was the World 
Federation of Trade Unions (\VFTU). The Federation's goals w('re to un ite trade unions of the 
world regardless of race or poittlcal ideology (Herod: 1998b, Wmcnnan: 2000, Southa ll : 1995). 
ThiS was not castly :tchieved. Slllce the US-based Co ngress of Industrial Organisations (CIO) 
was unhappy belonging to an organisation that contained COl1l1l1UlllSt trade unions as members . 
IS..::..:: 1.:1\:I]1I"::\" \,.111 ":: lilr <.::hara<.::IL1"ls{l<.::S IlrlranSllallOnal IIL'l.l -[ihL1":ll gluhuliSllllllll 
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The WFTU was the largest and most geographically extenSJ\ e of any international labour 
movement. This was mainly due to the significant boost in mem bership from the Soviet Union 
(that had been absent In the IFTU). At the slIrf..1ce. the WFTU presented a coherent picture of 
international worker sohdariry. Lurking beneath the surface were a range of internal differences, 
most being ideological in nature. A splintenng along ideologIcal lines began. The mainly 
Western unions of Britain and the US became increasingly ul1comfonable with communist led 
unions of Eastern Europe. the Soviet Union. Latin America and Asia. [n addition several of the 
commun ist dommated ITSs wanted to become pan of the WFTU. but according to MacShane 
(1992) and Herod (1998b: 167) " ... the Secretariats as a whole and the federation could not agree 
upon the 1lle..1.IlS by which this was to be achieved". This created even further tension between 
communist nnd non-communist trade unions since non communist trade umon officials in the 
Secretariats did not v;ant to cede thei r power to the \V"FT U whose executive organs were 
dominated by Communis(S (rvfacShane: 1992). 
As the intens ity of the Cold war escalated. so did tensions between the Western and Communist 
irade union officials. Westem and non-communist affiliates left the V/FTU and formed a new 
international trade union organisation. the lntcrnat ional COl1federation of Free Trade Unions 
(ICFTU) (MacShane: 1992. SOll thall : 1995). For the neXl4Q years. the WFTU and ICFTU would 
dominate mternational trade union relations . Competing commUltls t-capitalist ideologies of the 
co ld war Informed their relationship during this pertod. The \\ FTU had an extremely close 
relat ionsh ip with the Soviet Union and was often used as a tool to carry out its foreign policl. 
One of the first undertakmgs of the newly fonned ICFTU was to lIlcrease the regional influence 
and representation of the organisation. Hence regional branches of ICFTU were established in 
Latin America in 1951. Asia in 1951 and Africa in 1960 (South:tll: 1995). The African branch 
was soon dissolved however due to internal wrangling and accusations of the ICFTU being 
IInpenaltst. and was replaced With a regional body unconnected to ICFTU. 
1 See I h:rod 1 t)'J~h and MlIcShan..: I yn li.lr ..:xamph.;:;; ut" till'. 
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The WFTU chose to follow a different strategy. Instead of setting up regional bodies. the 
federation chose to focus on its preexisting regional bodies with communist leanings (Southalh 
1995 Watenuan: 2000~ Herod:) 998b). The WFTU, in response to the rTSs created a number of 
Trade Union Internationals (TUls). Unlike the formally separate relations hip between the ICFTU 
and the ITSs, the WFTU incorporated the TUls into their organisational structure. 
The relat ionsh ip between the ICFTU and the WFTU was ad versarial. especially during the 
19705. There were occasions however when the two federations did work together albeit in an 
un officia l capacity (Waterman: 2000). They were sharply divided along cold war ideological 
lines and anempted to draw their affiliates into these ideolo£lc:d battles. These geopolitical 
rivalries as played Out within the international trade union movement had a profound effect on 
workers lives in places, especially. of the developing world, such as Latin America, where 
actions by the AFL-CIO facilitated the arrival and dominance of American capital. These 
rivalries continued until the 1989 collapse of the Soviet Union , Post 1989 international labour 
relations theorists argued that a non-partisan labour internationalism is required if global labour 
sol idarity is to be meaningfully achieved (MacShane: 1992, \V:ttennan, 1998, Herod: 1998b, 
Wills: I 998ab. 2000). The end of cold war politics saw the ilHern:ttional trade union movement 
dealing with a new set of challenges posed by the geo-econollllcs of trnnsnational neo-liberal 
globa li sation. The ideological certainties of the cold war are bel11g replaced by geo-economic 
uncertainties of globalisalion. Whilst the ICFTU and the ITSs were criticized for practicing 
imperialist solidarity with trade unions of the developing world, they now are accused of be~ng 
economically imperial in their practice of labour solidarity by securing employment for workers 
of the North at the expense of workers of the South. A key aim ortllis chapter is to asses whether 
such practices exist in the practices of international labour solid:lrllY between SA TAWU and the 
ITF. 
4.3 Informing the context: International labour relations and South 
Africa: 1960-1990 
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This section demonstrates the complex manner, in which labour relations were articulated 
amongst the lCFTU and the WFTU in South Africa during the cold war. In so doing it 
demonstrates some of the contradictions and tensions in the pr:lctice of international labour 
solidarity as a form of agency. It also illustrates the fiercely independent nature of the 
independent Black trade unions in their relationships with international labour. I argue that an 
Informed assessment of SATAWU's current practi ce of solidanty wIth the rTF must be made 
against this background. 
The complexities of trade union cold waT politics were played out in particular reference to the 
South African Congress of Trade Unions (SACTU). SACTU repn.::sen ted the third major Black 
trade union initiative and was fonned in 1 955'~ (Lambert: 1995). SACTU consisted of some 
Council of Non European Trade Unions (CNETU) as well as some progressive unions devoted to 
the ideals of non-racialism. According to Maree (1985), Lambert (1985), South all (1995) and 
Bezuiden hout (2000) SACTU from its very inception was intt'rested in political unionism. 
Political unionism for SACTU meant that the struggle against apartheid needed to extend beyond 
shopAoor issues and into civil society. In order to further its aims of emancipation it alli ed itself 
to the Congress Alliance that included the African National congress (AN C). the South African 
Indian Congress (SAlC), the Coloured Peoples Congress and the (White) Congress of Democrats 
(Lambert : 1985, Maree: 1985). From 1960 however. SACTU experienced a diminution in its 
power. as the state became more active in its repression and the congress became embroiled in 
internal disputes. 
lnternationa ll y, SACTU had been active in establishing relationships with trade unions In 
Africa. North America. Europe. Asia. Latin America. Australia and New Zealand (Southall : 
1995). After the WFTU div ided along cold waf ideological lines. SACT U decided to affiliate 
itself to the communist dominated WFTU as opposed to the ICFTU (Southall: 1995. Maree: 
1985). Its affiliation however was never regarded as official by the \~IFTU, and SACT U never 
paid any affiliation fees for reasons of "political security" (South:tll : 1995). Funher there is no 
record of SACTU ever receiving financial aid from the WFTU. SACTU rea li sed it would not 
\ Thl.: lirs\ \\\U Blad, lrad..:: llmon lIl11mlin:s \\"::1''':: Ihl.: o.!Sl<lbhshmcnt in I'l l' ) pC Ih..:: InduSlrial tlnd Commercial 
Wurk..::r>; lJ l1Illn clC lJ) and Ih..:: 11)-11 Illmlallon orlhc CllllOClll)fNon Europ":::llI Iladc Unions (CNETU) 
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receIve much financial aid from the WFTU and its eastern bloc members. but as Luckhardt 
&Wall (\980) suggest. SACTU's affiliation wi th the WFTU \\;1::; a historical continuation of 
CNETU's 1945 affiliation with the WFTU. Secondly SACTU ll!:tdership felt strongly that the 
ICFTU was more active in imposing its ideological views on tlmd world trade unions. Southall 
(1995) takes Luckhardt & Wa lls (\980) analysis of SACTU's International relations strategy 
fUl1her by asserting that SACTU was more Ideologically comfonable to affiliate with the WFTU 
than the ICFTU. According to von Hold! (200 I t the WFTU was a bener ideological choice for 
SACTU due to its historical commitment to non-racial trade unionism. The ICFTU on the other 
hand had maintained informal links with the conservative Trade Union Congress (TUC) of the 
United Kingdom that supported racially parallel trade unions. As \on Holdt (2001) and Southall 
(1995 :103) wryly suggest whatever the impacl of the WFTU's campaign. it was far less 
substantial than the support given by lCFTU to the independem black trade unions from the 
1970, 
The ICFTU percei ved SACTU's alliance with the WFTU a:-; confirmation of SACTU's 
communist ideological leanings. The lCFTU then made an ideologically strategic decision to 
come out formally in support of the South African Trade Union Counci l (SATUC), proc laiming 
SATUC to be the labour organisation best suited to furthering. the interests of South African 
labour. This was a brave move considering that SATUC. predecessur to the Trade Union Counci l 
of South Africa (TUCSA). was a conservative federation ofmultlr;lcla! trade unions (as opposed 
to non-racial trade union) that extended apartheid thinking into tlh.' realm of trade union activity. 
TUCSA advocnted for racialised parallel unions with a purely economist focus as opposed to me 
political unionism of SACTU. Whilst the ICFTU acknowledged the conservative nature of 
SAT UC by excluding the body from membership of the feder:ltlon in 1954, it nevertheless 
maintained mformal ties with SATUe. By 1959 however. follo\\lng SACTU's affiliation with 
the WFT U. the ICFTU made a strategic decision to come out in SUppOIl of SA TUC knowing full 
well its politically diluted nature. The federation made it clear that its material assistance would 
be best directed at SA TUC to help organise African trade unions . 
(RtJu.\ 1%"+) 
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The lCFTU knowing full well that material assistance of trade unions was vital to their success 
in South Africa. agreed to withdraw their endorsement of S \ TUC and support SACTU 
fmanciall y and politica ll y if the latter agreed to two conditions. Firstly it had to suspend its ties 
with the Congress all iance: secondly SACTU had to separate the political from the economic in 
terms of Its struggle against apartheid (Luckhardt & Wall : 19::;0). These strong-ann tactics 
worked to no avail. Instead it is suggested by Feit ( 1975) in SOllthall (1995: 103) that lCFTU in 
their attempt to secure a "stoutly non-Communist centre" may ha\ e insp ired the formation of an 
African rival to SACTU in the fom1 of the Federation of Free African Trade Unions of South 
Africa (FOFAT USA) in I 959-l. FOFATUSA however soon ihdcd from the un ion landscape 
through SACTU's campaign that denounced FOFATUSA rei:Juonship with the lCFTU as 
imperial ist. SACTU then emerged as the only representative of :-'outh African Black labour in 
the international community. However as Southall (1995) asserts {iIis was to be a pyrrhic victory. 
Firstly SACTU had alienated itselffrom the ICFTU. The ICFTU \,as an essen tial link to western 
trade unions, and their suppon was an essential part of the larger International struggle against 
apartheid. Secondly SACTU had overestimated the unity and suppon il would receive from the 
non-aligned All African Trade Union Federat ion (AA TUF). A t\ TUF's support was more a 
triumph of rhetoric than substance. Thirdly the increased repression of the state, fo rced SACTU 
into exile. The period from 1964 to 1973 have been chamcteriz..:d as the lean years fo r trade 
union in ternationalism in South Africa. For the Apartheid state however, this represented the 
golden age ofapanheid since the li beration movements had been suppressed interna lly, SACTU 
forced into exile and T UCSA, even though White dominated. its lIlultiracial policy allowed it to 
pose as the most legitimate labour organisation to rep resent South African labour interests. The 
lCFTU had been weakened on a global scale by the withdrawal or ItS largest and most fmancially 
powerful atlilia te the AFL-CiO. Funher the ICFTU was increasingly being treated with hostility 
by the Pan African labour organisations that viewed the fedt.'r~Hlon with deep suspicion. 
Moreover the lCTFU's anti-apartheid movement inte rnationally was also proving to be more a 
tnumph of rhetoric than substance. 
I FUF I\l llSI\ \\,IS C\llllpns..:d of· lj,·c trade Ulllons Oilglh.:d t~) thc Pall I\lnC:l1I l OII ,"r.:..;s ( I' AC). 
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It was against this pessimistic background that the 1973 strikes occurred in Durban, 
reinvigorating the Black trade unions in SOllth Africa~ . The nse of Ihe Independent Black trade 
unions also had important ramifications fo r SOllth Africa's 11ltcrn:monai labour relations . For 
SACTU in exile. the emerging trade unions posed a dilemma. On [he one hand they could not 
condemn the actions of the new trade unions and on the other ha lid SACTU's claim as the only 
legitimate representati ve of African labour was threatened by th..:- :!ctivlties of the new unions. 
SACTU officials asserted that it was impossible for there to e\w be a democratic trade union 
movement in South Africa. It was convinced. that despite the dr:Ull3IlC gro\¥1.h in trade union 
membership In the new unions (for example by 1984 membership of the new unions stood at 500 
000) that the only unionism possible under the Apanheid state w~s ··sham unionism" (MacShane 
et al: 1984: 119). It was in this vein that SACTU demanded oflllH..'rn:wona1 Iabour organisations 
such as the ICFTU and British TUC that all funds for the independ..:m Black unions be channeled 
through it . 
The ICFTU saw in the emerging labour movement a chance to b..:: perceived as more legitimate 
by aligning itself with it as opposed to the conservative TUeSA. Moreover the federation 
realised that strategically, in order to establish a mean ingful presence in Africa, it made more 
sense to align itself with what appeared to be the a rapidly gro\\"lllg labour movement. Further 
the ICFTU bypassed dealmg with SACTU since the emerg ll1g lIllIons presented, for the 
federation an appealing non·political , read as non·commuOist m ·a! (0 SACTU. The increasing 
influence of the social democratic trade unions of Scandinavia combined with the departure of 
the zealously anti·Communist AFL·ClO also provided the lCfTU with more leeway in 
supponmg some of the emerglllg unions, communist leanings. 
The ICFTU as early as 1973. instead opted to deal directly with tile new unions by liaising and 
channeling material assistance through TUACC. TUACC insisl..:d that material assistance be 
channeled via il. in order to prevent the new unions from becomitl !l o\·erly dependent on external 
international funding. thereby risking external ideological manlpu !:iuoll Funher TUACC serving 
, Th..: Durbmt :o-lnkL-s lit" 1')7 .1. \\":I\: Ih..: larg<.::St sln"..::-; SIII\;..: world \\ar (\\·u '\.\': 1\\;U"l ... \"" (1985) lor mar..: on the 
IInpllClII10nS lIflh..:St! sln"..:s. 
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as d istributOr of funding, fostered greater cooperation amongst the independent unions since it 
forced them to cooperate about how resources were allocated and used . 
In 1974 it set up the Coordinating Committee for South Africa (COCOSA). The role of 
COCOSA was to organise international boycotts of South African goods. provide the emerging 
unions with legal and financial assistance and attempting to achieve recognition of the emerging 
unions by trans national companies. lCFTU provided the emerging un ions with more than US $ 
6.6 million from 1976 to 1984 (50uthal\ : 1995 ). This money funded the Federation of South 
African Trade Unions (FOSATU). In November 1985, after a complex process of trying to unify 
the Black trade union movement, COSATU was formed. In 1986, un ions that committed 
themselves to a " Black working class leadership" as opposed to COSATU's principle of non 
racialism, formed , NACT U. Internationa l funding and relations would be articulated with these 
two national federations. though COSATU was the more powerfu l of the two in terms of 
membership and affiliates. 
Whilst the ICFTU initiated many contacts with the newly emergent UOIons , these uOIons 
articulated thei r own fo rm of agency during the 1970s and 1980s. campaigning for international 
recognition a nd assistance. Maree (1985), Lambert (198 5), and Southal1 ( 1995) concur that the 
eme rging unIOns conducted extensive campaigns for international recognition. According to 
these theori sts . the emerging unions obtained more substantial responses when they made direct 
contact \..,ith in ternational unions , than when they worked through the international federations or 
secretariats o r the British TUC. Maree (1985) attribu tes this to the unions inexperience in dea ling 
with internat IO nal labour organisations as well as a more inwardly focus of the unions to 
developing thei r own organisa tions. 
Hence the un ions deliberately bypassed the fo rmal stmctures of international labour 
o rganisations. such as the ICFTU and the ITSs and communicated directly with individual 
unions and facto ry unions. AI the same time however it was the ICFTU and the ITSs that were 
able to secure for the new unions essentia l material support that proved vi ta l to their surviva l6. 
6 s ... ~ Mal.:Shmll! ... 1 <I! ( I 'J~4 ) lor 1!:\:Llllpk-s of mh.:malLonal solLdanty suikcs dunng !h.: 1 9~Os. 
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From their inception in the 19705 the independent trade unions made active decisions to follow a 
policy of non-alignment, hence sIdestepping the Cold war ideological banle as well as protecting 
itself from the imperialist impulse of the ICFTU. The South African trade unions were fiercely 
independent and assertive in their dealings with the ((FTU. They did not allow the donor-
recip ient relations to denigrate into a patron-client relationship ($outhall : 1995). The ICFTU 
often in its dealings with the independent un ions operated in an imperial manner. For example 
they excluded the unions from being present when discussing the allocation of financial aid to 
the unions. Funher the lCFTU planned to use the independent unions. particularly FOSATU 
(later COSATU) as a weapon against SACTU. However FOSATU refused to be drawn into the 
ICTFU ·s Cold War politics and hence avoided being manipulated against SACTU. Further 
COSATU refused 10 receive aid from the ICFTU directly but rather chose to receive aid from 
internalionalunions directly, all of them affiliates of the ICFTU. Jay Naidoo, secretary general of 
COSAT U. in a 1991 interview with Mather & van Holdt contends that international policy has 
never being a priority for COSATU, since the federation was more focused on building its 
national capacity. Na idoo further asserts that COSATU's policy of act ive non·alignment was a 
means of not becoming embroiled in the Co ld war politics of the era and not an attempt to 
undermine the ICFTU. 
The years from 1985 to 1990 were tumultuous for the trade unions in South Africa. The state of 
emergency in 1985 and its extension in 1986 saw thousands oftrnde union actIvists detained and 
trade unions activities repressed severely. That the union mo\"ement suffered is clear but it did 
not acquiesce to the repressi ve measures of the state. By 1989. the state had realised that a 
stalemate had been reached between itsel f and the movement for democracy in South Africa. The 
change III leadership from Sotha to Oe Klerk and the sllbsequent unbanning of the ANC. 
SACTU, and PAC set in motion the movement towards a democratic South Africa. Th is period 
also signaied an end to the Cold war as the Soviet Union crumbled and the WFTU's membership 
and power fell dramatically. This also impacted on SACTU. since they no longer had a powerful 
international labour ally. 
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On the 15 of March 1991 , COSATU apPointed Mcebisi Msizi as its first international officer. 
Msizi' s first goa l was to increase COSATUs linkages wuh unions in Africa (Bezuidenhout: 
2000). This mdicated a shift from COSATU's hlstoncal practice of receiving suppon from and 
forming linkages with un ions of the North . Towards the end of the 19905 both COSATU and 
NACTU fomlally affiliated with lCFTU. In 1998 FEOUSA followed suit. In tenns of its active 
international campaigns however, COSATU has been more 1Ilvolved in the southern African 
region . ThIs IS part of what it terms its policy of 'new internationalism' (Bezuidenhout: 2001). 
This policy is rargeted at labour unions becoming involved in broader campaigns for 
democratisation. In other words adopting a social movement unionism. For COSATU this entails 
a shift from focusing on its relations with the union federatIons of the North to focusing on 
relations with unions of the South (specifically Africa) . COSA TU is further attempting to make 
unions of the North. specifically lCFTU more sens itive to bbours problems of the South. For 
example enlisting ICTFU 's support in the protests in Seattle against the World Trade 
OrganisatIon. 
The post-cold war era has proved to be damaging for the WFTU. It continues to exist but in a 
g reatl y reduced manner and therefore no longer represents a powerful entity in international 
labour relatIons (Waterman : 2000). The ICFTU on the other hand continues la thrive, though not 
unproblemalically. It remains an institut ion fo rmally subordinate to its national affiliates, and to 
. its richest and most powerful members. It remains several llInes removed from members it 
serves at the shopOoor level. However it is an organisation open to change. At its millennial 
conference held in, Durban South Africa in 2000. ICFTU general Secretary Bill Jordan said: 
"[n pcriods of rcvolutionary eh.mgc. and wc arc in onc no\\". \\"c lllUSt bc able to think and act outsidc the 
straight jacket of our traditions ... The trade ll1l10n lllm·ClllCIH. once again. needs new ideas for the needs of 
new workers. ne\\" occlIpntions. ncw fomls or work organisation and ncw employment relationships'" 
(SA LB: 2000) 
In its June 2001 COSAT U produced a draft document on intern:-ttionallabour so lidarity titled "A 
.\"frmeglc penjJecflvC! 011 rhe il11Crllmioll(l/ lrade 11111011 II/o,'ell/ellr for the 2 r' Cel1flll:V" 
(www.cosatu.org.za) . This document raises whal COSAT U ~ees as the ICFTU continuing to 
exerCIse its imperial powers on "Iess independent trade umon movements of the developing 
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world"' . It further points out that the ICFTU and the ITS's should be more sensitive to issues of 
divergent economic geographies of the world . This is an issue that continues to be divisive in the 
international labour movement. and is one. which this chapter explores . 
4.4 The International Trade Secretariats (ITSs) 
In order to assess the agency of labour to counter international cap ital entails an investigation not 
only into the internationa l federations, but also of the ITSs. The ITSs are vital role players in the 
imernationallabour movement. since their support tends to be more functional and practical than 
that orIhe internationa l federations oftmde unions. such as the ICFTU or the WFTU. For Wills 
(1998b) the ITSs form the bedrock of labour internatlonali sm today. 
An ITS can be defined as a coordinating body of the national unions of workers employed in the 
same trade or secto r in different coun tries (Douwes Dekker: 1980:35) 
The ITSs were formed in 1890 and grew significantly by 1914 According to Wills ( 1998b) and 
Douwes Dekker (1980) the main functions of these secretanats were decided upon as early as 
1929. They can be summarised as follows : 
1. To s pread informatio n about trade conditions in different countries. 
2. To keep members informed about strikes in their trade. 
3. To make appeals fo r financial aid in case of large strikes . 
4 . To prevent workers of one country acting as strike breakers In another. 
5. To promote trade unions III countries where labour is less organised. 
T he influence of the ITS is considerable. Today more than 200 million workers across the g lobe 
are represented by the lTSs (Wills: 1998). ITSs span the spectrum of different work related 
sectors sllch as metal. Transport. Chemical. Food and Clothing to name a few examples. Ln order 
to better coordinate its international action for worker so lidarity, the ITSs, have in the past 
established, wo rl d councils. the International Metal Workers Federation ([.MF) for example 
established a world council to deal with work related issues in the multinational motor 
companies of Ford and VW. Further the ITSs operate on various sub committees of the ICFTU 
and the International Labour Organisation (LLO). 
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Historically in South Africa, the ITSs have proved to be indt!pendent from the (CFTU in their 
policy. Thus when the I(FTU ended its relationship with TCCSA and demanded that the ITSs 
do the same. compliance from the ITSs was not immediately fonhcoming. Hence the ITSs such 
as the HET, I1vlF. ITF. ITGL WF and ruF, continued their atliliation with TUCSA well into the 
19705. despite ICFTU disapprovn.!. T he IT 55 argued that the lIlvolvement with TUCSA might in 
some way aid the functioning of the African trade unions The reasons fo r their relative 
independence were according to Southal! (1995) twofold . FIrstly, the ICFTU 195 1 const itution 
guaranteed the ITSs a significant amount of independence from the federation. Secondly the 
ITSs chose to adopt a low profile on COCOSA, with the exception of the l!v(F which provided 
generous tinancial assistance towards the independent Black unions. However increas ing 
pressure from the ICFT U eventua lly forced the ITSs to redefine their affiliation with TUCSA 
and other racist unions. By 1975 however. the ITSs had established ties with the independent 
black unions and supponed them in a number of campaigns such a the ITF's suppon of the 
Transpon and General Workers union strike against South Afncan Transpon Services (SATS) in 
1982 and the Putco bus strike of 1982. The International Textile and Garments and Leather 
Workers Federation (lTGL WF) as early as 1972 supported the emerging Black unions in their 
st rugg les for recognit ion. 
Whils t ITSs may have been slower than the ICFTU in their support of the independent trade 
unions. they nonetheless provided much needed function:.1 and materia l support to the 
independent black unionism. If the ITSs had been less sWift in their affi liating with the new 
black ullIons. TUCSA would not have d issolved as quickly as It did (Webster: \988). 
4 . 5 The International Transport Workers Federation 
Sl11ce thi s chapter uses the empirical example of the SillPPlllg IIldustry to assess the nature and 
form of agency articulated by seafaring labour 1\1 countenng the mobility of capital. it is 
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necessary to focus on the machinations of the ITF since il IS the ITS to which a significant 
number of international seafaring unions including SATA WU are affiliated to. 
The ITF was initially founded by representatIves oftbe traditionalmaritlllle nations7, in London 
m 1896 after a series of transport wo rker protests and st rikes that occurred from 1896-1920 
(Waterman: 2000. \vww.itf.org.ukl. T he trade secretariat rernallled dominated by maritime 
unions till 1904 when railway unions began to join in droves . Since then rai lway workers and 
seafarers remain the largest industrial contingents of the ITF. During the in terwar years it was 
formed an important part of the Social-Democratic un ion IIlternationalism that was both 
independent of Moscow and opposed to the rise of fascism (Watennan: 2000, www.itfo rg,ukl. 
The lTF cont ri buted significantly to anti · Nazi warefTol1s of the British and the US during World 
War Two and thus, according to Watemmn (1980,2000) discovered the benefits of col laboration 
with liberal democrat ic states and their intelligence operat ions. PoSt wnr the ITF gained many 
new affiliates in North America, Africa, Asia and Latin America. By 1953 it was the second 
largest trade secretariat in the world, with a membership of five million members around the 
world. spread over forty counlnes. When the ITF met in 19~6 and 1948 it was decided that it 
needed to be reorganized alo ng regional lines to accommodate HS new affiliates from the South. 
Subsequently sllb·secretanats were set lip in Havana , Cuba and Bombay (now Mumbai), India in 
1949. The ITF \II(l.S firmly on its way to increasing the role it played in tbe trade un ion affairs of 
the South as part of its ideolog ical struggle against the spread of communism. Apart from the 
trade unions of China, most of the worlds maritime unIons are members of the lTF. The number 
of ITF-affiliated maritime unions increased by 10% between 1994 and 1998, although their 
combllled membership fel l by 9%. This tends to suggest a reduction in the size of national 
mantllne unIOns. a phenomenon that is most apparent 111 the Imdlllonal maritime nations . The 
lTF also employs 105 inspectors in 39 countries (ILO Repon: 200 1.51). 
The ITF has a checkered history regarding its involvement with the CIA duri ng the Cold war, 
particularly in the violem repressio n of Communist dock worker unio ns in France and Italy, as 
131'1111111. Sn L'tk11, 0l:Iln:m~·. I: ram:..: and Ill..: UmIL-U SlmL'S uf AlIl..:nc;I \\ ... n: Ih.: UIl!\ IllL1nh ... 1-S pr..:s..:m at Ih..: firsl 
mo..:I.:11l1g llftho..: ITF (NlIIthrup t\ Ru\\ an: 1 <J~3) 
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we!1 as in the even more violent repression of Communist and radical·nationalist unionism in 
Latin America and Africa (Watennan. 1980). In Africa. the [TF was in cahoots with the CIA in , 
its attempt to subvert Nigerian nationalist trade unions (WateTman: 1980). In South Africa, the 
ITF, was slow to end its relationship with T UCSA, but nonetheless offered support to a 
FOF AT USA radwaymens union during the early 19605. In TVCSA the ITF played a role in the 
coordinating body of the mainly White and Coloured bus. hn.ulage and T UCSA's Trawler and 
Fisherman union (Southall: 1995). T AWU's general secretary cha llenged the ITF' s involvement 
with TUCSA in 1977. This resulted in the ITF committing itself to working with and promoting 
the recogn ition of the independent Black unions . The emerging unions in 1977 became full 
affiliates of the rTF, even though the secretariat refused to completely abandon TUCSA The 
independent union 's tolerance of th is was in large part due to the significant material ass istance 
that the ITF gave the GWU and TGWU during this period. 
Waterman (1980, 2000) cautions that the rTF's methods of servicing its third world maritime 
unions are based on paternalism. in which the ITF provides services for a third world labour 
force that has no direct or even indirect control over the secretariat. He refers to this relat ionship 
as one similar to state funded development cooperation. Waterman ' s (1980, 2000) contention 
about the ITF will be assessed with regard to its relationship with SAT A \VU. 
In 200 I. the ITF selVes as a hub for receiv ing and passing intonn~tion to and from its affiliated 
unions since the structure of the modern shipping industry makes it impossible for a s ingle 
nationally based union to influence significantly their members employment situation, especia lly 
when worki ng on fo reign vessels (Barton: 1999, Barret: 200 I) It funher aims to negotiate wages 
and wo rk ing conditions of crew employed by shipowners that operate vessels registered outside 
their country of ownership, in other words FOe vessels. As sllch the ITF has no jurisdiction of 
na ti onally flagged and owned vessels. It may intervene in the alT~irs ofa national ship if it deems 
that " local practices underm ine its global objectives" (w\Vwitforg.uk) In turn the lTF is a 
member of ICFTU, though not subordinate to it. and uses the networks and influence offered by 
ICFTU to involve itself in the ILO and IMO. 
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The ITF is also a unique trade secretariat whe n compared to the Other ITS, in some important 
ways. 
I . It directly represents employees, often without their consent. 
2. It signs agreements with individual shipping companies. I1 has even signed an agreement 
with its cOllnterpart in industry, the International ShipPing Federation (ISF). 
3. Due to the wide spatial dispers ion of its affiliates it is able [Q wie ld enormous economic 
power through boycotts in order to meet its object ives. 
4. As a res ult of po int three, and more specificall y its FOe c3mpaign, the ITF has managed to 
accumulate immense financial reserves. 
(Northrup & Rowan: 1995. Interview: Snook : 200 1, W\v\v.itf.on.!.uk: June 200 I ) 
Currently the tTF has 235 unions affiliated to it from 97 coun tries, with a total declared 
membership equaling 66% of the global maritime labour force The ITF remains an organisation 
dominated by the traditional maritime nations. An analysIs of its executive board ind icates the 
margina li sation of countries of the South . Most of the board comprises of North American and 
westem European members. Africa. Asia. Lat in America. the C:ulbbean, and the Middle East are 
represented in the minority (North ru p & Rowan: 1983: ILO Report: 2001, www. itf.onz.uk: June 
200 I). This is ironic g iven that these regions are the chief labour supply countries of seafarers. 
On the other hand the majority of executive board mem bers represent regions whose labour 
market has been undermined by the cheaper labour of the Soulh An analysis of the presidents of 
the ITF from 1896 to present again indicates a predominance orthe trad itional maritime nations, 
in panicula r Britain. 
4 .6 The South African Transport and Allied Workers Union (SATAWU) 
AI both COSATU's 1989 and 1997 national congresses. a strong recom mendation was made by 
the federations leadersh ip for greate r un ity amongst different n;;\IIol1al unions serv icing similar or 
the same sectors. This is demonstrative ofCOSATU's large policy of ach ieving national labour 
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solidarity to increase the agency of unions to respond to caplCa\'s demands. It was against this 
background that the SA TA WU 1l1ergertook place in May 2000 .:dier protracted negotiation (Cox: 
1999) 
"Workers of the world un ite! You have nothing to lose but your chains!" It is with these words 
that June Dube opened the founding congress ofa new giam transport union, SATAWU. Dube 
went on to say that instead of unions being hopelessly fragmented. that you may even find 15 
different unions in one sector. often in intense rivalry with each other, all unions in a single 
sector or wo rk place shou ld be joined into a single fighlmg of!;all1s:ltion. (J urgenson : 2000. Cox: 
2000) 
On May 18 2000 in Johannesburg, the new SAT A WU was born, through a merger of the former 
SAT A WU and the Transport General Workers Union (TGWU), both COSATU affiliates . What 
makes the merger even more interesting is that the former SAT r\ WU. itsel f was a product of a 
December 1998 merger. called for by COSATU. In December 1998. the South African Railways 
and Harbours Workers Unionl( (SARHWU) a. the Black Transnet Allied Trade Union (BLATU) 
and the Transnet Allied Trade Union (TA TU) merged to fo rm transport union giant SATAWU9. 
This was one of the few times in the hi story of the South Afnc:m labour movement that mergers 
occurred between a COSATU (SARHWU) affiliate. a NACTU affiliate (BLATU) and an 
independent union (TATU). It marked the beginning of COSATUs campaign to consolidate 
South African unions . to consolidate bargaining power (Inten lews: Zungu: 200 I, Barret: 200 I , 
www.costau.org.zal. For COSATU and the SOlllh African COllllllunist party in particu lar, the 
merger marks a historical continuation of the stnlggles of SA RI-I WU, TATU and the TGWU 
(Nzimande: 2000) Further It marks the first time tha t all SOllth Afncan transport workers will be 
organised under one union. The new union has 102.9 16 llH.:mbers that work in the transport, 
cleaning and security industries. The ITF supported the merger and views it as part of tile global 
struggle to achieve worker sol idarity (www.itforg.uk). 
~ hll' morc nn tho..: h1sIory of SARI 1\\'1) so..:o..: Kiluh &. Sibcko (:lOOm ,\ l/U Ill" .! 1i~"III/g, UIIIOII, , !II oml history of 
'''1' 5"011111 , lfi'/call I'mlwm' allcl IIOl'hmlr 11 01'/.:1'1'$ CI/ioll, R;I\':1ll Pr ... 'S..<;. !{:Il1.!1'Ul":.! 
9 For t11orcolllhc POhllC:i 1X:(WCCll 13LATU llnd SARllWU:o;o.;c fR. /Jaw lIm/' m,lI/l'm{ill'.f: Vol9 Nol, pp 7·10. 
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A result of the two mergers sees 46 percent ofSATA\VU's m..:mbershlp comprised of Transnet 
workers. Transnet (formerly Soulh African Transport Sen"ICes) [s the largest public sector 
transport parastatal. These workers are overwhelmingly empioyed in the va rious divisions and 
subsidranes of Transnet such as Spoornet (railways) and the '-\I rports Company of South Africa 
(ACSA) and provincial bus parastata!s. Governments stated policy of privatization ofparastatals 
in including Transnet, means that SATA\VtF s greatest contem poral)' struggle is against the 
privatization ofTransnet. At the founding congress of SAT A \\'U (18-19 May 200 1). the issue of 
privatization of Transnet dominated the agenda. An analysIs of SAT A WU press statements for 
2001 (http: IIgate.cosatu.org.zaIpipermaillpress/2001. html ) con tirms this stance as do various 
speeches by the unions leadership (Howard &. Barret: ::! OOI). For SATAWU the jobs of 
thousands of transport workers employed by Transnet dI viSIons sllch as Spoornet and ACSA and 
Portnet railway are under threat. A loss of thousands of Jobs ~lso means the loss of thousands of 
SATAWU members and a diminution of its bargaining power. SAT A \VU has therefore tailored 
ils strategy over the last 6 years to focus specifically on So..!lYIC lllg and organising its huge 
membership in the aviation, railway, and harbour secto rs . Trlld:~rs also comprise a significant 
pan of SA TA WUs membership (Interview: Dlamini: 200 I) To service thousands of its truckers. 
the union has initiated various plans of actions to address the needs ofils trucking membership, 
such its AIDS education campaign for road transport workers F llrther it has a skills development 
programme for truckers that have been retrenched. to enablt· them to retrain for other kinds of 
jobs. 
The overwhelming emphasis and mobilization of resources by SATAWU is aimed at servicing 
and organis ing its workers employed by Transnet. Further it has thousands of members amongst 
in the trockers. industnal cleaners and security guards. The tr~nsport union ' national ratings 
membership of 50 pales in comparison to the thousands of SAT A \ij.I1J members in other sectors. I 
argue that that by the union focusing on the majority of its membership . the resources devoted to 
serv icing ratings is proportionate to their membership. It IS \\ IIh this in mind that I examine the 
maritime sectton of SATAWU. 
4 .7 The Maritime Section of SATAWU 
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Historically, the organlsatton of South African maritime workers has focused on dock and 
harbour workers (see Hemson: 1995. 1996.1998. 2000. 200 I. i-brvey: 1995 . Wellman: 1997, 
Stratton " 2000). In this respect the TGWU was particularly active 10 the establishment of a 
Nattonal Dock Labour Scheme (NDlS) and the National Ill dusmal Council for the Maritime 
Transport Industry (Forerunner to iVlA. TLBCO). With regard [0 servicing and organising seafarers 
however. the results are not as clear. Black seafarers {all rntlllgs1 were historically organised by 
TGWU and the Seamen's Maritime Union (SMU). The Srv] U lms since de registered and its 
members incorporated into the Transport and Allied Workers UnIon (TA WU). an affiliate of 
NACTU. Both the TG\VU (now SATAWU) and TAWU Me lTF aflil iates (Interviews: Zungu : 
2001. Ntombela: 2001, www.itf.org.uk). Officers in rhe merchant navy have remained un-
unIonised in South Africa, though this is not the case intern~tl o l1~lIy (Lloyds List Africa Weekly: 
1997). 
The vast majority of ratings hislOrically as well as currentlv r~lll':lll1 un-unionised . One of the 
reasons that unionisation of merchant navy ratings has proved ddlicult (Interview: Zungu: 2001) 
is that the overwhelming majority 4000 qualified SOllth Afnc:Hl ratings (4000) are unemployed. 
Of the 550 employed ratings. 50 work on nationally nagged SOll lh African vesse ls and members 
of SA TA WU . The ITF inspectors based in Cape Town and Durban service the remaining 500 
that work on FOC vessels. These IIlspectors work closely \\!l1I SAT AWU and are physically 
based In SATAWU otllces. The high unemployment of r:HIll trS C:ln be attributed to several 
reasons . Firstly technological changes in the way ships an.' bud t enable modern ships to be 
operated by fewer crew members (See Chapter Three). Secondly, the surplus of ratings, gives 
Ull-ulllolllsed a greater chance of belllg employed. Tlmdh there eXIsts no coordinated job 
creatIon prog ramme for ratmgs in the South African m:1nllllle Industry. (fnterviews : Barret: 
2001, Zungu. 200\). 
SAT AWU currentlv has two re!!ional offices one in Durb:lll and the other in Cape Town aimed . - ' 
at servIcing and organisll1g merchant navy ratings. Based at c:lch oftlce is an lTF inspector. The 
role of the ITF inspector is to service SOllth African ratings :llHXlrd FOe vessels. In addition he is 
10 monitor the working conduions on board the ship and d~:d \\ IIh any complaints received by 
seafarers regarding theIr working conditions and remuneration T he two ITF inspectors in South 
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Africa are both fomler SATA \-VU officials that now work for \he iTF. They are both experienced 
labour organise rs. and seafarers having worked as TGWl " org:lIl isers in addition to having 
extens ive seafaring experience (Interv iew: Zungu: 2001. 13:lrret: 1001 ). Both inspectors are 
fomlally employed and paid by the lTF. but infonna ll y there is a large overlap in thei r 
SAT A W UnTF funct ions. The key player in SATAWU in ser\ ICing ItS seafaring membership, is 
Thulam Dlamini. He is based in the umon's Johannesburg office 3no is active in representing the 
needs of seafarers in a number of labour market institutions Hence he represents the un ion in 
SAt\lISA and TET A. As such he is able to service the unions 1l1t.:l1lbership th rough establishing 
socml dialogue with these institutions. This represents a strat!.!gy ofbbour articulating its agency, 
wh ich differs from traditional shoptloor employer-employer :tdversari:li relations. This is a theme 
I explore in the following chapter. 
According to the constitut ions of the ITF and SATAWU ther!.! is supposed to be a strict division 
between the role and reach of the ITF inspectors and otlic l:t ls of its nationa l affiliates 
(wvvw.itfo rg. lIk , SATAWU Constitution: 1998. lnte rvle\\ Zungu: 2001, Barton: 1999). 
However in practice this proves nOt to be the case fo r se\·..:ral re:tsons. Firstly the SA lTF 
inspecto rate is charged with servicing South African seafarl!rs 011 FOC vessels only. According 
to the Durban based ITF inspector there are approximately 5UO South African ratings work ing on 
FOC vessels and 50 SOllth African ratings working on 51"\ Ibggl!d (national) vessels (Zungu: 
2001). Hence. accord ing to the constitutions of til e secretafl:\1 and the unio n, a separate officia l 
wo uld need to service the needs of South African seafarers working on nationally flagged 
vesse ls. Logistically Ihis is difficult for the union (Interviews Zungu 1998, Barret: 200 I) since it 
is perceived as a drain on the resources of the Ulllon 10 employ sep:trate offic ia ls to service the 
needs of 50 members. that can be attended to by the 10cal lTF Illspeclo rs. Moreover the marit ime 
section of SATAWU has traditionally focused on ils dock worker constituency, that are larger in 
number and reqUIre more financia l and human resources to s~n Ice (Radebe: 2000. Hemson: 
2000. Interviews: Zungu: 2001. Ntombela: 200\). Gi ven tll:u slgllllicantiy greater membership 
fees come in from dock workers than from SATAWt;· s .:'0 national ratings, it makes 
organlzallonal sense 10 use the ITF inspector to service s~;l!':lr~rs work ing on both FOe and 
nationally flagg.ed vessels . Given that most ships owned by Soulh African shipping companies 
are registered offshore (ltllerviews: Hagan : 200 I. Maclennan. 2001. Snook: 2001, Zungu: 200 I , 
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Financial Mail: Special Report : 6 June 1997) and that this wdl be a growing trend , the Durban 
lTF inspector contends that South African seafarers. on national and FOe vesse ls are best 
serviced by the ITF. In addition both South African ITF inspectors have a history of organising 
South African maritime workers, particularly seafarers. and are sensitive to the pol itical, social 
and economic context in which they operate. in other words. the lTF inspectors are not foreign or 
alien to the needs of the membership they service and have to beUlg Imposed on SATAWU by 
the ITF (Personal Correspondence: Barret: 2001. InterdeW" Zungu: 2001, Barret 2001, 
www.itforg.uk).This is not to suggest that the relationship between the lTF (as embodied by its 
Inspector) and SATAWU is un problematic. According to Zungu (Interview: 2001) there have 
being several occasions when the ITF/SAT A WU relationship h:ls proved tense and difficult. 
Of further note in the maritime industry is that until October 9 2000. no centralised bargaining 
system existed for the maritime section. Wage negotiations, for example took place on a 
company by company basis (Radebe: 2000, Interviews: Dlam lni: :WOI , Snook: 2001). According 
to senior negotiator of SATAWU, Thulani Dlamini. the establ1sillllenc ofa Maritime Bargaining 
Council (ivlA TTBCO) will allow SATAWU to be more eneclive in servicing its seafaring 
membership. By providing a central platform for employees :llld employers to negotiate wage 
levels and conditions of work, will allow SATAWU (0 lIse ItS human resources more 
strategically. Hence for example the geographical disparities in p:ly between Cape Town and 
Durban based seafarers on nationally nagged vessels can more easily ::tddressed. 
MATIDCO. however has not been used 10 date as a forum to ;;tddress the concerns of seafarers 
(Interview: Zungu: 2001). For example the most recent wage negotiations that took place for 
seafarers (Marchl April 200 I) occurred on a company by company bas is (Interview: Snook: 
2001, Dlamini: 2001, Zungu: 2001). According to Zungu (Inten le\\,: 2001), Dlamini (Interview: 
2001) and Snook (Interview: 2001) the main reason for this IS th:n MATIBCO can only be used 
to negotiate the wages and working conditions of seafarers working on nationally flagged 
vessels. Given that only 50 such se.:,farers are so emplo~'ed . . i\·IATIBCO is viewed, as an 
unnecessarily bureallcr.\lic way to negotiate wages for :'0 seafarers. Wages and working 
conditions for SOllth African seafarers working on FOe "essels (by far the majority of South 
African seafarers) have to be negotiated by the local ITF IIlspcctor acco rding to ITF rates and 
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regulations . The most feasible way to do this is to negotiate all 3 company by company basIs, 
since MATIBCO does not have any authority over FOe seaf:lrers (inlerviews: Zungu: 2001, 
Personal Correspondence: Barret: 200 I, www.itfo rg .uk). Further in an attempt to avoid creat ing 
a segmented labour market in tenns of differing wage scales for South African ratings working 
on FOe vessels and those work ing on natIonally flagged vessels. whereby FOe ratings are paid a 
higher ITF mandated wage rate than ratings working on natIonally flagged vessels, Dlamini and 
Zungu negotiate a standard wage rate for both categories of workers (Interviews: Dlamini : 2001, 
Zungu: 2001. Osier: June 1998). Hence, instead of entering into twO round of negotiations for 
wage rates and working conditions, for both categones of workers. the SATAWUIITF 
negotiating learn of Dlamini and Zungu circumvent MA TiUC0 111 negotiating wage rates for 
ratmgs. 
There is also a perception amongst employers in the industry rhJt MATlBCO, is targeted more at 
shore based maritime workers. including port and dock workers (Interviews: Snook: 2001, 
Maclennan: 2001, Hagan: 2001) This perception of MATIBCO was reflected in the Minister of 
Public Enterprises. Jeff Radebe's speech at the launch of ~·o'\ATIBCO. The speech focused 
exclusively on the use of MATIBCO's function for shore based maritime workers (Radebe: 
2000). This reflects the relative invisibility of South African sc~li:lrers when compared to dock 
workers or other port workers. when discussing the maritime llHlllstry. This again highlights the 
unions focus on workers employed in other transport sectors:ls (hscussed in section 4.6. 
SATAWU, in order to best service its national membership of:,O l~lIings as well as the 500 South 
Afncan ratings employed on FOC vessels engages in a strategy of global solidarity with the ITF. 
Even though. officia ll y, SA TA WU has no jurisdiction over SOlllh African seafa rers working on 
FOe vessels. it remains committed through ils affiliation \\'ill1 tile ITF. to ensuring that both 
national and FOC South African ratings enjoy the benefits of lIlllon representation. The next 
section deals specifically with the way SATAWU draws on the conSiderable resources of the ITF 
to service South African ratings. Its affi liation to the ITF frees tile union to mobilise most of its 
national resources to add ress the needs of the majori ty of its membership whilst drawing on the 
conSiderable resources of the ITF to service South African r:\UJl gs. 
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4.8 Articulating Agency: Solidarity? 
The issue of FOe shipping. crews of conven ience and the SP:H!~! reconfigurat ion of the labour 
supply countries has been dealt with to the previolls chapter It 15 :tgainst this background that 
this section crit ically examines the ITF 's campaign against FOe sillppmg and the impact this has 
on SATAWU. Intemationallabour so lidarity is essential for the successful operation of the FOe 
campaign due to the campaign's global reach. Further. I demonstr:uc how the FOe campaign, by 
drawing on international labour solidarity allows labour to anicllbre its agency on a global scale 
to counter the mobil ity of capital. In the case of the shippllll; lI1dustry th is capital is literally 
mobile 111 the form of ships. h is argued that international bbolLf solidarity can be an effective 
strategy for labour to express its agency. At the same time hO\\I!\<;!r. It is argued that aspects of 
the \vay labour solidarity is expressed by the rTF 's Foe camp:ugll .:l.re problemat ic and serve to 
dilute as oppose to consolidate the agency of labour in sh.:l. plIlg the processes of globalisation. 
This then necessitates a more critical understanding of I 1111.:1'11:1 lIonal labour solidarity as a 
strategy of labour to articulate its agency in a globalising wo rid 
The international campaign against FOe sh ipping has been 111 upl.!r.lI1o n over the past 50 years 
(Barret: 2001. www. itf.org.ukl The c.:l.mpaign represellls Olll.! the most comprehensive and 
extensive anempts by organised labour to counter the spr":ld of transnationa l neo· liberalism 
(Banon: 1999). As the worlds economy becomes re-regu lated III 1:1\ our of capital, FOe registries 
represent how highly developed a commercial strategy may be,;u1l1e over time, to the extent that 
I t transcends the constraints of the nation state, in order to eXi st as much as possible "territorially 
unbounded'" (Barton: 1999: 15]). Prime motivation sh ipP1l1g c:lpnal to register ships offshore is 
the allowance it makes for the hiring of cheap flexible, unorg:lIl1sed labour of the South and 
eastern Europe. Funher. given that nation states were not prot.:~tlllg or constrain ing the activities 
ofshipplIlg capital. and in some cases encouraging it (Banon Ilj')9. Spurrier: 1999, Chinnery: 
1997. Lloyds List Africa Weekly: 23 MayI997). it was li p 10 orga lllsed labour to provide a 
response to it. funher. becallse FOe sh ips have "IHI r~al nationality" seafarers are 
jurisdictionally beyond the reach of national unions (Barrel: ~UO 1 ']:6), This makes FOe seafarers 
one the most vu lnerable occupational categories in workers 111 [ile \\orid (World of Work: NO.38: 
200 1. Barret: 2001. Ostreng: 200 1. Barron' 1999). 
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The ITF 's campaign is two pronged in approach . FIrstly It IS :1 pO l1llcai campaign [0 end FOe 
shipping. Secondly it is an industrial and collecti ve bargain l1lg 1.::1ll1paign to protect workers on 
board FOe ships (www.itf.org.uk. Barret:2001 . Brennan: .. 2000.C8.I1II1 : 1999). On the political 
front the campaign is waged to establish a tangible link between the flag a ship flies and the 
nationality and residency of its owners. managers and se:\I~n.:rs It achIeves this by making 
public the correlations between FOe ships and poor employment a nd safety records . It lobbies 
go vernments and in ternational organisations such as the 1Mu (part of the [LO) to monitor and 
enforce international shipping treaties and conventions th at set wage rates and wo rking 
conditions for seafarers. Whilst the ITF has had limited success III el iminating FOe registries, it 
has , in conjunct ion with its natIonal affiliates achieved se \ er:d major concessions, that are 
indicati ve of the power that labour can WIeld in a globali slllg \\o rld . It has convinced many 
governments and shipping companies from going the FOe route fo r example in western Europe 
and Australia there is a concerted effon by national maritime UllIO llS in conjunction with the ITF 
to work in pannership with their respective governments 111 bnnglng natIonally owned fleets 
back to their shipping registers (Brownrigg et al : 200 1. S:'Imbr:.tcos et al : 2001, Van Der Linden 
et al: 2001. Paixao et al: 2001. Barret: 2001). Further it has res u lted In nationa l port authorities, 
monitoring FOe vessels more tightly than nationally flagged \ essC'is. 
In 19 9 9 the ITF launched an international public relations call1p: ll ~l1 against FOe shipping. T his 
campaign involved ITF officials visiting many of the POl1S o t" IlS affiliates, and FOe pons o n 
board the ITF vessel. Global Mariner (Lloyds List ,H nc:! Weekly: 26 February 1999, 
www.itf.org .uk). At each pon of call the ITF met \Vith sla kdlO l d~rs in the maritime industry, 
including national affiliates 10 discuss FOe issues. FOe workshops were held over a period of 
four days on board for members of the public as well as Ir~de union officials. The Global 
Mariner visited Durban South Africa on the 15 October 1999 SAT A \VU (former TGWU general 
secreta ry. now SATAWU general secretary ) said the followin g III hIS welcome speech to the ITF 
officials o n board the Global Mariller: 
" Globa l cap ital is moving al a very r~pid pace. They"ve gOI techno logy, they've got the skills, 
and they"ve gO t the resources . We have 10 organise III the S:lIl1C \\:Iy. Unless workers and their 
organisatlons ul11le. collec uvlse their resources , theIr strenglils. Ihl.' lr organisation, our struggle 
will not be as effective:'ls It could be. This is a message fo r UllIO ll " III Afric;;! and the world over" 
(.w.r.'{'.,{:J.tCg.rgJ.! .~ ) 
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This 15 mdlcati ve of SATAWU's recognition of the value of ~Iob:d labour solidarity as a means 
of labour articulating its agency. The ITF was not received \\ :mnl y globally though. For example 
the Global tv/ariller was n Ot allowed to berth at ports OfSt<l10S 111:][ are serve as FOe registries, 
such as Panama (Lloyds List Africa Weekly: February 26 19<NI. 
The collective bargaining and industrial componeni of the FOe campaign is unique in that 
involves an annual meeting between the lTF and all its affili :ltes. where a minimum wage is set 
fo r seafarers. T he wage thar is agreed upon at this meeting I:> i.!,,[cnded to all seafarers on FOe 
ships as well . Moreover this minimum wage is not negotiated \\ IIh \,.'mployees "but is a uni lateral 
demand of the ITF based on an assessment of the profitability o r' the IIldustry combined with cost 
of li ving cond itions internat ionally" (Barret : 200 1:27, World \)1' Wurk: NO.38: 200 I ). 
Any FOe slllp owner that does not comply with the agret:ll1ent laces the threat of industrial 
action. bv dock workers belonging to lTF affiliates. Accordlllg to Barret (2001) in 1999 dock 
workers in 30 different cOlllltries took action against FOe shi ps . Ti llS is the most effective action 
against non.compl iant FOe ships. By dock wo rkers refusing 10 IO:ld or off load a ships millions 
of dollars are lost, to the shipowner. For examples of ITF imllated Industrial acti on against non 
complaint FOe ship owners see Lloyds List Africa Weekly 116 I\by 1997, 27 August 1997,26 
September 1997.24 April 1998. I May 1998. 2 1 August 1995. 27 November 1998). 
At present there are 5600 FOC ships. representing one th ll'd of the worlds FOe fleet that are 
covered by the ITF collective agreement. The main leature of the collective agreement is the 
minimum wage. The most recent rOllnd of wage negotlalion" atth~ ITF saw the minimum wage 
set at USS I. 250 (World of Work : No38: 2001). When the FOe shIp owner signs the collective 
agreement with the ITF. sthe pays the ITF a penalty fee for t1~ IUg;1 FOe. The fees collected by 
the ITF are channeled towards paying their 100 inspectors \\ o rld \\ Ide. 
When a FOe vesse l docks in port. the ITF inspector board :. the \ ~ssel and asks the captain to 
produce an ITF Blue Certificate as proof that the vessel Ol\.'t:(S standards imposed by the ITF. 
These include wages paid to crews. Ifno Blue Certificate is proci ucI.'d then the national unions of 
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the country it has docked in boycott the vessel. This bayeo\( continues until an agreement is 
signed with the ITF. The levying of fines, joining fees and payments for the Blue Cenificate 
generate income for the ITF (Interview: Zungu: 2001) .Th~ :lrgulllent made by the ITF is that 
FOe ships are more prone to be substandard than nationally owned and flagged vessels. In South 
Africa, the two ITF inspectors, on average inspect about 100 vesseis a year (EaTret: 2001). 
The ITF in conjunction with its national affiliates has been instrumental in securing back pay fo r 
thousands of seafarers . In 1998 for example the ITF secured R135 million in back pay fo r 
seafarers (Barrer: 2001). It has also proved instrumental in securing compensation for fami lies of 
victims of shipping disasters on FOe ships. For example in 11)97 the merchant navy vessel the 
Lero.~· Strength sank due to structural fail ure and inadequ:tte maintenance. Initially victims 
families were paid compensation of SUS 40 000 per fami ly. However 12 families wanted to 
pursue the matter fullher and take the shipping company 10 COUIl. ITF lawyers provided the 
families with free legal counsel, and traced the real national it\' and residency of ownership of the 
vessel. hence holding accollntable the shipowner, for the dis;\ster (Lloyds List Africa Weekly: 19 
February 1999. Interview: Zungu: 2001). The ITF also assists seafa rers that have being 
abandoned by shipping companies, and have no means to return 10 Iheir homes. This is part of 
the ITF' s social and welfare programme provided to seaf:ut:!rs. According to the ITF 
(www.itf.oru.uk)the interest from fees obtained from the FOC campaign is used to fund the ITF 
seafarers trust. This trust is targeted at serv icing the social :md \\elfare needs of seafarers the 
world over. A large percentage of these funds were used to cstabl1sh the Seafarer International 
Research Centre at the University of Cardiff in Wales. The :lim of this centre is to research the 
economic and social lives of seafarers (Barret: 200 I, ~~j.1r.Q.rg,.U .U. 
4.9 Articulating Agency: Imperialism? The ITF and the global wage 
push . 
There is no doubt that the ITF has alliculated its agency and po\\"~r as a labour organisation. in 
countering the power and mobility of capital. It continues 10 be all example of how labour can 
successfully organise on a global scale against capilal. For Watenn:m (2000) the ITF is more 
than just a trade secretariat. it is akin to a social movement III its g.oals and actions. At the same 
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time however. the lTF, has come under increasmg criticIsm for ignoring the geographical 
dispanties in the economic conditions of its affiliates seafan ng membership. In an attempt to 
organIse and mobilise workers by invoking class as a homogenous identity. the secretariat 
overlooks the myriad of other factors that effect how seafarers negot iate the labour market. For 
example ethnicity. race, nationality, gender and geographical loc.:ttion all effect how workers 
experience the labour market. By not paying heed to the way class is complicated by these 
identities. creates a tension in how labour so lidarities are e"pressed. If we accept that labour 
solidarity is a key strategy in labour expressing its agency, then in order fo r this foml of agency 
to be successful , labour organisations need to be cognis:lIlt of the contradictions between 
workers' class interests (Johns: 1998). For labour geographers this raises an oft-neglected aspect 
in labour studies, that of space and its intersection with cbss (Herod : 1998. Wills: 1998. Johns: 
1998), They argue that wh il st the manner in which caplI:t1 crc:t tes uneven spaces is well 
documented, the way labour creates uneven economic spaces is often overlooked. This is an 
issue currently facing the ITF. 
Accusations by employers and some of the Asian trade unIon:;. Ihat the ITF's practice of 
international labour solidarity is imperialist are based on the way roe shipping has altered the 
labour market for seafarers . The rise of FOe shipping left the traditional maritime nations, 
including North America and Australia. in crisis. FOe sh Ip ping had a direct impact on the 
economies of these nations due to the shift in the employment of ratings from the TMN to the 
regions of the South and eastern Europe. The national Ulllons of !r<lditional maritime nations. 
including North America, Australia, and Scandinavia, approached the ITF to intervene, when it 
became apparent. that national maritime unions were loslllg members, since members were 
losing jobs (interview: Zungu: 2001. Sambracos et al . 200 I. Bro\.-\ nrigg et al : 200 I, Grey: 1999 
Brennan: 2000. Nonhrup & Rowan: 1983). Many of these unioJ1:) made the argument that the 
majority, lip to three-quaners oflTF dues w~s paid by the unIons or Ihe North. Unions from the 
South pay reduced rates to the ITF. Arguments of loyalty \\'ere 1I1voked to protect jobs, The 
unions of the North perceived then as they continue to do th:n tb~ ITF is a labour organ isation 
created to protect labour of the North from the cheaper labo ur or the South. For example in 
November 1998. tensions between the natIonal unions of hp~n. Slllgapore, India and Pakistan, 
threatened to disaffiliate from the ITF. due to the what th..:y perceIved ~s the dilution of the 
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representative power of Asia in favour of the TMi~ on the \TF executive board (Osier: 13 
November 1998). This is the second instance in the iTS 's illSlOry 111:11 national maritime unions 
of Asia have threatened to sp lit from the secretariat over pen.:elved biases in favour of seafaring 
labour from the Nonh, the first instance occurring in [972 (l\orthrup 8:. Rowan: 1983). 
As Richard Snook. crewing manager of Unicorn Shippmg POints out: 
"You know this FOe campaign generates millions of pounds for them every single year. The ITF 
will tell yo u that FOes attract substandard shipping that the controls :ue lax, that crews on those 
ships are abused because of poor conlro\s. They say all those kinds of things . And yes there are 
examples of that kind of thing in FOCs, But by and large it isn't the C.:lse. " 
(Interview: Snook: 200 I ) 
South African shipping companies and SA.tvISA reiter.:ltes th is vie\\ They contend that the FOC 
campaign IS a ploy of the ITF 10 continue generating an income tor their campaign to service 
their European and North Americall afliliated unions (Inlervh,;ws: P:lrkinson: 200 1, Snook: 2001, 
Hagan: 200 I, Maclennan: 2001 , Zanders: 2001) 
Omar Becu. a former ITF president was quoted as s.:lying: 
"Th..:: mmn reasons for the grO\nng COnCI.ill 011 Ih..: pari of ~af:lr..:r:-; :md doe!.;cl .... ullions wcre that they saw in this 
growing 11..:1,..'\ or merchant ship.-; ... a n:cognilion 111lI1 ils ContIllU..::J tkn:i"PIll":UI \1 Iluld ultimalely threalen the very 
.lobs of its m..::mbl.'Ti:l· (Northl\lp & Rowan: 1983 -' 'J) 
Funher according to the LLO Report (2001). over 60 000 seal;,rers have lost thei r jobs in Britain 
alone over the past 22 years. These positions are now filled by se:lfarers from the South and 
eastern Europe. 
This section raises the issue of how labour can through its own agency creates and maintains 
uneven spaces. The geo-politics and impenaitsm of the cold \\':1r engaged international labour in 
an ideological battle. Workers in the SOllth did not tbreat~ 1l the lObs of workers in the West 
during this period. The end of the cold war and the advent ot"the g.~ o-economics oftransnational 
neo·liberal globalisation. sees international labour engaging 11\ a :mllggle to protect and create 
jobs and hence the hierarchy of place 111 a global world. Th l..' next ;,ec tion demonstrates in more 
detatl how labour is mvolved in deve!opmeIH of uneven spacl..'s. Th l) highlights a central purpose 
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of this dissertation. which is to demonstrate that labour is a prOrlC!l\ 'e and significant actor in 
shaping the processes of globalisation. 
4.10 Labour and the production of space 
My fteldwork indicated that employers in the shipping indtlstry were extremely critical of the 
ITF ' s policies and argued that the ITF was intent on protecting t ile j obs of western European 
seafarers. One employer said the ITF does not express any brOlherhood with its affiliates in the 
South. Again , this concept of brotherhood works from a romanllcized notion of the working 
class. Employers in this instance were indicating thei r frll Str:l.I101l at having to pay what they 
consider first world ITF rates to seafarers from the developing world. Employers argue that the 
ITF is not sensitive to the differing economic geographics of the world . Employers in the 
shipping industry cle.1.rly have their own agenda for their ann ITF Sl:tnce (which I will examine 
later in this chap ter) but they none the less raise an important point 
Labour geographers concur with this poim albeit for different reasons They argue that capital in 
its transnational neo-l iberal form. especially since the [970s IS res ponsible for the production of 
uneven economic spaces. The economic crisis of the [970s and the development of new 
techno logies made transnational neo-liberalism possible. Ilo.!llce I1 was possible fo r capital to 
relocate to less developed areas. tha! promised cheaper labour. easil.'r access to raw materials and 
potentially higher rates of profit. Hence the new international dl\ ls ion of labour [NIDL] was 
coined (Fro bel et al: 1980). The NfDL saw capital seesaw to underdc\ eloped regio ns. Accord ing 
to Smith (1990: 149) and Johns (1998:254) this seesaw motion ot" capital lies at the centre of 
capitalis t rep roduction as capital uses space to ameliorate c nS IS at' over production and falling 
rates of profit and to divide the working class . As p~tterns. of Ulll.'ven development create a 
hierarchy of places. in which some places are privilegt'd \\lI h large amounts of capital 
investment. Job security. and decent wages. while other plaL' l..:s ~r(' no t. This hierarchy of places 
in turn creates a hierarchy of labour. in which some groups u t"\\"or t,.~ rs are more pnvileged tha n 
others . However due 10 the growth of trnnsnatlonal neo h b ..: r~h slll slI1ce the 19705. there has 
occurred a weakening of traditional hierarchies of bbollr and pb L' l.!s Hence fur example the 
spatial reconfiguration of the labour market for seafarers dUI .. ' to FOe shipping has undermined 
the monopoly that seafarers of the TMN in the Inbour marke t 
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The NTDL has also called for a more critical response from bbour Ih:1I invokes more than class 
in its attempt to mobilise workers. This is an issue that labour theorists and activists have been 
grappling with for the past twenty years (SALB: May 1980 ). According to the SALB (May 
1980) new analyses of international labour solidarity are required It the labour movement is to 
move away from superficial and purely economist attempts at sohd:1flty The SALB suggests that 
labour organisations take into account the economic. social and poln;cal geographies of workers. 
when mobilising for solidarity. Johns (1998 :254) takes thi s :lrgulllent further when she argues 
that : 
" ... as long as there are workers in less developed areas who :lre \\dllllg. of necessity, to work for 
lower wages, fewer benefits and with fewer rights, workers In thl.' deve loping wo rld will have 
difficulty organizing." 
The weakness of much oflhe theorising abollt the agency of~aplt~lllll shaping uneven spaces, is 
that it ignores the ways in which the intem3tional labour IlHn'ellll'll( has historica ll y. especially 
d~lring the cold war, and currently actively shapes and suppons the uneven development of 
space. As demonstrated in sections 4.2 and 4.3, the solidarities expressed by intemational labour 
organisations were shaped by the geo-political concerns oftll\! cold wa r. The international labour 
federations were importallt actors in fragmenti ng worker sohebrit), acco rding to ideological lines. 
In the same vein the geo-economic concerns of the contelllpor:uy ~ra inform and fragment the 
formation of worker solidarities. If capital finds the product ion of ce rtain ki nds of space and 
spatial relations conducive to its developments and growth. 111(:11 !:thom toO finds certain spatial 
arrangements conducive to its survival. As work by (Herod) 11995.1998ab, 2000) Johns: (1998) 
and Castree (2000) on international labour solidarity demollstratlO's, workers may struggle fo r 
global economic justice or for an uneven dist ri bution of opportulllty that works in their favour. 
Hence self-preservation often wins over 'working class interests ' 
Hence for example accord1l1g to Richard Snook, crewlIlg Iltrllla)!er of Unicorn Shippmg 10 
Durban ' 
The UK had massive tonnage, probably the biggest fleet III the \\o rld at one stage. And then 
suddenl y the whole face of shipping changed. I1 wasn't nc~eSS~I"\" the case where shipowners 
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managed their own ships, suddenly shipowners outsourced the 1l13nagement of their ships to ship 
management companies. It' s become the way things are done. i ll order to get around red tape, 
bureaucracy, and that and for reasons of tax and various other commerc ial reasons they staned 
registering their ships offshore. All over the place in so c:dled FOe countries. And what 
happened suddenly was that British officers in particular \\ere ba ttling to find employment 
because third world countries staned offering officers at far lower rates of pay and that's where 
the ITF fOe campaign has its roots. The ITF said well, if we C:1n get an international system 
going which is going to ensure a minimum standard of pay across tile board, the shipowner given 
a choice between a Filipino for USS 1250 a month or a Bntlsh seafarer for the same salary is 
going to chose what? Obviously the British seafarer who has got a decent education, speaks 
English, has a western culture and alt those sorts of things . fhat \\-as their stated objective, to 
look after the interest of European seafarers. That is documellled.·· 
(lnterview: Snook: 200 \) 
The ITF further adopted a policy through its Fair Practices ComlllLllce in \968, which demanded 
that Asian seafarers serving on national ships (i.e. Non-FOe ships) belong to an ITF affiliated 
union in the country of the national flag. Further to this demand \\as that the crew then be paid 
rates that were negotiated by the national union , provided [he \\age is not less than the rale 
provided by the ILO recommendation. The ILO recommend:Hlon was merely a rubberstamped 
approval of the ITF suggestion (lLO Report : 2001. Northmp and Rowan: 1983). Union officials 
in lndia and the Philippines vehemently protested against thiS po\t(y. especially when it came up 
for renewal in 1972. The unions oflndia and the Philippines argued that the wage rate negotiated 
by the European unions were unrealistic for seafarers from low \\:lge areas and would endanger 
their opportunities for employment (ibid.). 
By the early seventies it became apparent that the Philippll1c~" 13:111g1adesh, Pakistan and Ind ia 
were firmly on their way iD being the new major maritime iabO\Jr s~lpp ly countries. The ITF 
demanded that all Asian labour sail ing on FOC vessels be p:ud the ILOIlTF minimum rate for 
their particular rank. For example the minimum wage for :Ible ~e:lman in 1973 was £48 per 
month . The unions in consultation with their natIOnal govern ments of Pakistan, India, 
Bangladesh and the Philippines forbade domestic shipowners regIstered in their countries from 
offering more than .£32 per month and acco rding to Nonh rup :md Rowan (1983:98) "even 
threatened to withhold crews from companies that offered employment at the ILO rates'". 
This was an unusual situation in that nati onal unions (and gU\l.!nllnents) were asking for their 
wo rkers to be paid less than other workers were. It was done Iu pl\ltec t thei r members' jobs and 
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prevent shipowners from taking away their businesses by J.'::lv1llg their natio nal regis tries to 
register elsewhere. The Indian government and unions III p:tnr t.: ular were concerned that by 
raising Indian seafarers wages on FOe ships. which were.:1. 11 Eu ro pean, might lead to pressure 
being exerted to raise wages of crew employed on Indian na uonJ lly flagged ships. if this were 
done it would make the Ln dian merchant navy uncompetiuve III a tierce ly competitive industry 
(ibid.) 
Tensions between the l ndian union and the ITF came to sllc h a head over this issue that the ITF 
sllspended the National Union of Seafarers of India (NUS!) frOLll the federatio n in 1978. NUSl at 
the time had 24 000 members and was the largest Indian ."tliila tc of the ITF. Their suspension 
undermined the ITF's ability to represent seafurers of the dc\eJoping world (ib id .) NUSI was 
reinstated to the ITF in 1980. after the ITF agreed in principle not tu contribute to the loss of jobs 
oflndian seafarers and not to undermine national collective b::UgJllIlllg agreements. 
Richard Snook. ere wing manager of Unicorn Shipping in Durb:lIl . has the following to say about 
the SOllth African shipping industries experiences with the iT r-
" I don ' t like to deal with Ihose guys. They sit there in their Ill:lrbk tower in London and you try 
and explain to them the rea lities of life in Ihis countl)' and yo u 1l1 :1Y as well be talking 10 a man 
on the moon . I went there and I said, you guys sit here. VO ll go t no problems really with 
unemployment, yo u 've got excellent social security benetits :md all that, whereas back in my 
own country we' ve got 40% unemployment and here you guys S it here and dictate European 
rates of pay, which no shipowner is prepared to pay for an ;\I'I"U'::111 seafarer. Their attitude is like 
it or lump it, that son of thing."' 
Unicorn Shipping is not alone in its anti-ITF stance. The IS r- <.11 :1 confe rence on crewing in 
London III September 1998 launched a scathing verbal :H tKk 011 the ITF over its wage rate 
policy Peter Cremers vice-president of the ISF appeaieti to the federation to embrace 
pragmatism. He pointed out that many third world seafarers carnl'd three to six times the pay of 
equivalent shore based jobs in their home cOlllltries and that the I rF wage rate was completely 
out of context (Lloyds List Africa Weekly: 18 September I C)9S I. 
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The above discussIon has highlighted the contradictory :lIId of/en problematic nature of 
international labour solidarity as a strategy in servicing SOUlh .-\ frica n seafarers, specifically 
ratings . No clear-cut accusations of imperialism or of solilblllY can be made against the ITF. 
Whai emerges from the discussion is that whatever the mOIl\ :111011(5 ) may be for the practice of 
international solidari ty, the agency of labour to preserve pm dcged economic geographies or 
create new economic geograpilles, by countering or aurac lIll!! c:lpn.:t! exists. The next section 
examines an example of how this takes place. 
4 .11 The ITF, SATAWU, and the wage pusn for South African 
seafarers. 
4. 11 .1 Employel"s strategies 
Following an agreement between the ITF and SATAWL. Ih" iTf negotiates wage rates fo r 
South African seafarers working on FOe vessels . SAT AWU th...:'1l 11l:lIldates that the same rate be 
paid to SOllth African seafarers wo rking on nationally flagg"d \ \;.·ssels. However South Africa 
does not own a substantial fleet of merchant marine vessels :llld Illost or the vesse ls owned are 
flagged offshore. Orthe one hundred SOllth African merCha I111l:1\ \ \'essels, only five are flagged 
nationally. So the ITF effectively determines the wage rate of SOUlh Afncan seafarers employed 
on 95% of these ships. 
Accord ing to employers in the shipping industry, the ITF \\':t~e rate pnces South African 
seafarers Olll oflhe global market, hence the preference of sillPPllIg companies to hire seafarers 
from e lsewhere. Safmarine. prior to being sold to shipping gl:11lt. 1\ i:lerskJAP Moller, employed a 
large percentage of SOllth African seafarers, more than :111\ oilier South African or globa l 
shipping company (lnterview: Snook: 200 I. Hagan 200 I. \ bcklln:l1l 200 I. Parkinson 200 I). 
According to Durban JTF inspector Sprite Zungu, AP Mallet ;\·I:l..:rsk is now in the process of 
shedding South African crew in favour of Filipi no . Russ r:lll . :11ld Greek c rew, because these 
crews are 30% to 50 % cheaper than So mh African lTF wa!!,-' clIed crews. 
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Richard Snook, crewmg manager of Unico rn shippmg :lI1d chief wage negotiator for the 
company contends that the wage struc ture decided by the I rr has an adverse effect on South 
African seafa rers and that if the ITF agreed to a specIal \\:Jge rate for seafarers from South 
Africa. seafarers wi ll benefit in two ways in two ways. 
I. Firstly that by agreeing to a lower wage South African sl:':uarers would be morc competitive 
on a global scale, 
2. Secondly that by paying a reduced wage. Unicorn would 1101 have to retrench seafarers. 
(lnterview: Snook: 2001) 
The curren t ITF min imum wage level fo r an able seaman (thL' lowest rank on deck) is US$ 1250, 
which is the eq uivalent of R 11 250 per month. There are cllrn.:mly talks underway in the ITF to 
increase this to US $ I 400 per month (Interview: Zungu. \\\\w.ltf.org.uk). Snook Onterview: 
200 1) argues that South African shipplIlg companies are prepared to payable US$ 800 a month 
which is approximately R7 200 a month. This acco rd ing 10 Snook is we ll below the ITF 
minimum wage and is considered by Unico rn to be a living \\:q; c. 
He further contends that that there are very few shore-based ocuple in the maritime industry that 
earns sa laries equivalent 10 the lTF minimum wage for able seaman (see Lloyds List Africa 
Weekly: 18 September 1998 and Wo rl d Of Work: No. 38.200 I for more on disparities between 
shore and sea based wage structures). Employers in the SUtl1!l African shipping industry as a 
whole made representation to the ITF in London in 2000. to :I!:!.ree to set a reduced ITF rate for 
African seafarers throughout the continent. As of October 201) 1 . there has been no response from 
the ITF. 
4. 11.2 Retrenchm ents 
The ITF wage rate also makes it easier for employers \0 n':lll.! llch South African ratings. The 
current .BIM KO labour market s tatistics indicate a surplus at" r:ll ings in the global labour market 
for seafare rs. Th.1S implies that the negotiating positIOn 01 .... outh African ratings is severely 
hampered. As Snook asserts : 
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" Ifthey had to chuck in the towel today. tomorrow we cOllld ~u :\Ild get those guys who had been 
retrenched and they would be only too willing to work for ollh half the wage. So it doesn"t pu t 
them In a strong negotiating position." 
(Interview: Snook: 200 I) 
In \998/1999 Unicorn was faced with an employment di l .. :nma regarding their ratings. The 
company had to retrench 30 to 40 of its South African ratings These men were fully STCW-95 
compliant and had several years of experience as ratings. F:ll: t!d with increased lTF minimum 
wage rates. Unicorn claims it cOll ld no longer afford to .. ' 111 ploy these ratings. Dlam ini of 
SATA WU and Zungu of the ITF were approached :tnd :bked by Unicorn to make urgent 
representations 10 the ITF in London. asking for a reduced minimum wage for South African 
ratings . 
Unicorn had its own agenda in pursuing this wage reduction :I~~nda: 
I. Firstly as a profit driven enterprise, its goal was to sa\(' 1I11 mil lions of rands to be paid in 
retrenchment costs . It would be more cost effective to kel! p the ratings employed at a reduced 
wage level. 
2. It would be advantageous for Unicorn to retain the 11I ~1\ levels of ski ll s and experience 
embodIed in the STCW-95 compliant South African rall ll~~ 
4. t 1.3 LabOll l' Responds 
Accordi ng 10 Zungu (Interview: 2001). Dlamini (Interv ie\\ :!tJOI) and Barrel (200 1) seafarers 
represent one of the most vulnerab le groups of transnauoll:d workers. Given that the vast 
maJ0nty of seafarers are not unionised. these labour OI(II.: I<\[S contend that without ITF 
intervention. shipping capital. would force seafaring labour 11\ a race to the bottom, in terms of 
wages and working conditions. Th is would exacerbate the SLIlI:\ \lO ll in an industry where working 
conditions are already so precarious. They point out th:u th ... · :> hipping industry in South Africa 
and abroad IS continually frustrated by the ITF in its eHarts \1.' operate substandard vessels with 
cheap crew The actions of the ITF, such as regularly publtslllllg a list of the 10 worst shipping 
comp<UlIes (Lloyds List Africa Weekl y: 10 July 1988), 1.::lIlwaigning fo r the unionisation of 
seafarers (Lloyds LIst Afflca Weekly: 21 AuguSI 1998). :lIId sohdari[y campaigns with dock 
workers (Lloyds List Africa Weekly: 22 August 1997 ) h:!\ ~ provided et col lective global 
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response 10 shipping capital that requires labour theorists 10 reexamllle their neglect of the 
agency of labour in an increasingly global world. 
According to Dlamini and Zungu (Interviews: 2001), South African shipping companies. are 
attempting to shed their South African crews by organjsat i on~lly restructuring their operations. 
Dlamini. ch ief negotiator of SATAWU argues that AP MollerlMaersk and Unicorn will not get 
away with casting off South African crew. because the ITF through SATAWU will not issue the 
shipping company with Blue Certificates. Dlamini contends thal: 
"They [SafmarinelAP Molle rfrvlaersk] have been doing that for some wh ile. But the good thing 
is that we are in control of that situation. They can't. For as long as they have South African's 
there th ey will have blue certificates from us and the lTF. They dropped South Africans, they 
will not get the certificates and they will be subject of action anywhere, in any court in the world. 
if the inspectorate is capable of doing that and they know they :J.re at risk. Because places where 
they trade we can pull action. Unicom also tried to do that [ \\0. th ree years ago, we gave them 
the go ahead. We said go ahead and take these guys out and put your people there. We will see 
where it wi ll all end. We will pull out the certificates. So they stopped. (317) But they've hit us 
now. They've hit us in a dLfferent format now, because wh:lt they've done now is that when 
claiming to be selling ships and people are being retrenched on the basis of that. " 
(interview: Dlamini : 2001) 
SAT A WU through the ITF can delay the shedding of South African ratings jobs at Safmarine 
(now part of the AP Molle rlMaersk group) or other shippi ng companies that prefer to hire 
cheaper crews, but sh ipping companies inevitably find loophoies. and ways to circumvent union 
threats and actions . One strategy employed by shipping companies to cast off expens ive South 
African labour is to 'sell' their ships off due to ' diffi cult econolllic conditions' . They then claim 
to the unions (lTF and SATAWU) that they need to retrench seafarers, si nce there are not 
enough ships to operate. Upon closer inspection cfthis policy. the 'selling' of ships is in fact the 
charte ring of sh ips (Q charter companies. The ships are ' rented' from the parent company. All 
profits are paid to the paren t company. However since they arc not officially part of the parent 
company, they can employ any crew that they want. Inevitably Lt is cheaper non~ South African, 
non·unionised crews that are employed. (Interview: Dlamini: 2UO I). 
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4.12 Solidarity, space, and class: A contradiction in practice? 
The above exploration of the way labour through the str:ltegy of international solidarity 
anicuimes its agency raises a number of issues. For labour geogr.tphers such as lohns (1998) key 
to understanding international labour solidarity as a form of agency, is to understand the 
relationsh ip between class and space. Johns (1998:255) asserts that the primary aim of 
international labour solidarity is to "build a spatially conSCIOus worke rs movement that is 
fighting for better working and living conditions worldwide'", Such a defmition she argues calls 
for a movement based on class interests. However as Waterman (2000) and Hyman (I 999) point 
ou t working class interests are not the same the world over. Joh ns (1998:255) takes this point 
funher. by arguing that class interest that may be universal such as employment, job security, a 
living wage and health benefits may conflict with material interests that workers recognise as a 
result of their un ique location in the hierarchy of places that is the manifestation of uneven 
development. Hence workers may have cenain class interest they share with each other across 
international borders yet at the same time have spatial in wrests that divide them, such as 
continued employment in a cenain locale or a higher standard of li ving relative to workers in 
other places (Watennan : 2000. Hyman: 1999, Johns: 1998). It is this conflict between spatial 
interest and class interest that makes the articulation of global solidarity by labour so difficult. 
For example. seafaring labour of the North enjoyed high incomes and standards ofliving. Since 
the I 970s, seafarer's wages in the developed world have declined by up to 65% (World of Work: 
No 38'200 I pp. 24·25). This combined with massive decline 1!1 the jobs available for labour in 
these places has seen efforts by their maritime unions to preserve their spatial material interests 
at the expense of class interests with workers in other places Hence in order to regain the 
hierarchy of place and labour, many TMN seafaring unL ons use the ITF as a means of 
maintaining the old borders between development and underdevelopment. Hence there exists this 
contradiction . On the one hand there is this desire to assist workers in other places in their 
struggles agamst capita l, on the other hand. there is the selfsame desire to protect the privilege 
that place affords some workers. 
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For Hnrvey (1982:44 1) 
., . . class struggle yields a terrain of compromise between capital and labour within a region, 
organised labour may rally in suppon of such alliances in order to protect jobs and pri vileges 
already wo n. Yet much of what passes for imperial ism rest on the real ity of the exploitation of 
the peoples in one region by those in another region. There is then a material basis for the 
perpetuation for the ... regional and national rivalries within an evolving framework of uneven 
geographica l development", 
Theoretically then the space-class confl ict nccording to lohns (\998) requires us to conceptualise 
labour solidarity in two forms . Johns (\998) and Herod (I 998a: 22) make the distinction between 
accommodatory solidarity and uansformatory solidarity. They argue that the difference between 
the two is related to "the geographic objec tives that the workers share". Therefore workers that 
espouse accommodatory solidarity are usually those from the deve loped world, that occupy 
privileged economic spaces. They are interested in maintaining this privileged space and prevent 
Job losses and capllal night from these spaces to less developed countries where pay and 
wo rking conditions are much worse. If thiS happens then these spaces are destroyed and 
recreated with less privileged characteristics. Thus their goat is to improve the conditions for 
workers in the developing world , for example by asking for wages to be increased to a level 
equitable with workers from the developed world. The hope is to prevent the flight of capital 
across borders and the subsequent loss of jobs and job security. 
In transformatorv so lidaritv however class interests prevai l. Campaigns based on transformatory . . 
solida rity challenge the social power of capital and aim to change the "basic relations of socia l 
relations of production and consumption"' (Herod : 1998a: 22). Johns (1998) asserts that in 
practice. il is not always possible to distinguish between these two types of solidarity. Moreover 
the type of solidarity practiccd wilt be dependent on current political and economic contexts. For 
example the accelerated pace of globalisation and its effect of speeding up the spatial 
reconfiguration of the wo rld, is the contemporary context. 
Jo hns (1 998:257) and Herod (I 998a) contend that as long as workers struggle is over the 
geographic distribution of a l11l11ted num ber of jobs across a terrain of uneven development, 
workers cannot wm. As labour geographers point out there will always be workers in other 
places who 111 order to survive wtll work for lower wages and tolerate harsher conditions, hence 
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attracting capital to them and a\vay from other places. This dIssertation argues that in order for 
seafaring labour to more effectively art iculate its agency. it needs to foclIs on the criteria for 
transformatory solidari ty i~stead of accollll1lodatory solidarity. This requires a privileging of 
class based interests over spatiall y based material interests. Soja (1989) argues that labour must 
fight capllals attempt to fragment its class Identity along spatLaL economic, social and political 
lines . He along with Johns (1998) contends that even if labour seeks to operate across national 
boundanes 10 achieve intemationallabour so lidarity, such solidarity can often serve to maintain 
or create the uneven development of spaces. This then both intentionally and unintentionally 
serves to aid capital in its production of uneven spaces. 
4 . 13 Conclusion 
This chapter has demonstrated that organised labour is a proactive agent in shaping the processes 
of global isation. by llsing the strategy of international labour solidarity. In so doing it has helped 
in addressing the central concern of this dissertation which is to assess claims that portray labour 
as paSSive in shaptng the processes of globalisation. International labour so lidarity has been a 
strategy of the international labour movement ever since the founding of the First International in 
the nineteenth century. The way the agency of labour articulates this may be infonned by the 
dominant political and economic policies of the era, such as the cold wa r or globalisation. The 
historical example of how international labour expressed Its solidarity to the South African trade 
unions dunng the cold war demonstrates that solidarity as a strategy is effective but is also highly 
contradictory and problematic. As the world shifted from geo-pol itics of the cold war to the geo-
economiCS of transnational-neo liberalism, organised labour has had to shift its strategy of 
solidanty. For the ITF. its practice of global solidarity campaigns against FOe shipping has 
assumed a social movement status. that has managed to match and III some cases outpace the 
mobility of capitaL in protecting the rights of un-unionised workers. Its FOe campaign has 
fllnher alened the world to the consequences ofa re-reglllated lO world economy. Politically the 
ITF provides one of the best examples of labour articulating its agency through the strategy of 
global solidarity AI the same time ITF policy regarding the wage levels of developing world 
seafarers IS highly problematic. It has opened itselfup to critiCism from the shipping industry , to 
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being imperial by setting first world wages under third world economic conditions. This 
employers and maritime [raining experts argue drives shipowners to seek seafarers not regulated 
by the ITF minimum wage rate. The restructuring of shlppmg compaOles has further allowed 
capital to find mnovative new ways to circumvent hiring unionised workers. This chapter 
concludes that the lTF needs to have a spatialised agenda. which takes into account the differi ng 
economic geographies of the world. In so doing so it recognises class as one factor that is 
complicated by the different economic geographies of tile world. 




International labour solidarity is an imponant strategy for labour in attempting to 
influence the processes of globalisation. SAT A \VU through its affiliation to the ITF 
se rv ices the needs of its seafarers on a global scale. Equally important, and conrributing 
to the globa l strategies of SAT A WU to service its ratings membersh ip. are local 
strategies. The nature and scope of the shipping industry is global , as is the labour market 
for ratings. SATAWU however has to deal with characteristics unique to South Africa in 
servicing its ratings membership at a local level. Hence the union at a local level 
addresses issues of employment equity. job creation and training unique to the historical 
political and socio-economic context of place. Since South African ratings operate in a 
global market, the effect of SATAWU's nation a! initiatives to service its seafaring 
membership has consequences for whe re South African ratings are located in the global 
labour market. This chapter demo nstrates the local strategies employed by SATAWU in 
servicing South African seafarers. The chief local strategy examined is that of SAT A \VU 
using social pannership as a means of articu lat ing agency on a local leve l. This 
examination highlights the complex ways the global intersects with the iocal , and the 
tensions inherent in this mtersection. 
In theorising the interaction between the local and global, the local is often constmcted as 
discrete from the global. Whilst some theorists have asserted that the ' local is the global 
is the local' (Scholte: 2000), in an attempt to understand the complex and myriad ways 
that the global and local interact, an epistemologically rigorous notion of scale is often 
mi ss ing from their work. It is in this regard that labour geographers (lones: 1998, Judd: 
1998. Cox: 1998.Smith: ! 998, Herod: 1998, Mitchell: 1998, Jonas: 1998) have entered 
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the debate. with specific attention to scale, building on rhe work of political and 
economic geographers . 
T hese theorists argue that when investigating the global -local paradox, it is not sufficient 
to merely 'jump' fro m the local to the global as if the local and global were discrete 
geographical objects. Instead as Cox ( \998) and Jones (\998) argue, a sound 
episterna logy of scale, involves conceptualising the local and global in a far more critical 
way. Instead of thinki ng about scale in as an area of locally or globally circumscribed 
space, it is more useful to think of scale as a: "neMork or a slI-aregy linking local 
.'ifrllggles 10 regional. nar;onaf or global evel1ls "(lones: 1998:26). 
It is in promoting a more critical reading of scale that Cox (1998ab) argues for a closer 
analysis of tile comeO! of local politics as opposed to the form such politics ass umes. T his 
involves a shift from discussing scale in a di chotomous local - global manner. Hence he 
proposes that in discussing scale, a distinction be made instead between spaces of 
dependence and spaces (~l engagemelll , Spaces of dependence refer to areas that are 
localised and fixed by the unique socio~economic and historical conditions of place. 
Spaces of dependence may occur at a range of scales , but all involve an immobilisation in 
pa rt icular spaces of dependence, such as local economies, local labour markets and local 
government jurisdictions. Spaces of engagement on the other hand acco rd ing to Cox 
(1998:2) and l ones (1998:25) refers to those sets of relations that extend into spaces of 
dependence, but also beyond them to constnlct networks of assoc iat ions, associations and 
politics. In this sense then, jumping scales assumes a more complicated nature, as it 
involves strategies of shifting between spaces of engagemef'!t , which may be broader or 
narrower than spaces of dependence. 
Local interests for example (even in the same geographic location) can differ 
significantly and even be contradictory. Hence as Smith (1998) points out the local 
cannot be reduced to a homogenous set of interests or a shared condItion. To do so 
implies that the local is a unitary subject. This obfuscates the contradictory and 
competing po\Ver relations that make up the local. The relationship between spaces of 
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dependence and spaces of engagement therefore is sustained an informed by these 
contradictory tensions that cannot be reduced or resolved at discrete local or global 
levels . 
This conceptualisation of scale also recognises the agency ofpeopJe and organ isations to 
be active in more than one sphere of space at the same time. For example labour 
geographers write about multl-Ioeational organisations as opposed to multi or 
transnational organ isations, to emphasise the way capital organises simultaneously across 
different scales (looas: 1998). For trade unions the issue of scale is equally important, in 
informing the way labour shapes the processes of globalisation. Historically, in South 
Africa , as the previous chapter has demonstrated , South African independent trade unions 
operated in spaces of dependence, as created by political and economic conditions un ique 
to South Africa at the time. The local in South Africa, at the same time did not provide a 
unitary experience fo r all agents. The way one experienced the local was dependent on 
how one was categorised raciall y for example. The experience of the independent Black 
trade unions was vastly different from the experiences of the White unions affil iated to 
SATUCrrUCSA. It was by strategically participating in spaces of engagement, through 
the formations of networks of solidarity in the international labour movement and 
internatIOnal anu-apartheid movements that the independent Black unions were able to 
express their agency at different scales. 
S. 2 Social partnership as local agency. 
The processes of globalisation have presented trade unIOns with unique challenges. There 
have being ca ll s for un ions to rein vent themselves and offer alternatives to the traditional 
antagonistic relationship between labour and capital (Noyoo: 1999, Dlamini: 1999, 
Bezuidenhout 2000, Waterman: 2000). One such alternative is the practice of social 
partnership. Social partnership as a 'new' practice in labour relations has its roots in 
\vestern Europe (now the European Union) during the 19805 (Ozaki & Rueda-Catry: 
2000. Velasco: 2000) and has been further consolidated since the I 990s, by the 
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Maastricht and Amsterdam Treaties and the European Work Counci ls Di recti ve of 1994 
(Wills: 1998b) that make it mandatory for EU authorities IQ consult social partners such 
as trade unions, prior to drafting any legislation . The ILO in recogn ition of the 
importance of social partnership and alliances has decla red 2000·2001 to be devoted to 
the st rengthening of social partnerships in its members states (Ve lasco: 2000). 
Despite the widesp read lIse of social partnership by trade unions as a strategy to service 
their membership across the globe, there remains little clarity as to what such partnership 
enrails (Yelasco: 2000, Ozaki & Rueda-Catry: 2000, Greaves: 2000, Ermida, 2000). A 
number of terms have been deployed to describe social partnerships, such as corporatism 
neo-corporat ism, social pacts, social consu ltation and social dialogue to name a few. 
Some practitioners and theo ri sts of social partnership understand it to mean a ll forms of 
tripartite and biparti te negotiations and consultatio ns on socia l issues that can ta ke place 
at any scale. national. industry or company based, wh ilst others ru le o ut company based 
partnerships in favour of regionai or community based partnerships (Lapeyre: 2000). 
Social partnership was traditionally defined by the lLO as tripartite institutions between 
government. capital and trade unions that consult in a regular way on labour, economic 
and soc ial policy (Velasco : 2000). The goa l motivating for social partnership is industria l 
peace. Social partnership with this goa l in mind was defined in terms of institut ional 
s tructures instead of rules and procedures (Gostner: 2000). Further underpin ning the 
move to social partnership was the recognition that labour has a right to articulate its 
agency th ro ugh labour market institutions. There also exits a more critica l body of work 
that conceives of social partnership as part of a new managerial strategy to co-Opt the 
wo rkforce into the capitalist system of production as opposed to wo rke rs and unions 
challenging ownersh ip of the means of production (Adler & Webster:2000, Adler: 2000, 
S'tas: 1999, Maller: 1992). Hyman (2000) for example contends that a conservative 
mterpretation of social partnership sees it as means for labour to react to employer's 
policies. Labour in this sense is not viewed as a proacli ve agent that can initiate change or 
policy formulation. 
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Appropriate to the South African experience of social partnership is Gostner& Edighejj's 
(2000 84) definition of social partnership. They define it as "processes and institutions 
which facilitate the participation of social partners in socio-economic policy processes." 
This definition allows for the entire spectrum of social partnerships that occur in South 
Afn ca be they tripartite, bipartite or even, quadripartite . Further social partnerships can 
be institutionalised or non-institutionalised and include formal regular consultation or 
informal consultat ion and negotiation. This definition of social partnership makes a firm 
move away from the class ic golden triangle' of state·business-Iabour (corporat ism) to 
include other agents in the process such as a range of civi l society partners. This implies 
that social partnerships with labour moves away from traditional foc i of labour markets 
and economics to a host of civil rights and civil society issues such as social exclusion. 
5.3 The South African experience of social partnership 
5.3.1 The soc io-economic context 
South Africa after Braz il , is the second most unequal society in the world (Gostner: 2000, 
Nicholson : 200 I ). Apartheid's legacy of racialised and gendered poverty and 
employment are st ill very much apparent. In 1995, a year after the first democratic 
elections saw the country reaping what many economists call the 'democracy dividend' 
as economic growth rose from less than 0 percent to in 1995 in the ea rl y 1990s to 3.5 
percent in 1995 and 3 percent in 1996. The ensuing economic cris is in south - east Asia 
in 1997 had a ripple effect on the South African economy as the growth rate fell to less 
than I percent ( edlac: 2000). As of2000 and 2001 , the economy has been marked by a 
sluggish growth rate. 
Contributing 10 the economic woes of the country is the high unemployment rate . Since 
1994, the formal sector has shed more than 500 000 jobs. This situation is exacerbated by 
the Inability of the labour market to absorb lens of thousands of new entrants into the 
labour market. South Africa's unemployment rate (using the ILO's expanded definition 
of unemployment) slDod at 36.2 percent of the economically active population in 2000. 
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The labour market is steeped in racialised and gendered inequalities. For example 48.8 
percent of African men and 54 percent of African women are unemployed. The gauntlet 
has clearly been laid down for South Africa ' s social partners, especially labour, to 
confront these inequities and challenges. 
5.4 A brief history of social partnership in South Africa. 
The late 1980's in South Africa were characterised by some tentative moves towards 
informal dialogue between labour, capital and some political parties. By the early 19905, 
a series of high profile 'stay always' and marches was coupled with infonnal soc ial 
dialogue in response to the apartheid states unilateral attempt to impose economic 
polic ies on South Africans (Gostner: 2000, Gostner & Edigheji : 2000:85). These tactics 
resulted in the institutionalisation of tripartism in South Africa (Baskin: 1996). The 
Institutionalisation of tripartite soc ial partnership occurred through the creation of two 
bodies, the National Manpower Commission (NMC) which focused on labour market 
policy and was restructured to include representation from independent labour movement 
and the National Economic Forum (NEF) the purpose of which was to prevent the 
apat1heid state from unilaterally restructuring the economy during the transition period 
(Adler &Webster: 1995, Baskin: 1996). Neither of these structures contributed 
substantially to policy or legislature formulation , though the NEF did faci litate South 
Africa's membership to GATT. According to Baskin (1996), Adler & Webster (1995) 
and Gostne r (2000) these bodies merely served to curb the power of the apartheid state 
dunng the transitional period to democracy. In this sense then the aim of social 
partnership \vas to constrain the ability of an undemocratic state to impose its will on 
society (Gostner & JofTe: 2000, Adler: 2000, Adler &Webster: 2000). 
The unique histoty of South Africa was to influence significant ly the way social 
parrnerships were to emerge post 1994 in South Africa. The SOllth African government 
passed the Nedlac Act in September 1994, establishing the National Economic 
Development and Labour Council. The act increased the scope of socia l partnership 
beyond the triangle of labour capital and state to tIlclude civil society organisations. 
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Labour. in the form of COSATU. NACTU and FEDUSA is a key social panner in 
Nedlac. One of the functions of Nedlac is to review all labour legislation relating to 
labour market policy before it is introduced to parliament. Of further relevance to labour 
is Nedlac's aim of promoting goals of economic growth and participation in economic 
decision making and social equity. Most of labours' work is done through the labour 
market chamber of Nedlac. 
Soon after its launch in 1994, Nedlac's goal in terms of labour was to replace the 
repress ive labour legislation of the apartheid state. As a socia l partner in Nedlac, 
COSATU was proactive in formulating an alternative labour market policy to address 
inequities in the labour market, specifically the racialised underdevelopment of skills and 
unemployment. After much debate and discussion, COSATU in conjunction with the 
other social partners of Nedlac concluded its successfu l negotiation of the Skills 
Development Bill, the Employment Equity Bill , and the Basic Conditions of Employ me m 
Bill in May 1998. These bills were the products of conflictual negotiation amongst social 
partners involved. COSATU often mobili sed its membership in mass 'stay always' or 
protest marches, when negotiations reached deadlock, to pressure business social partners 
into accepting the bills. COSAT U also appealed to former trade unionists in the African 
Nat10nal Congress (ANC) government to presen t the bill to parliament (Adler & Webster: 
2000). 
The fact that all three pieces of leg islation were soon passed by parliament points to the 
agency of labour in servicing its membership at a local scale. This is not to imply that 
COSATU did not have to compromise and accede to many of the demands of business to 
achieve its goals . The road to getting legalisation approved \vas often rocky and painful 
with the federation having to make many compromises. This further points to the agency 
of labour to shift between global and local scales, as the characteristics of place change. 
Apartheid $ol1lh Africa 5.1W independent trade unions artIculate their agency at a global 
level through a global solidarity campaign. Post apartheid South Africa sees a more 
localised scale of agency being practised by trade unions. At the same time is the 
recognition by trade unions that the scales of local and global do not operate mutually 
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independently of each other. rather they intersect. This intersection of different scales can 
be demonstrated in the labour market for seafarers, more specifically ratings. The labour 
market for seafarers, specifically ratings is a global one. However, how and where ratings 
are located in that global labour market. is dependent on training, employment and equity 
poiicies that are shaped by unique local conditions of place. This brief history of social 
partnership in South Afr ica has demonstrated how labour has been instrumental in 
shaping local training, equity and employment policies in post apanheid South Africa. 
The next section demonstrates how SATAWU has used social partnership to serv ice its 
ratings membership, hence demonstrating the way the local agency impacts and intersects 
with the global labour market for ratings. 
s.s South African seafarers and equity and training. 
5.5.1 Train ing and develop ment of South Afl; can seafarers: A frag mented alTa ir. 
The tmining. deve lopment and employment of seafarers in South Africa has been a 
highly political and raciahsed affai r (KuJ3wa: 1996, Interviews: Dlamini: 200 1, Zungu: 
2001, Snook: 2001, Hagan: 2001, Parkinson: 2001). Ifone looks at the South African 
labour market stat istics fo r seafarers, the racial di vision between officers and ratings 
becomes clear. Inse rt manpower graph. The fragmented and multiplic ited state of 
seafarer training in South Africa is directly attributab le to apanheid-based education 
programmes. This meant that education and training for South African seafa rers was 
uncoordinated and dupl icated due to the existence of different racialised education 
authorities. T he South African shipping industry was also largely unconcerned with the 
train ing and career pathing of African ratings. (Kujawa: 1996, Interview: Dlamini: 200 I, 
Parkinso n:2001 )_ 
The main train ing institutIOn (for officer training) was set up in Cape Town in 1921 
(Grutter: 1973). This was the General Sotha College. Only White men benefited from 
this college since it legislatively excluded other 'race' g roups . The college was handed 
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over to the Cape Technikon in 1990. Natal Technikon, in Durban is a more recent 
provider of officer training. It has until 1996, been 'a white male only' affair in teons of 
its student population (lnterview: Parkinson: 200 I). 
In terms of ratings training, the Training Centre for Seamen (TCS) was established in 
1963 for "Coloured' men wanting to train as ratings. It is now part of the Wingfield 
Technical College (WTC). The Wingfield Technical College was established for the 
training of South African Navy cadets. Since 1993 it has shifted it focus to general 
engineering training. The ratings training programme offered by Wingfield is not 
accredited (Interv iew: Fourie: 200 I , Persona l correspondence: Morri s: 200 I). As such 
ratings that qualify there cannot compete in a globa l labour market. The only nationally, 
i.e . South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) and internationally i.e. International 
Maritime Organisation (IMO) accredited ratings training institution in South Africa is the 
Unicorn Training Centre. Natal and Cape Technikons are also SAQA and IMO 
accred ited providers of officer training only. 
As far back as 1996, the government was aware of the training problems encountered in 
the maritime industry. The 1996 White Paper on national transport policy s tates 
"The crisis of skills and basic education in the maritime labour market will be urgentl y 
addressed through a concerted programme of education and training to meet the growing 
demand of seafarers and to increase the skills base of existing employees of the industry." 
(White Paper on National Transport Pol icy, Department ofT ran sport : 1996:40) 
The skills development and employment equity acts are the tools government employed 
to deal with the training and development concerns in the shipping industry. These Acts 
have been met with some resistance by the shipping industry and as such have achieved 
little III tenllS of redress. 
Dlamini (Inte rv iew: 2001) comends that South African shipping companies deliberately 
manipulated the racial segmentation of the labour market. 
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"Our people were trained to a level and then stopped. The employers were so cunning 
that they would rather give them employment than trai n them further. You see that. So 
they keep yOll there, yOll get stuck there. You donOt even have the opportun ity to study 
further because yOll are sai ling at that low level. You see that." 
As such, employment equity poses a serious challenge to a conservative shipping 
Industry. In May 2001 at the seventh national Maritime Conference, Minister of 
Transpon, Oullah Omar laid down the gauntlet fo r the shipping industry. Indicative of the 
peripheral role equity and training plays in the shipping industry, was the lack of any 
paper presented on equity at the seventh national maritime conference. He challenged 
them about issues of equity and transformation, panicularly in the shipping industry. 
5.5.2 The Employment Equity Act (EEA) 
The EEA is a result of the Labour Market Commission Report and intense lobbying by 
South African trade unions 10 add ress racial ised and gendered inequities in the labour 
market. The Employment Equity Act was passed in 1998. As such it is a key achievement 
of social partnerships amongst various stakeholders in South African society. The 
purpose the EEA is to achieve equality in the workp lace by requiring a designated 
employer t : 
1. "promoting equal opportunity and fair treatment in employmen t through the 
elimination of unfair discrimination and 
2. Implementing affirmative action measures to redress the disadvantages experienced 
by designated grOltpS (Africans. lndians, Coloureds. Women and the disabled), in 
order to ensure their equitable representation in all occupational categories and levels 
In the wo rkforce. 
(Employment Equity Act: 1998: 12) 
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The Act (1998) also requires designated employers to remove barriers that discriminate 
against designated groups in the workplace. These may include the many visible and 
invisible aspects of organisational cu lture. Numerica l goals (not quotas) are also called 
for to facili tating equality of opportunity_ The issue of merit also strongly punctuates the 
EEA. The Act (\998) does not allow for unsuitably qualified people to be hi red and for 
prolllOled. The Act, further requires all designated employers to conduct an equity audit 
of their workpJaces. On the basis of this audi t they are required to submit an Employment 
Equity Plan 10 the Department of Labour, indicating the barriers to achiev ing 
employment equity and the measures to be implemented in order to overcome those 
barriers (Human: 1999, Thomas and Robenson : 1999) 
The EEA provides for the establishment of the Commission for Employment Equity 
(CEE) which produced an executive summary report on 23 August 2001 on the progress 
achieved by both the public and private sector in meeting the Obligations of the act 
(wwwlabou r. J V.za-. Further the CEE has deve loped an Employment Equiry Register. 
This register is a publ ic database of employers who have reported to the Department of 
Labour (DO L) on employment equity. The executive summary report as we ll as the 
public register indicate that the labour market in South Africa is st ill racialised, but that 
significant inroads have being made in certain sectors (see www.labour.gov.za for 
detailed statistics). 
Accordi ng to the public register all fOllr South African shipping companies that employ 
South African ratings have submined employment equity plans for review by the DOL. 
The DOL has granted Smit-Pentow and Safmarine/AP Moller status 0 level , which means 
that they are fully compliant with the requirements of the EEA. Unicorn is currently at 
status I level which means they are not fully compliant with the EEA and need to 
resolves cert,:l.1n Issues with the DOL. DeBeers Marine is not on the registl)'. Th is 
accordmg to theircrewing manager HR department is due to their impending relocation 
I I>CSl!.lI1:UuI employer IJ'I<.-;lns: (a) an employer who employs jO or morc ~"llIpl~"t."Cs. (b) all .::mployer Ilho t."llIl"lo:-ecs 
lell er Ih:m 50 emplol"ccs hut h:ls a 10lal Illmovcr Ihal is equ:ll lo or aoo\ e 01':1 sm:lll business in 1<-"fIlIS of Sehcduk -I to 
IIIIS I\cl 
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10 Namibia. and extensive employment of Namibian rat ings instead of South Africans 
(lnterview: Hagan: 200l). Even though South African shipping companies have 
submitted (except DeBeers Marine) skills and equity plans to the department of labour, it 
is the perception of SAT A WU and the major South African maritime training institutions 
that the implementation of these plans is slow (Interviews: Dlamini : 2001, Hagan:200 t , 
Maclennan:200 1. Parkinson:200 I, Slohl:200 I.Fourie:200l, Personal Correspondence: 
Morris:200 I). 
5.5,3 The S kills Develo pment Act 
Apanheid was successfu l in fragmenting the training and development of South African 
seafarers along racialised lines. The South African shipping industry has a history of not 
wanting to be burdened with training costs for ratings, or with equity programmes 
(Kujawa: 1996, Interviews: Zungu: 2001, Dlamini: 2001 , Fable: 2001 , Parkinson' 2001 , 
Fourie: 200 I. Stohl: 2001). Unicorn Shipping however did establish the Unicorn Training 
Centre (UTC) in 1978 to train African ratings for its company needs as well as for other 
South African companies. The training provided by the UTC was, and continues to 
limited to the needs of the local industries needs . Kujawa 's (1996) investigation into the 
training policy of sh ipping companies found that South African shipping companies, pre· 
1990 were reluctant to train both ratings and officers for the following reasons: 
I. Training costs were at least 5% of seagoing payroll 
2. There was a high attrition rate amongst cadets 
3. The cost of training was carried by relatively few participants in the industry 
4. The rise of FOe shipping saw the greater utilisation of foreign cheaper seafaring 
labour 
5. The numberofships owned in the South African merchant marine declined sharply. 
The training of ratings in particular has also been very limited since the 1980s, since most 
of those employed. rarely leave their jobs until it becomes mandatory to retire2. The 
1\ SlglUlictml p .. :n:cn1agc or South Afrie:m rmmg:iarc octwc,:t;:n 50 and 60 ~· ..... ars old. due 10 the low 
lumon::r 1111hclr OCCtlpallolls. 
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findings of this study confinn Kujawa's (1996) findings that shipping companies are 
reluctant to fund the training of ratings and even officers. 
Pressure from labour came to bear on industry from 1990 when COSATU, using the 
forum of Nedlac began to motivate an overh aul of training policy in South Africa 
(Kujawa: 1996, Ray: 1998). This push by COSATU to transform the fragmented and 
racialised training structures of Apartheid South Africa culminated in the Skills 
Deve lopment Act (S DA) in October 1998 (People Dynamics: May: 1999). Prior to the 
SDA traini ng was governed by the Manpower Training Act of 198\ and employment 
services were governed by the Career Guidance and Placement act of 198 1. Both these 
Acts have been repealed with the introduction of the SDA (Vlok: 2000). The general aim 
of the SDA is 10 address many of the legacies of apartheid such as the racialised and 
gendered inequalities in the labour market by developing the skills of workers. For a 
detailed list of the aims of the SDA see Barry & Norton (2000). The SDA further creates 
"significant opportunities" for trade unions to influence the type and extent of training to 
be provided by employers to workers (Barry & Nono n: 2000:6) through the creation of 
Sector Education and Tra ining Authorities (SETAs). Further the SDA of 1998 allowed 
fo r the Skills Development Levies Act of 1999, whereby a levy is imposed on an 
organisat ions payrol l. This levy is channelled to the Skills Development Fund. Once an 
organisat ion has submitted a workplace skills plan that demonstrates how its intends to 
address skill inequities in its workforce, then a portion of the levy taxed is returned to the 
organ isation. COSATU in negotiating the SDA demanded that a fou r percent levy be 
imposed on companies payrolls (Ray: 1998) but the levy currently stands at one percent. 
5.5.4 SETA, 
In March 2000 the minister of labour establ ished the 25 SETAs (Barry & Norton: 2000). 
Each SETA has jurisdiction over the training needs of a specific economic sector. For 
example some sectors that SETAs have training and educat IOn ju ri sdiction over are, 
transport. financia l and accounting services, tourism and hospitality. The primary aims of 
the SETAs are to: 
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I . Develop sector skills plans 
2. Implement the sector skills plans 
3. Promote leamership5 
4. Approve workplace sk ill s plans 
5 Monitor education and training in the sector 
6. Allocate grants 
7. Suppon the development ofJeaming materials . 
A SETA consists of representatives from organised labour, employer and other re levant 
stakeholders. Each SETA must consist of an equal number of members representing 
employers and employees. As such it is considered a platform in which social 
pa rtnerships can be fonned allowing labour a greater agency to service its membership. 
For the purpose of this study, the focus will be on transport SETA, the maritime section 
of the transport education and training authority, 
5.5.5 T n w spol't Educa tion and Tl'aining Authority (TETA) 
Prior to the creation of the TETA, maritime training was governed by the maritime 
industry training board (MITS). Employers in the sh ipping industry dominated the 
M ITB. It was only in 1990, through an amendment to the Manpower training act of 198 1, 
that organised labour was allowed to have representation equal to that of employers on 
the M ITB. Further the financing of the M ITS was dependent on donations from shipping 
companies. There was no enforceable skill levy that employers had to contribute. 
Between 199 1 and 1994 the MJTB had accumulated R 180 000 in funds only. When 
compared to all other industry boards existent at the time, the rvuTB had accumu lated the 
least amount of money from employers for trai ning purposes (National Training Strategy 
Task Teak: 1994, Kujawa: 1996, Interview: Fable: 2001). This points to the relative lack 
of funding of training in the maritime training sector, that the establishment of the TET A 
in 2000 hopes to offset. For a detailed financial report of the current state of the TETA 
see w\vw.teta26.co.za. 
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SATAWU is the most prominent and active trade union involved in the TETA, due to the 
range of different transport sectors its services. For example the TETA is comprised of 
the following chambers: Aerospace, Forward &Clearing. Freight Handling, Maritime, 
Rall , Road freight, Road Passenger and Taxi (www.teta26.co.zalchambers/index.htm}. In 
terms of seafarers, the union has used its influence in the TET A to service the needs of its 
ratings membership, even when faced with reluctant co-operation from employer 
rep resentatives on the TETA (Interviews: Dlamini : 2001, Fable: 2001). 
According to SAT AWU, the trend for sh ipp ing companies is to pay lip service to the 
equity and skills development plans. This opinion is shared by the trade union (interview: 
Dlamini : 2001), TETA (Interview: Fable: 2001) and Parkinson (Interview: 2001). 
Captain Parkinson, head of maritime studies argues that shipping companies are simply 
don ' t want to be pan of the workplace transformation process : 
We met wi th the TETA recently and the distinct impression I got was the majority of 
[shipping] companies have just looked at the skills development levy as another tax. And 
they just simply pay the money in and forget about it. They are doing nothing whatsoever 
to even attempt skills or equity development or learnerships. Now, that' s what I picked 
Llp . There is 30 million in our TETA. The ship owners are liars. You go and stand with 
shipping senior management at cocktail panies and they'll tell you 'we don ' t want to 
employ SOllth Africans, and that 's the bonom line.' .. 
(I nterview: Parkinson : 2001) 
As Ihe labour market demographics indicate, ski ll s planning, caree r pathing and training 
are essential in the maritime labour market where the majority of officers are white. 
Thulani Dlamini claims that employers in the shipping industry had not developed 
employment equity plans (EEP) as required in terms of the 1998 EEA. Despite the fact 
that the Union now has more authority, given its statuary position on the TETA. atte mpts 
10 work with employers in promoting the training of seafarers have a history of been 
frus trated : 
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"We got involved on our side as the union ... the idea being to then ensure that the 
programme could the be located within the Industrial Training Boards because those were 
the proper faci litators of those. But it broke down on the question of employers having to 
put their money where their mouth is in terms offunding the programme and getting the 
training accelerated and things like that." 
( Interview: Dlamini: 2001) 
SATAWU has used the TETA as a social partner to service its ratings membership. in 
terms of training and eqUity in some important ways. Thulani Dlamini, senior SATAWU 
negotiator is especially proactive in using social partnerships to service South African 
seafarers. He has a key position as chair of the transformation committee of the South 
African Maritime Safety Authority (SAJ\I1SA). SAlV1SA is another labour market 
institution for seafarers (see section). Before I demonstrate how the un ion has done this, I 
highlight the key obstacles in the train ing, employment and equity of South African 
ratings as identified by this study. This contextualises SAT A WU's strategies with the 
unique characteristics of (local) place. 
5.6 Lack of training berths as an impediment to achieving 
equity, employment, and skill development. 
Key to the training and equity of South African ratings and officers is the issue of sea time 
or training berths. In order for a rating or an officer to qualify as such slhe needs to serve 
12 months of compulsory seatime on a vessel appropriate for his/her qualification level. 
For ratings seatime can be less than 12 months, depending on the qual ificat ion requi red 
but a compulsory seat ime period is required. Failure to achieve seatime means that a 
candidate that is fully qualified academically cannot qualify as an officer or rating unless 
thei r seatime is served . In South Africa the only appropriate vessels that can offer these 
tra ining berths are owned by the four South African-based major shipping companies (see 
below). Since the 1970s there has been a rel uctance for South African shipping 
companies to offer training berths to South African cadets and ratings. According to 
Capta in Stohl of Cape T echnikon 's maritime stud ies department and Captain Parkinson 
of Natal T echlllkon 's maritime studies department, as more Black students entered officer 
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training institutions post 1994, South African shipping companies have been even more 
reluctant to provide sealime to cadets. My fieldwork suggests the following reasons for 
this reluctance. 
5.6. 1 T he perpetua t ion of I"Ilciai, ethni c a nd nationa l stereotypes 
Black officers are not perceived as 'natural" seafarers. Coupled with this is the 
perception that the employment of Black seafarers means a lowering of 'standards ' , 
(Interviews: Hagan: 2001, Maclennan: 2001 , Fable: 2001). The shipping industry remains 
one of the most conservative in South Africa. Racial and ethnic stereotypes abound in the 
organisational cultures of shipping companies. Shipping companies base their recruitment 
and training policies on these racial and ethnic stereotypes. Examples of these 
perceptions and ste reotypes were provided by several of the respondents. Three examples 
are provided below . 
.• If we have a work ethic that is a positive one, that makes a good impression that you 
have people that are hardworking and willing 10 work hard they are going to knock out a 
lot of the competition. Without so rt of picking on any nationa lity, you've mentioned the 
Philippines as an example. The Philippine rating is regarded as a very low problem type 
of rating. He doesn't get into fights , he doesn't drink too much, he doesn't get into 
trouble and miss the ship. but at the same time they have no or little initiative. They need 
to basically handheld by the officers and pointed out exactly what is required for them to 
do their job. T he work ethic there is, there's a saving, but they actually have to have their 
hands held . Our experience of Cape Coloured ratings - 1 can't speak for the Black guys 
or Zulus based in Durban - is that they have a good work ethic in that they work hard, 
they're motivated , they have initiative, they have a natural inclination to go to sea but 
they also play hard and if you don't manage them properly they can be problems for you 
in terms of people goi ng of the rails in pan and getting drunk and stabbing each other and 
stufTlike that. So there's the work ethic." (1 nterview: Maclennan : 2001) 
" Even though the Zulu and Xhosa lived on the {KZN] coast they've never been fisherman 
or sea farers. They've actually never been in the sea. But Cape Town. there's actually no 
place where you can·t see the sea. Because everybody there, Black, White. Coloured has 
e ither got an uncle or a father that was on the tugs, trawlers or with Safmarine. 
Parkinson (Inlervie\V: 200 I) 
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"There is a distinct impression in the shipping industry that Black people are not suited to 
seafaring as officers" 
(I nterview: Chilalika: 2001) 
The persistence of these racial and ethnic stereotypes in the marttlme industry is 
supponed by the dearth of Black officers in South African shipping companies. As such 
whi lst employment equity and skills development plans for seafarers may eXIst '" 
sh ipping companies. it is the contention of the TETA, SATAWU and maritime training 
institutions, that the meaningful implementation of these plans has not being forthcoming 
(Interviews : Dlamini : 200 1, Fable: 2001, Stohl: 2001,Park inson: 2001 , Fourie: 2001 , see 
also Bonn in etal: 2001. Bonnin & Wood: 200 1). 
5.6.2 T he cost factor 
The highes t cost to any shipowner is crewing costs (Interview: Snook: 2001, ILO Repon: 
2001, see chapter three). It is too expensive for companies to nm training or experiential 
vesse ls . (Interview: Hagan: 200 1). The Skills Development Fund is viewed by industry as 
inadequate to run experiential training vessels (Interviews:Hagan:2001 . Snook:200l , 
Mclennan:2001). It is che.1.per fo r companies to obtain qualified officers from elsewhere. 
such as eastern Europe, without encumbering training costs. Parkinson however 
(Interview: 2001) contends that this is not a valid argument as the re is currently 30 
million rand in the TETA for maritime training. Shipping companies in regulated and 
unionised labour market. reduce their fleets by chartering thei r ships out to subsidiaries. 
This enables the chaner company to make cre\,.ring decisions that reduce labour costs. 
5.6.3 The 1:tck ofshil} ownership in South Africa. 
Until the mid- 1970s international and South African merchant sh ipping had been 
expandi ng. The oil crisis of 1974/5 impeded the boom in South African merchant 
sh ipping. As a result there was a 40% reduction in seafaring jobs. Most of jobs lost were 
in rhe officer category (Kujawa: 1993). The implementation of international sanctions 
aga inst apanheid SOllth Africa margina lised South African merchant sh ipping frolll 
global markets. Captain Zanders of SAMSA (Interview: 2001) reiterates the view that the 
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sanctIons era was detrimental to the employment of South African seafarers and the 
shipping industry in general. 
" In the 60's and 70's there were a large number of international operating companies, nOt 
South African companies. that employed South African crews. Then we saw the total 
onslaught of the anti-apartheid, sanction business. It became politically unacceptable to 
have SOllth Africans on your ship. They used to run into trouble in ports, where there 
would be fanatical anti-South African measures in place. It became a problem for ship 
owners to employ South Africans. It was not that they couldn't do the job. Remember the 
big names in shipping had South Africans on the ir ships." 
The anti-apartheid movement and economic sanctions provide a convenient scapegoat for 
South African shipping companies. In a sense it was an excuse not to employ relatively 
more expensive South African crew. South African shipping capital in the seventies soon 
ioined the international shipping trend of flagging their vesse ls out. This had a 
devastating effect on the employment and training of South African ratings , since cheaper 
labour was available elsewhere and South African shipping companies did not have to 
invest in high training costs . 
There are only four shipping compames tn South Africa. Since the acquisition of 
Safmarine by APfMolle rfMaersk. only three are "authentic" South African shipping 
companies. There are 100 South African owned ships. Of these on ly 5 are flagged in 
SOllth Africa. The remainder fly flags of convenience. Efforts are currently underway by 
SAMSA to make the registration of ships in South Africa easier, but this is proving to be 
an arduous process. If ships are not flagged in South Africa. the shipping company is 
ulldt:r no obl igation 10 employ South African crew. (Interview: Zanders: 200 I). 
1. I.Smit-Pentow is registered in Kingston and is not South African flagged. It is not 
suitable for training berths since ships are out at sea for less that 12 months at a time. 
( Interview: Mclennan:2001) 
.2.DeBeers Will ch is an explo ratory shipping company. DeBeers is not su itable for 12-
month sea-time since their periods at sea are much shorter than that. (Interview: 
Hagan :200 I) 
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.3 Safmarine. now owned AP MollerfMaersk group. AP MollerfMaersk is one of the 
largest shipping companies in the world. Safmarine is now employing Greeks to 
crew thei r ships at officer level. (Interview: Fable: 200 I, Interview: Parkinson: 200 I ). 
There have been concerted attempts by Safmarine's new owners to reerew their ships 
wi th cheaper non- South African labour. SA TA WU has thus far managed to stave the 
ret renchment of South African ratings on Safinarine ships. However since the 
company is no longer South African owned. it remains unclear as to how longer these 
jobs will remain secure, 
lA Unicorn Shipping which accord ing to Alan Parkinson, head of mar it ime studies at 
Natal Technikon and SAT A WU and ITF rep resentatives (Interviews: Snook :2001 . 
Zungu 2001. Dlamini: 2001) has not been receptive to offering sea time to its Black 
learners . None of Unicorns ships fly the South African flag. Unicorn has also reduced 
Its Aeet from 16 ships to five sh ips.. 
5.6.4 Mar itime Fiscal Policy 
A COuntry's maritime taxation policy is an important factor when ship owners decide 
where to register their vessels. It is strongly felt that if more South African ships were 
registered in SOllth Africa, more South African nationals would be employed as rati ngs 
on South African sh ips (Financial Mail : Special Report: 1997. Lloyds List Africa weekly: 
20 August 1997, Lloyds List Africa Weekly: 6 November 1998, Lloyds List Africa 
Weekly: 21 August 1998. Lloyds List: 12 March 1999). However South Africa 's 
maritime fiscal policy has proved prohibit ive to South African sh ip owners wan ting to 
reg ister th eir vessels in the country. Though there has been a concerted move away from 
the fiscally rigid 1951 Merchant Shipping Act to the fiscal\y flex ible 1998 Ship 
Registration Act. ship owners feel that the change in legis lation has not gone far enough 
to attract owners to the South African registry ~(lnterviews : Hagan : 200 I , Snook: 200 I , 
.\ It IS b"::~'ond Ihl! scop..: orlhls chttplL"l"logo into thl! inlne:1cics of mantimc Ibe<ll pohei..:s and kgislalion . 
'1 he re'ld..::r is rdi."tTL'(l to Floor's (191)3) Report ol" lh..: Commit"' .. '\! ol"lnqniry mto a Nutionnl Maritime PoliCY 
li'l" the R..:public of South !\.Ii,en and Llo~·d:. List !\.liic(1 WL'\!kl~r 12 March 1991) 
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ivlaclennan: 2001, Zanders: 2001. Parkinson: 200 I). Ship owners argue that the income 
tax paid by ship owners is prohibitive to registering ships in South Africa. Most ship 
owners, under FOe registries, get taxed a flat tonnage rate on the ship, regardless if they 
make a profit or not In other words, lax is charged on the weight of the ship not on the 
profit it makes. Every year a rale is set per ton. For example if the rate is RICOO per ton 
and the ship weighs in at 5 tons. the tax for the year is R5000, regardless of the profit 
made by the activities of the ship. In South Africa , however, taxation is paid on tonnage 
and profits made by the ship. SAtY1SA views the issue of equity and job creation for 
seafarers as part of a wider initiative to encourage ship registration and owning in South 
Africa. SAMSA argues that equity cannot be divo rced from larger economic and business 
issues in the maritime industry. As Captain Zanders (Interview:2001) contends 
·' lts not simply about building training institutions. It's an incredibly complicated matter. 
Your first market for SOllth AfriC<1ns will be on your own ships ... this wi ll serve as a 
sel ling advertisement for you r own crew ... the 5 South African flagged ships for example 
are crewed mainly by South Africans .. · 
At the July 200 I Job creation for Seafarer.\·4 workshop in Durban, a resolut ion was 
passed that recognised South Africa's maritime fiscal policy as being prohibitive to job 
creation. As sllch an in ves tigation into fiscal policy is been undertaken by SAMSA. This 
is a problem that the Union is concerned with as well. SATAWU has gone on record as 
s tating that there can only be a substantial reemployment of ratings ifships are flagged in 
South Africa. The union argues that South African sh ipping companies employ South 
African seafarers by " force not by their wish" (Dlammi: lnterview: 200 1). Dlamini 
further contends that an overhaul of the Merchant Shipping Act is needed. 
5 .6.5 Internal training as o pposed to t l"a ining " fol" the nation". 
An implici t and often explicit belief exists amongst o\'mers and management of shipping 
companies Ihat training and development ·for the nation' ' is not their problem.' Victor 
Restis CE.O. of South African Marine Corporation contends that: 
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one of the reasons could have been that you expected the ship owners to take the 
initiative and bear the cost [of training}. Well they will not because they already have 
access to trained professionals. lfthe country is serious to utilise this opportunity [to train 
for the nation). somebody wi ll have to take the initiative and see it through ... since many 
countries make professionally qualified seafarers available at internationally competiti ve 
rates. international ship owners and operators do not see the development and training of 
such s taft~ as their responsibility. Why take on responsibility for and associated cost for 
something in country A when it is supplied for free by country BT' 
(Comments made to 7th Maritime Conference: Cape Town: Restis: 2001) 
A recurring theme throughout this stud y is that of sh ipping companies tmining South 
Africans fo r their internal requirements only and reluctantly at that. This confirms 
KU.Hlwa's (1996) findings of her extensive investigation into the training needs of the 
maritime industry The union argues that due to this fact the shipping industry in South 
Africa cannot be the driving force for job creation and equity. At the same lime the union 
acknowledges that it needs resources from shipping companies such as training berths 
and training expertise to ensure the success of any national programme. 
It is through the fonnation of social partnerships with the TETA and SAlVISA that 
SAT AWU is servicing the needs of its South African ratings. The next section examines 
two ways in which SATAWU articulates its agency at a local level in order to serve a 
lransnational membership. In this way the local strategies of SATAWU complement its 
global strategy of international labour so lidarity in servicing South African seafarers. 
5 .7 Training simulators, seatime, and equity: The role of 
SATAWU 
The union in conjunction with the TETA is exploring an initiative that will enhance 
existing training methodologies for cadets and ratings. In addition it aims 10 reduce the 
I "l'lm; workshop" :1;; I'H)\ r .... prescntl1 lL \·..: or th ..: shipping industry as a whole" Untcom was the only s.hippmg 
C{llllpany III send a n:prt-'Scntalt\"\.: Oth..:r rt-'Pn:scll\(ltivc:s in :!l\cnd:mcc were from SAMSJ\, Nat:li Tt-'Chnikon 
,Itld P~ lrtJll,.::1 SATi\ WU \1 a~ not Jl l\::~o.::nt. but ~ltb:;o.:;qltcntly hasoo with SAMSA regm"ding the workshop. 
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amount of training time cadets and ratings will reqUIre m order to achieve the ir 
qualifications as officers. Training simulators for the merchant marine are in common use 
in western Europe and the United States of America. The concept and methodology of 
merchant marine simulator training is simi lar to that of simulators used to train airline 
pilots . Whilst not an entirely new methodology to South Africa maritime training5, the 
si mulators from Europe are far more sophisticated than those employed in South Africa. 
F uriher a simulation college will allow for mass simulation trainmg and thus make access 
easier. In other words the simulators will not be located at the techn ikons only, but will 
be located independently of them. 
The technology si mulates the deck of a ship in a variety of conditions (Interviews: 
Dlamini: 2001 , Fable: 2001, Hagan: 2001, Parkinson : 2001 , Snook: 200 1). There are 
three simulation college initiatives underway in South Africa at the moment . All have 
been a product of negotiations and consultations of the TET A and the union with global 
shipping companies. The union asserts that global shipping companies are better placed 
to drive this programme since they are the ones with "real power" (Interview: Dlamini : 
200 I). If one examines the national shipping industry, it becomes clear that Unicorn 
Shipping is the only "truly South African shipping company" (lnterview: Snook: 2001). 
Smit~Pentow is part of a wider global conglomerate, Safmarine is now part of AP 
Moller/Maersk. and DeBeers is slowly but surely moving its resources and activities to 
Namibia . Unicorn according to Snook (Interview: 2001) has greatly reduced its fleet , so 
the nllmber of training berths it cou ld ofTer wou ld be minimal. Further Unicorn contends 
that its ship are full to capacity with its own trainees, as such training benhs fo r new 
trainees are difficult for Unicorn to provide. It is no surprise therefore that the union ]s 
appealing to global companies to aid their training initiative. As part of the negotiation 
with global shipping companies, is the request to them, by the union and the TETA, to 
provide training berths to South African cadets . As such the union is adopting a two 
pronged approach in their dealings with global shipping companies. Firstly to secure 
sl1l1ulator training and secondl y. to secure training berths for cadets . 
< C11p": T..:chnikon and Natal TI.'l.:hnikon usc simulator training as pun ot" its on:rnll tnuning prognunmc:s. 
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The first initiative is Danish. DNI and Atlas Shipping are sponsoring it. The second one 
is a Dutch initiative and the th ird and most promising is the AP MollerlNlaersk initiative. 
It is vi e wed as the most v iable of the three due to the shipp ing companies link to and 
acquisition of Safinarine. Th is view was reiterated by many of the stakeholders at the 
Sea/arers job creation lI'orhhop in Durban. 
The unio n and TETA intend to use simulator tra ining combined with new teach ing 
methodologies to fast track its cadets to C lass One officer level. Ordinari ly in South 
Africa it takes seven yea rs to reach this level of officer. In countries like India, that uses 
sophisticated simulator technology and different classroom teaching methodologies . it 
takes fou r years to achieve the same qual ification. This is done with the sanction of the 
IMO and [LO and as such is fully accredi ted (Interview: Dlami ni.2001). Th is process 
does not diminish the value or quality of the qualification. lndian seafarers are high ly 
sought after in the global market (ILO Report: 2001). The union in conjunction with the 
TETA and Nata l Techni ko n are worki ng on a project to reduce the South African 
qualificatio n level of Class One Officer from seven to four years . Capta in Parkinson has 
managed to combine years TI and T 2 into one yea r of train ing (Interviews: Parkinson: 
200 I. Dlamini : 200 I). As soon as thi s is complete the cadet will be ready to do his or her 
seatime for a year. Once the cadet finishes thei r seat ime successfulll. they formally 
qualifY as officers. SATAWU has arranged for these officers to then be employed by 
SA!vlSA in shore based pos it ions. During their employment they attend courses at the 
sim ulator college to enhance thei r qualifications. This combined with further academic 
trai n ing will result in officers obta ining class one level and ma rine surveyor level whilst 
sti ll working at SAMSA. The union and TETA would then via agreement with shipping 
companies. secure them employment. 
The time scale to coordinate the logistics of im plementing a simulator co ll ege and 
reacilll1g ag reements with global shipping companies has been set at two to th ree years 
6 ThIS rn .... vJn~ lini$hmg allocall!d ta~ks to thc captaln '$ approval on board a merchant navy vcssel. 
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(Dlam ini: 2001 , Snook: 2001, Parkinson : 2001, Hagan: 2001). Moves are currently 
underway to configure the best way to implement the simulator college system. 
Questions such as where to locate them and how to coordinate the efforts of the three 
shipping companies involved remain paramount. Whilst the simulators will enhance and 
Improve the qualifications of seafarers, it cannot replace the IMO legislated 12 month 
seatime. Its effectiveness as a tool to achieve equity remains to be assessed. What is clear 
though, is that simulator training whilst not nullifying mandatory seatime. does reduce 
cadet training by reducing the academic training time by three years. This is significant if 
the TETA and SATAWU want to fast track the academic traini ng of Black cadets. 
Another vital social partnership exists between SAT A WU and SAMSA. The next section 
Investigates how the unions agency is articulated in its relationship with SAlvISA. 
5.8 The South African Maritime Safety Authority (SAMSA) 
The Department of Transport on the I April 1998 established SAMSA (Lloyds List 
Africa Weekly: 10 Apri l: 1998). SAMSA was designed to take over the maritime activities 
of the Department of T ransport. The main function of SAt\llSA will be to ensure safe, 
clean seas and to provide better services such as surveying and pollution prevention, to 
the shipping community. These services will be carried out by SAMSA on behalf of the 
government. SAMSA has both employer and employee representatives on its comm ittees. 
A further important function of SAMSA is to ensure that the sk ill s and employment 
equity acts are impacting on the maritime industry in South Africa To this end it has a 
transformation committee to dea l with issues of equity and skills development within 
SAMSA. Thulani Dlamini, chief negotiator for SAT A \VU is chairman of the 
transformation committee (Interviews: Zanders: 2001, Dlamini: 2001, Lloyds Li st Africa 
Weekly 31 October 1999). 
5.8 1 T he SA~ I SA project to addl'ess eq ui ty amo ngst seafaren! the role of SAT A \VU 
In ItS attempt to speed up del ivery to its membership. the union Illitiated its main equity 
through training programmes without consulting industry. As a result their programme 
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continues to be mired in controversy and may even be said to lack legitimacy in indus try. 
It IS the brainch ild of, Dlamini. spearheaded in his various capacities as chief negotiator 
of SAT A WU, chairperson of the transformat ion board of SAt\1SA and un ion 
representative of the TETA 
On Apri l 11 2001 , Thulani Dlamini in his capac ity as chief negotiator met with Alan 
Parki nson , head o f marit ime studies at Technikon Natal and members of the 
transformation committee of SAi\1SA. The agenda o f the meeting was to come up with 
an equity through training programme for marine surveyors. Marine surveyors are 
specialised officers that are sho re based . Their role is to inspect, on behalf of SAMSA. 
the safety of merchant navy vessels that dock in South African harbours. There are 
cu rrentl y no Black marine surveyors in South Africa. The tra ining for marine surveying is 
the same as that for officer train ing, including the requisite twelve-month seatimc. As 
such any tra ining programme can only be successful if this seatime is served. Once cadets 
ha ve qualified as marine surveyors through the SAMSA programme, they will be 
employed by SAMSA. The meeting was fruitful and the SATAWU/SAMSA equity 
ini tiative was subsequentl y launched. Scholarships are being offered to Black (African , 
Indian , and Coloured) matriculants who have obtained good passes, especially in 
mathematics and sciences. Scholarsh ips are valued at R 150000 per student per annum. 
T his amount is renewab le for up to a period offour years. lfa student perfonned badly in 
mathematics or physical science, SAMSA in conjunction with Techn iko n Natal is making 
available a bridg ing programme. This will enable s tudents to rewrite subjects , in order to 
obtain acceptable passes in the required subjects (Inte rview: Zanders: 200t). Learners 
will then begin their academic careers in the Maritime Studies Department at Natal 
Technikon. After three years they wou ld have accumulated suffi cient credits towards 
achieving their STCW certificates. The only obstacle remaining wi ll be the requ is ite 12-
month sea ti me. 
Francis Chilal ika is SAMSA's representative on th is programme. He is worki ng closely 
with Thulani Dlamini. Mr. Dlamini wears two hats in this project. The fi rst one as chief 
negotiator of SATAWU and the second as cha irperson of the transformation sub-
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committee of SA.I\lISA. As such he is able co use his position in SNvISA to service the 
needs of the unions membership. 
As of June 2001 more than 16 Black candidates from KZN have received a SAt\ll.SA 
scho larship. A further 9 have been recruited from Cape Town. SAlvISA is aiming for a 
recruitment pool of at least 26 lO 30 learners. Recruitment is going to take place 
throughout the year (Interview: Chilalika: 2001). Thulani Dlamini (Interview: 2001) 
views this equity training initiative as ground breaking in the maritime industry. 
5.S.2 Employers' respond to the SAMSA project 
The main point of contention for industry was that it was not consulted about the 
SAMSA project . According to Snook (Interv iew: 2001) it was irresponsible for 
SATAWU and SAMSA not to inform industry of the equity through training plan. Snook 
(2001) furthe r contends that by not consulting with industry, SATAWU has further 
exacerbated tenuous union-industry relations. He points out that this is quite shortsighted 
of the union since they would be hard pressed to fmd the appropriate seatime for the 
cadets on the programme, and that South African shipping companies if consulted, could 
provide such seatime. 
Snook also vociferously defends the South African shipping industry's, particularly 
Unico rn Shipping's role in achieving equity amongst seafarers. He argues that the Union 
often unfairly demonizes industry fo r not initiating and sustaining equity programmes. 
Evidence such as labour market stat istics, the track record of funding of the MITB, the 
lukewarm reception of shipping companies to the Skills Development Act indicate other 
wise. SAT AWU's experiences with industry and education providers experiences with 
industry indicate otherwise. 
Dlamini contends that there were va lid reasons for not consulting industry. In an industry 
fraught with adve rsarial1abour-rnanagement relations. consulting industry was perceived 
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as been counterproductive. (Interview: Dlamini: 2001). Dlamini paints a picture of an 
industry that is slow to respond to the union's calls for transformation in tenns of 
employmenl equity and training. As far back as the Maritime conference in 1993, the 
shippi ng industry had made a pledge to the union , to achieve equity through training. A 
business location document was drawn up to ensure greater union-industry involvement 
in achieving equity through training. The two main pledges in this 1993 document were: 
I . South African shipping companies promised the Union that it wou ld establish 
national training programmes to upgrade Black South African ratings to officer level 
ranks. 
2. To collectively use their influence on international shipping companies, to obtain 
employment for Black South African seafarers. 
Upon securing industry'S commitment to train for equity, the unron hecame actively 
involved in the establishing of IT8s (now the SET As), to ensure that such programmes 
would be located within the ITBs. The ITBs would then serve as facilitators of the 
training programmes. 
Soon after the conference, it became apparent to Olamini that the document would 
remain just a docume nt. According to the Union, the failure of industry to act on the 
contents of the document was due to their lack of interest in training for "national 
interests" and training only for their company specific needs. As the union asserts : 
" BlLl it broke down on the question of the employers having to put their money where 
the ir mouth is in temlS of funding the programme and getting the training accelerated and 
things like that." 
(Interview: Olamini: 200 I) 
SATAWU's pre 1995 experience with shipping industry and the ITBs is confomled by 
Kujawa's (\ 996) investigation into the training needs of the maritime industry in South 
Africa. 
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Industry. according to the union, even refused to upgrade ratings qualifications to STCW-
9 5 level. After much protracted negotiations with Unicorn shipping, it was agreed that 
Unicom would send their ratings for refresher courses in order to obtain STeW-95 
accreditation. SAT A \VU argues that if ratings qualifications were not upgraded then they 
would effectively be unemployable on the global market. Since all merchant navy 
shipping is global, the implication is that these ratings would be unemployable in any 
national shipping company as well. It also ensures that Unicorn would be able to source 
cheaper non -unionised STeW-95 compliant labour elsewhere in the world , since South 
African STCW-95 ratings are more expensive than Filipinos or Chinese ratings are, for 
example. Further is the fact that non-unionised labour is clearly preferable to shipowners 
(Interview: Snook: 200 I) since it is a prime indicator of cheaper labour, that is also more 
flexible. For example, one of the main issues facing seafarers and shipowners is that of 
ALDS. Unionised South African seafarers are not allowed to be tested for AIDS, but non-
uniolllsed labour submi ts itself to any test required by shipowners. 
Dlamini (lnterview: 200 I) claims that South African shipping companies have only been 
interested in initiating company level training programmes, and are not concerned with 
an organised national training programme. The union is quite firm on this issue of 
industry training for ' the nation' and not just for themselves. By training for the nation, 
Ihe union means training and upgrading South African seafarers for the global market, 
Ihal is creati ng jobs, beyond those required by the national shipping companies. They 
further assert that the TETA is besieged with administrative problems and as such is not 
necessarily the best body at the moment to run their equity programme. The union used 
its representation power on SAMSA's transformation committee to obtain funding from 
SAMSA for the programme. In the Dlamini's opinion, this is an example of the Union 
being proactive in servicing its membership. 
These ' exorbitanl' packages of RlSO 000 per student per annum further raised the ire of 
Unicorn shipping and other industry insiders. The packages, according to industry 
Ignored training methodology and previous experiences of training. 
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As Snook (Interview: 200 I) argues: 
"The package was a sticking point. We said IQ them look. our cadets are on a package of 
R27 000 a year. Now that package is designed to enable them to subsist. It covers their 
costs. We look after all their training costs , thei r books, thei r tuition, all that kind of 
thing. That R27 000 a year is basically pocket money for them. Their meals and all are 
found when they are on the sh ip. It's a low cost . There are 2 reasons for paying that kind 
of money to a cadet. First of all before they become qualified, there is zero chance of 
anyone poaching a cadet. You do not poach a cadet. They are valueless. They may not 
stand a watch on a bridge, or in an engine room. The may not hold any position of 
responsibility on a ship. They are trainees. SAMSA gave their reason for offering the 
salaries they have offered. One of the reasons they gave was that they were scared that 
other people will poach these cadets which is a dismal argument. The fact that those guys 
didn '{ find jobs in the first place is indicative of the fact that no one was clamouring for 
more cadets. We said to them, look for a RISO ODD, if you've got that kind of money to 
spend on these guys, we would of recommended that you incentivise them towards 
achieving cel1a in objectives and cel1ain milestones in their training as soon as poss ib le. 
Because one of the problems, we found with Ponnet cadets fo r example is that the guys 
carry on like sna ils, rea lly. There is very little incentive fo r them to progress. ,. 
A funher concern for Unicorn and other South African shipping companies was the Issue 
of having employees of the same level on disparate salary levels, as alluded to above. 
Unicorn argues that to have disparate levels of remuneration will cause a breakdown in 
workplace relations amongst cadets. He argues that trainees receiving R27 000 will want 
to be upgraded to RI50 000 per annum. This it is argued (Snook: Interview: 200 1) is 
another problem that the SATA WU and SAt\llSA failed or chose not to anticipate. 
Another sticking point for Unicorn. was the issue of standards and how candidates were 
recruited. Unicorn argues that industry has a wide range of experience and knowledge for 
SATAWU and SAMSA to draw on, in the recruitment of cadets . Snook (lnterview:2001) 
comends that SAt\llSA and SATAWU shou ld have been more rigorous in thei r 
recruitment of candidates: 
"They recruited all of these guys without putting them through any kind of an 
IIlterviewing process for a stall , which we believe, was wrong. We don ' , believe that 
SAMSA should be providing jobs to all comers, irrespecti ve of their colour. There are 
lots of good Black marit ime studies students around. They should have been looking to 
find the bes t of those guys who are available. We are not saying recruit Whites or recmit 
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Indians to maintains your standards. We are saying there are good Blacks around because 
we have them in our fleet. They should of been looking to recruit those guys. There was 
no process from what we have been able to understand from meetings with them, they 
signed these guys up all willy - nilly. Irrespective of results or anything else which does 
not augur well." 
(Snook: Interview: 200 1) 
For Snook (Interview: 2001). the SATAWU/SAMSA project is not going to achieve 
meaningful transformation. He argues that it is a ' window dressing project' that ignores 
issues of standards as well as effective recruitment strategies. It is also important to point 
out that due to the high cost nature of the project, it is not going to be repeated on an 
annual basis . It is therefore doubtfu l to assume that transformation in the seafaring sector 
is going to occur based on this one programme. This is ironic given that Dlamini 
(Interview: 2001) abhors 'window dressing' equity programmes that he argues shipping 
companies are guilty of implementi ng. 
Snook as an industry representatlve is at pa ins to understand why industry was not 
consulted about the planned SAT A WU/SAMSA equity th rough training project. It 
appears that in an industry that is fraught with tenuous union- management relations, the 
exclusion of industry from this process has proved to be counterproductive. Trust that had 
previously been built up between industry and labour when work ing together on the 
TETA has now been undermined. Un icorn points out that there was no need to bypass 
industry to initiate this equity through training programme. Trade union accusations that 
industry res istance to such an initiative is false and unfounded, according to Snook. He 
contends that the union has bypassed using the maritime chamber of the TETA and the 
bargaining council as forums from which to launch their equity programme. 
It is apparent that there is a contradiction between Snook' s (Interview: 2001) sentiment 
that mdustry is geared towards meaningful transfonnation and the SATAWU's stance 
that the shipping industry is one of the slowest industries to transform in terms of equity 
and skills development in SOllth Africa. 
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For Unicorn and other South African shipping companies, the most shocking aspect of 
the equity through training programme was that the union and SAi\llSA had not obtained 
a guarantee of benhs for their new recruits once they had completed their three year 
academic programme. Berths provide the essential 12 months seatime, cadets need , in 
order to quali fy. This study has identified the lack of training berths as a key impediment 
to achieving equity amongst South African seafarers. 
Once a candidate has done hisfher three years of academic tra ining, he or she is required 
to obtai n a benh. This means obta ining 12 months of on-board seatime experiential 
tra in ing. It is only on obtaining this 12 months of experiential train ing that a learner is 
certified as STeW 95 compliant. Due to the current shortage of officers in the globa l 
labour market. this certificate guarantees the newly qualified officer access to the global 
labour market. The problem is that sea time is not provided by the Techn ikons. It has to 
be provided by a shipping company. Shipping companies thus fur have been reluctant to 
provide this sea time to s tudents. 
The success of the SAMSA initiative therefore rested solely on their recruits obtaining 
berths. Snook points out what he perceives 10 be a fl aw in the SA..t\l1S A initiative. 
"They thought about that after the fact. They approached us once they had already 
recru ited these guys and they said , can you put the guy up at sea. Now earlier on I 
mentioned now that our fleet has reduced , we've had to bring all our cadets from a fleet 
of 16 shi ps on to a fleet of abo ut 5 ships. So our ships are chock-a-block, and we are 
already doing training for Portnet and Namport. So not for reasons of bei ng anti-
transformat ion, because we already have 80% Blac k cadets between Portnet, Namport 
and ourselves. They are al ready on there. Not for any other reason than the fact that there 
are a limited number of bun ks on the ship and short of putting the guys in the alleyways 
all mattresses . what do we do? 
(Snook: Interview: 200 I) 
SATAWU 's rationale for not consulting industry about its equity programme goes back 
to their percept ion that indust!)' is no t training for the nation. Dlamini (Interview: 2001 ) 
po ints out that the aim of thei r equity programme is not to train for South African 
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shipping companies but to train for the global market. There is therefore no need for 
industry to be directly involved. This does mean that the union does not recognise that 
there is a role for industry in complementing the ir equity plan. The union acknowledges 
that South African sh ipping companies have the resources to assist them, in terms of 
offering training benhs to the SATAWU/SAMSA cadets. At the time of the interview 
with Dlamini. the union had requested from industry, four to eight training berths per 
SOllth African ship in the merchant navy to accommodate their cadets. 
Unicorn shipping, still smaning from been excluded from the SATAWU/SAMSA equity 
plan. pointed out to the union that their fleet had been severely reduced and as such they 
could only offer seven trai ning berths. By agreeing to this, Unicorn had to invest a large 
amount of money to make alterations to their ships. They subsequently agreed to make 
these alterations to their ships to accommodate seven cadets. The alterations involved 
turning single cabins into double cabins, and double cabins into quadruple cabins (Snook: 
Interview: 2001). By agreeing to do this Unicorn would have been able to accommodate 
the newly recruited cadets for their seatime training. The union however remains 
unconvinced by South African shipping companies claims that since their fleets are been 
reduced , they can no longer supply training berths. Their own investigation into the 
operations and crewing management of Unicorn for example, suggests that when 
sh ipping companies state that their fleets are been reduced , one immediately assumes that 
their ships are been sold off to other compan ies (see chapter three and four). Dlamini 
(Interview: 200 I) maintains that th is is not the case. Instead of selling their ships, 
shipping companies charter them out to other companies. This is done to reduce labour 
costs, since charter companies can crew ships with any nationality they chose. Inevitably 
cheaper. non·unionised crew are employed over South African crew. It also allows South 
African companies to neatly sidestep issues of equity, training, and negotiating with 
orgamsed labour. The chartering of ships is common practice amongst South African 
ShlpplIlg companies (huervlews: Hagan : 2001 , Maclennan 2001 , Park inson: 2001 , Snook: 
2001). The union also states that the shipping companies retrench South African seafarers 
based on Ihe same argument of reduced fl eets. 
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Since July 2001 , after intensive negotiations with SATAWU and SANISA. 7AP 
Mollerlivlaersk (One of the largest global shipping companies) has agreed to provide 
berths to all the cadets when they finish the academ ic component of the training for their 
seat ime. This is a result of extensive negotiations between SAMSNSATAWU and AP 
Moller!Ivlaersk. 
Of panicular interest in this example is the way in which the union sidestepped South 
African employers in achieving its goals. This highlights the adversarial and difficult 
nature of the relat ionship between SATA \VU and the shipping companies. This points to 
a difficulty in the practice of social partnerships. Consensus, communication, and 
compromise are key practices that inform social partnerships. As this example 
demonstrates however there exists a lack of trust and communication between the un ion 
and employers. By not consulting with industry on this occasion, SATAWU reinforced 
these adversarial relations , making future work with the sh ipping companies all the more 
difficult. 
5.9 Conclusion 
The above di scuss ion illustrates how organised labour in South Africa has helped shape 
the socio-economic conditions of labour in South Africa, through the formation of key 
socia l partnerships with stakeholders. COSATU used the forum of Nedlac to push 
through legis lation to address equity and skills development in the South African labour 
market as a means of redressi ng labour market inequalities created and maintained by 
Apartheid. The legislation that COSATU helped enable has allowed unions more agency 
in the servici ng and organising of its membership , by leg islating representati ve union 
Involvement on a number of labour market institutions. This chapte r has investigated 
examples of SATAWU's role on IWO such labour market institutions in the maritime 
industry. the TETA and SAMSA. This investigation makes clear that SATAWU has a 
critical awareness of how the loca l intersects with the global in servici ng the needs of its 
1 Salillanm:: has b\.""I,;11 acqUlrcd by At> MolkTltvlacrsk. 
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ratings membership, This is demonstrated by its TETA initiated training simulator plan 
that involves the union drawing on both local and global resources to help achieve equity 
and employment of its membership, Further SAT A WU recognises that the formation of 
local partnerships must be used in conjunction with global socia l partnerships with 
employers outside South Africa to achieve its goals of national training as opposed to 
South African based company training. Hence there is not a jumping of discrete 
loca l/global scales but rather recognition of the complex: interp lay of the un ique 
characteristics of local place (South Africa) with the unique characteristics of the global 
labour market fo r ratings and officers. In its role on the SAMSA board, the union has 
focused on another as pect of the local , the transformation and equity of local maritime 
institutions such as SAlv1S A itself Hence Dlamini as chairperson of the transformation 
committee of SAMSA, played a key role in drawing up an equity programme for Black 
maritime surveyors fo r SAMSA. These surveyors, will be trained locally, selVe their 
seatime with a global shipping company and be employed locally at SAMSA itse lf South 
Africa for the first time in its maritime history will have Black marit ime surveyors. This 
project is all the more interesti ng because it does not involve SAT A WU servicing the 
needs of its existing membership , but rather drawing human resources outside its 
membership to achieve the aim of equity and employment. It further points to the union 
be ing cognisant of the plural ity of the local as opposed to a homogenous idea of the local . 
Hence for SATAWU there is a need to service its local ratings membership. but at the 
same time the union is increasingly becoming concerned with equity programmes so that 
more Black officers can enter the local and global labour markets for seafaring members . 
On the one hand is the recognition that many of these newly trained officers will be 
exported ab road to work on foreign owned ships, but at the same time SATAWU wants 
to achieve transformation in the locally based maritime institutions like SAMSA. 
The unlon's plans are not unproblematic though. In particular the its rol e in securing a 
generalis scholarship of R I SO 000 per annum to attract Black cadets for officer/maritime 
surveyor training has opened it up to critiques of window dressing by employers. In 
addition. the union by not consulting local industry at the inception of the SAt\l1.SA 
projec t has reinforced tradit iona l adversarial relations between management and the 
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union. More importantly however, the above examples also demonstrate that despite 
critiques of social partnerships diluting the power of labour in servicing its membership 
by forcing consensus SAT AWU nonetheless articulates its agency at a local leveL This 
complements and intersects with the union's global strategy of international labour 
solidarity in servicing the needs of South African ratings and officers. 
Th is chapter then helps me in my task of assessing claims of labour being 'agent-less' in 
a globalising world, by demonstrating that along with agency articulated on a global 
scale, SATAWU articulates agency on a local level as well. This is not to imply that these 
are discrete articulations of agency in areal places but rather complex intersections of 
agency at various scales simultaneously_ 
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Conclusion 
I n t~eorisin~ . globalisation, capital is presen~ed as all encompassing and powerful due to ItS mobility. Labour on the other hand IS presented as 'agentless' and passive in 
shaplIlg the processes of global is at ion. As mentioned in the Introduction, the aim of this 
dissertation is to assess these arguments by investigating the strategies used by SAT A WU 
to service South African seafarers. The findings of this dissertation suggest that the 
agency of labour in countering capitals' mobility and servicing a transnational, flexible 
labour force is understated and under-theorised in the dominant discourse of 
globalisation. Further, the case study presented points to labour having a more 
sophisticated understanding and pract ice of space. scale and class than has conventionally 
being theorised. At the same time however, whilst agency of labour exists, my study 
points to this agency being informed and fractured by differing material spatial interests. 
Material spatial interests as argued in Chapter Four are according 10 this investigation, 
being prioritised over class interests. I contend that it is only when an agency of labour 
recognises that spatial interests intersect and complicate those of class interests can the 
agency of labour be transfonnatory as opposed to merely accommodatory (see Chapter 
Four). 
I have argued in Chapter One that the prevailing discourse of globalisation is of a 
particular type - that is a transnational neo·liberal discourse of globalisation. This 
globalisation discourse has constructed labour as a powerless, unsophisticated actor. 
unable to sign ificantly shape the processes of global isation. Capital on the other hand is 
theorised as the exclusive agent influencing the processes of globalisation. Further I 
contend Ihat whilst capital has become increasingly more mobile and multi·locational due 
to the development of new technologies and the dictates oftransnational neo· liberalism. 
the scope and ramifications of this mobi lity are overstated. It is not useful to speak ofa 
monolithic organised capital that is alJ pervasive and powerfuL Rather it is more useful to 
di stinguish amongst the different kinds of capital. It is in doing this that labour 
organisations can plan appropriate responses 10 different factions of capital. For example 
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the shipp ing industry is comprised of two different ki nds of capital. Firstly 11 IS 
constituted by financial capitai. This capita l consists of financial transactions that are 
co nstantly mobile and intangible in the cyberspace oftransnational banking, Secondly is 
production capital, which consists of the physical structures of capital, such as buildings 
and ships . Ships in this case consist of literally mobile capital. This form of mobile 
capital is effectively countered through a strategy of political and industrial global 
solidarity amongst the ITF and its affiliates as demonstrated by the relationship between 
the ITF and SATAWU, in the campaign against FOe crewing and shipping. The ITF has 
not only reacted to the mobility of the shipping industry's production capital . it is 
proactive in shaping the economic geography of capita l by setting minimum wage rates 
(without consulting employers) as well as setting and monitoring working condition 
standards for ratings in the g lobal labour market. Proponents of the transnational neo-
liberal discourse of globalisation argue that trade unions have become organisational 
fossils in an increasingly unruly. globalising world . The evidence of the strategies of 
g lobal sol idarity articulated by SATAWU and the ITF in servicing South African 
seafarers, countering the mobility of capita l and influencing economic geography of 
shipping capital ind icates that globalisation is also an unruly process for capita l. This 
suggests a more complex picture of the way globalisation has impacted on labour and 
capital. It is too simplistic to argue that capital is the only agent and benefactor of 
globalisat ion. This impl ies that g lobal isation is the endgame in the historica l strugg le 
between labour and capital. Instead I posit that both capita l and labour are active agents 
of the processes of globalisation. Neither are these agents homogenous groups with 
monolithic interests. To construct them as such is to present capital as fa r more coherent 
in its mobility and organisation that it actually is. To present labour in such a manner is to 
deny the diverse and often competing interests of labour in its articulation of agency. 
A further contention of this dissertation is that the dominant stream oftransnational-neo-
liberal globalisation has rendered less visible the strong tradition of trade unions ' agency 
in forming international so lidarities with wo rkers to shape and influence the workings of 
capital on local and global scales. This is not to deny that many of these so lidarities were 
"imagi ned solidarities' as the politics of the cold war indicate. For the purpose of this 
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dissertation it is more important to note that cold war politic demonstrated the agency of 
labour organisations to contribute to uneven economic geographies for workers. Further 
as Chapter Four demonstrates the shift from the gea-politics of the cold war to the gec-
economics oftransnational neo-l iberal globalisation has not nullified the agency of trade 
unions. 
In chapter four, my discussion of scale included two theoretical concepts, that of spaces 
0./ dependence and spaces of engageme11l. These concepts were used to indicate how 
SATAWU by shifting amongst scales is able to service South African seafarers. 
SAT AWU's strategic use of its position on a maritime labour market bodies set up by the 
SDA and EEA, such as SAMSA and TETA to service the local needs of South African 
seafarers points to the union being aware of the complex interplay of the local and the 
global and spaces of engagement and spaces of dependence. An intellectual ly rigorous 
no tion of scale is essential to understandi ng how trade unions can express their agency in 
servicing Iransnational memberships. 
Space :U1d Class 
As averred to in Chapter One, and related to the preceding di scussion, there is a 
movement amongst a group of labour geographers to critically reinsert class back into 
theorising the agency of labour. There is nol llntform agreement amongs t labour 
geographers rega rding the centrality or role of class as an object of geographical enqui ry. 
See for example the critique by Castree (1 999) of Gibson-Graham (1996) and Sayer 
( 1995) with regard to them not giving 'proper ' acknowledgement of class in labour 
geography. Proponents of class as an object of geographical analys is do not negate the 
importance of other identities of workers! . Hence theirs is not an uncritical call fo r class 
. , 
analys ls-. 
I Smllh (2CKlO) arg1.I~'S that th..:: di llcrcnc..:: and di\"crsily of identities espousoo by postmodem ism (sec Barr..::t 
& Phillips: 1992. App mh: 1994. Deal: 1997) provided 3 much nccd~-d impetus to the social scicn~ .. s In 
Ih~oris!llg and rc.:pn:scnling. th..:: social. 1100\..: \'er he arg.ues that the posl-modcm impulse to fragment 
ld~ntllY Hnl! ~!l n.; \"01l;!.! \0 all has had the lLnmlend!.!d conscqu..::nce of commodifying identity 10 such an 
c't~'ll Ihat 11 no long..: r s..:n·cs lhe: ~ubvcrs i \·e: role of d!.!stabilising dominam discourses or globalis..1lion or 
~~\}Iwmic.:;:. Insh:ad id~'ntities hav..:: bi.."\.,"'n appropriated by those on the Righl :Uld entered Ihe mainslream 
J I:iCO Uf:'C . IJy doing so Ih!.!l r suiw..::rs i\"c: intent IS diluted 
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This d issertation argues that a spatial conception of class as conceived by its proponents 
in labour geography is an essential methodological tool in analysing issues facing trade 
unions, particularly the issue oflabour solidarity across space as done in Chapter Four. In 
this regard I refer back to John5 ' (1998) argument that any assessment of the way the 
agency of labour is articulated necessitates that a distinction be made between class and 
space (See Chapter Four). In other words she argues that class interests that may nearly 
be universal across space (e.g. employment, job security. a living wage) may conflict 
with material interests that workers recognises as a result oftheif unique location in the 
hierarchy of places that is the manifestation of uneven development (e,g, continued 
emp loyment in a particular place, a higher standard of living relative to workers in other 
places). 
This dissertation concludes that it is intellectually dishonest and politically questionable 
to suggest that working class people are too ignorant to recognise their "true' interests at 
particular historical moments in particular places. I argue that by recognizing the 
geographical or spatial realities that workers face in particular locations it becomes 
possible 10 theorise how local class relations are spatially constitu ted and worked out and 
thereby to explain such activf4.ies by workers. 
This then raises the issue of capita list labour markets and the fact that they necessitate 
that workers across geographies (local, regional, and global) compete against each other. 
Some of the ways that trade unions have attempted to counter this is by the creation of 
national collective bargaining agreements (also referred to as master contracts in the US) 
is designed to take certain conditions of work and wages out of competition. We see that 
such union goals may require negotiators to address dramatic regional and local 
differences in work practices and wage rates amongst other conditions (Herod: 1998). 
See Herod's (1997) case study of the geography of contract bargaining in the US east 
coast longshore industry, for an example of this. Herod (1997) argues that national 
! Some prlJPoncnl~ of cla.';." an.: D;I\'id 11:II"\".:y, Richard Peel. Richard Walker, R ... -beccn Johns, Andrew 
I kr~\d nnd Nod Cuslr ... 'C 10 \HUlI\..' some of Ihe mOSI prolilic. Labour gl.:ographcI'S \htll remain more sceptlcul 
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agreements are an explicit recognition on the part of unions that employers may use 
variations in condit ions across the economic landscape as a source of economic and 
political power to ' whipsaw' workers in different places against each other. As a resu lt of 
capital's whipsawing capabilities, developing national agreements3 can be one way for 
unions to confront capita ls geographic power. 
An example of labours agency in confronting capitals geographic power is the manner in 
which the ITF and its national affiliates develop international agreements to prevent the 
whipsawing of capital. National unions affi liated to the ITF, like SATAWU. negotiate in 
conjunction with the ITF to set a standard minimum wage for unionised ratings in the 
global labour market. The ITF also seeks to protect the interests of non· unionised ratings 
that work on FOe vessels by regularly inspecting these vessels to investigate 
occupational health , safety and wage issues . Further, when inspecting a vessel the ITF 
encourages ratings on board to join a national union . If FOe ships do not sign an 
agreement with the ITF regarding working conditions and wage levels , these ships are 
subjected to sol idarity boycotts from dock ·workers at whichever national port they dock 
at. This actio n can cOSt shipowners vast amounts of money in loss of earnings and 
productivity. In this way then the ITF is interested in unionising as many ratings as it can 
in the global labour market. As more ratings become unionised and more FOe ships sign 
wage agreements with the ITF, it will become increasingly difficult for shipowners to 
whipsaw between regions to seek out cheaper labour, as a standard wage wi ll be the 
no rm. 
Thi s strategy suggests that the lT F's practice of agency is class based as opposed to 
spatially based agenda for agency. The findings ofthjs dissertation suggest that the rTF' s 
class based strategy conceives of workers as a homgenous catergory, by not taking into 
account their diverse material conditions. A spatialised agenda for agency implies that 
the malerial inlerests of one group of workers that are spatially divided from another 
lll"hU\\ labour geography UM:.." cl:l.~s as an ana l~tlc"ll cllIcgOI")' nre Gibson·Grahrun ( 19%) and Snycr ( 1995). 
1 ThIS as I knxl' s (1995) case stud~' d~'Tll0nst rat l..'S . is not to suggest thtl t nil unions scek national agreements. 
S~'n1<.!lt lllo.::> locHl branches may sl..'o.:k IQ hrl!:lk out of nntional agrct.mo.:nts bccmlsc th~'Y belicve thcy will be 
hcucr o Il' hargaining locall ~r 
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group of workers are prioritised. The ITF 's global wage push for ratings from the South 
and eastern Europe does not take into account the diverse economic geographies of 
workers. Thus far its FOe campaign has not prevented capital from using spatial 
divisions between workers and diverse economic geographies to exploit workers. 
Na tional unions of Asia and employers in the shipping industry argue that the ITF is 
imperialist by setting a first world wage standard that ignores the disparate economics of 
place. Therefore the ITF is accused of not having a spatialised agenda sensitive to the 
economics of place. Further as Chapter three suggests, ratings in the Philippines, which 
has a strong tradition of labour organising, ignore attempts by the ITF and Filipino 
national unions to organise them, in fear that the ITF wage will whipsaw capital to even 
cheaper reservoirs of labour. These ratings, I suggest are instrumental , self-aware agents 
(as much as capital) in shaping uneven spaces of development. This is not to imply that 
there is no class-consciousness amongst non-unionised ratings but rather that it is class-
consciousness bounded by local material spatial interests. This contradiction between 
class and space necessitates a more sophisticated notion of scale In servlcmg a 
transnational membership like seafarers, as referred to in Chapter Four. 
This dissenation has assessed claims that labour is a passive player in influencing and 
countering the processes of global is at ion, through a case study of the strategies used by 
SATAWU in servicing Soulh African seafarers. It has found that the agency of labour is 
far greater than theorised in the discourse of transnational-neo-liberal globalisation. 
Funher 1 have argued that academically rigorous notions of space, scale and class are 
integra l to highlighting the many contradictions inherent in the processes of global is at ion. 
Space as theorised by labour geographers, can provide the seeds to a counter discourse of 
globalisation that recognises the agency of workers and trade unions to influence and 
shape their own material condi tions. The findings of this dissertation, not on ly contribute 
to a growing body of work that aims to introduce labour more critically into labour 
studIes, it is also an invitation to others to build on my work. In so doing labour 
geography. as a sub-discipline oflabollf studies will continue to grow and provide much 
needed reinvigoration to labour studies. 
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